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ABALONES AABELNOS ABALONE, edible shellfish [n] 

ABATISES AABEISST ABATIS, barrier made of felled trees [n] 

ABATTOIR AABIORTT slaughterhouse [n -S] 

ABERRANT AABENRRT deviant (one that deviates from norm) [n -S] 

ABETTALS AABELSTT ABETTAL, abetment (act of abetting (to encourage and support)) [n] 

ABETTERS ABEERSTT ABETTER, abettor (one that abets (to encourage and support)) [n] 

ABETTORS ABEORSTT ABETTOR, one that abets (to encourage and support) [n] 

ABLATION AABILNOT surgical removal of bodily part [n -S] 

ABLATORS AABLORST ABLATOR, one that ablates (to remove by cutting) [n] 

ABLEISTS ABEILSST ABLEIST, one that practices ableism [n] 

ABLUENTS ABELNSTU ABLUENT, cleansing agent [n] 

ABLUTION ABILNOTU washing (articles washed or to be washed) [n -S]  

ABOITEAU AABEIOTU aboideau (type of dike) [n -S, -X] 

ABORTERS ABEORRST ABORTER, one that aborts (to bring forth fetus prematurely) [n] 

ABORTION ABINOORT induced expulsion of nonviable fetus [n -S] 

ABOULIAS AABILOSU ABOULIA, abulia (loss of willpower) [n] 

ABRASION AABINORS act of abrading (to wear away by friction) [n -S] 

ABROSIAS AABIORSS ABROSIA, fasting from food [n] 

ABSEILER ABEEILRS one that abseils (to rappel (to descend from steep height by means of rope)) [n -S] 

ABSENTEE ABEEENST one that is not present [n -S] 

ABSENTER ABEENRST one that absents himself [n -S] 

ABSOLUTE ABELOSTU free from restriction [adj -R, -ST] / something that is absolute [n -S] 

ABSONANT AABNNOST unreasonable (not reasonable) [adj] 

ABSTAINS AABINSST ABSTAIN, to refrain voluntarily [v] 

ABSTRUSE ABERSSTU difficult to understand [adj -R, -ST] 

ABUTILON ABILNOTU flowering plant [n -S] 

ABUTTALS AABLSTTU ABUTTAL, abutment (something that abuts (to touch along border)) [n] 

ABUTTERS ABERSTTU ABUTTER, one that abuts (to touch along border) [n] 

ACARINES AACEINRS ACARINE, acarid (type of arachnid (any of class of segmented invertebrate animals)) [n] 

ACAULINE AACEILNU having no stem [adj] 

ACAULOSE AACELOSU acauline (having no stem) [adj] 

ACAULOUS AACLOSUU acauline (having no stem) [adj] 

ACEROLAS AACELORS ACEROLA, West Indian shrub [n] 

ACETATES AACEESTT ACETATE, salt of acetic acid [n] 

ACETONES ACEENOST ACETONE, flammable liquid [n] 

ACIERATE AACEEIRT to turn into steel [v -D, -TING, -S] 

ACOELOUS ACELOOSU lacking true body cavity [adj] 

ACONITES ACEINOST ACONITE, poisonous herb [n] 

ACRASIAS AAACIRSS ACRASIA, lack of self-control [n] 

ACRASINS AACINRSS ACRASIN, substance secreted by cells of slime mold [n] 

ACROLEIN ACEILNOR flammable liquid [n -S] 

ACTINIAE AACEIINT ACTINIA, marine animal [n] 

ACTINIAN AACIINNT actinia (marine animal) [n -S] 

ACTINIAS AACIINST ACTINIA, marine animal [n] 
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ACTINONS ACINNOST ACTINON, isotope of radon [n] 

ACTIONER ACEINORT film with exciting action [n -S] 

ACTUATES AACESTTU ACTUATE, to set into action or motion [v] 

ACTUATOR AACORTTU one that actuates (to set into action or motion) [n -S] 

ACUITIES ACEIISTU ACUITY, sharpness (quality of being sharp (suitable for or capable of cutting or piercing)) [n] 

ACULEATE AACEELTU stinging insect [n -S] 

ADDITION ADDIINOT something added [n -S] 

ADENOIDS ADDEINOS ADENOID, enlarged lymphoid growth behind pharynx [n] 

ADORNING ADGINNOR ADORN, to add something to for purpose of making more attractive [v] 

ADULATED AADDELTU ADULATE, to praise excessively [v] 

AEROBATS AABEORST AEROBAT, one that performs feats in aircraft [n] 

AGEDNESS ADEEGNSS oldness (state of being old (living or existing for relatively long time)) [n -ES] 

AGENTING AEGGINNT business or activities of agent [n -S] / AGENT, to act as representative for [v] 

AGIOTAGE AAEGGIOT business of broker [n -S] 

AGISTING AGGIINST AGIST, to feed and take care of for fee, as livestock [v] 

AGITATED AADEGITT AGITATE, to move with violent, irregular action [v] 

AGONISED ADEGINOS AGONISE, to agonize (to suffer extreme pain) [v] 

AGREEING AEEGGINR AGREE, to have same opinion [v] 

AILMENTS AEILMNST AILMENT, physical or mental disorder [n] 

AIRBALLS AABILLRS AIRBALL, to miss basket in basketball [v]   

AIRBASES AABEIRSS AIRBASE, military base for aircraft [n] 

AIRBOATS AABIORST AIRBOAT, boat used in swampy areas [n] 

AIRBORNE ABEINORR flying [adj] 

AIRBURST ABIRRSTU explosion in air [n -S] 

AIRBUSES ABEIRSSU AIRBUS, passenger airplane [n] 

AIRMAILS AAIILMRS AIRMAIL, to send mail by airplane [v] 

AIRPLANE AAEILNPR winged aircraft propelled by jet engines or propellers [n -S] 

AIRPORTS AIOPRRST AIRPORT, tract of land maintained for landing and takeoff of aircraft [n] 

AIRPOSTS AIOPRSST AIRPOST, system of conveying mail by airplane [n] 

AIRSTRIP AIIPRRST runway (landing and takeoff strip for aircraft) [n -S] 

AIRTIMES AEIIMRST AIRTIME, time when broadcast begins [n] 

AIRTRAMS AAIMRRST AIRTRAM, aerial cable car [n] 

ALARMIST AAILMRST one who alarms others needlessly [n -S] 

ALENCONS ACELNNOS ALENCON, needlepoint lace [n] 

ALIDADES AADDEILS ALIDADE, device used in angular measurement [n] 

ALIENISM AEIILMNS alienage (state of being foreign (situated outside place or country)) [n -S] 

ALIGNING AGGIILNN ALIGN, to arrange in straight line [v] 

ALIMENTS AEILMNST ALIMENT, to nourish (to sustain with food) [v] 

ALLEGING AEGGILLN ALLEGE, to assert without proof or before proving [v] 

ALLELISM AEILLLMS state of possessing alleles [n -S] 

ALLIABLE AABEILLL capable of being allied [adj] 

ALLIANCE AACEILLN association formed to further common interests of its members [n -S] 

ALLICINS ACIILLNS ALLICIN, liquid compound [n] 

ALLOBARS AABLLORS ALLOBAR, change in barometric pressure [n] 

ALLOCATE AACELLOT to set apart for particular purpose [v -D, -TING, -S] 

ALLUDING ADGILLNU ALLUDE, to make indirect reference [v] 
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ALMONERS AELMNORS ALMONER, one that distributes alms [n] 

ALPINIST AIILNPST mountain climber [n -S] 

ALTRUISM AILMRSTU selfless devotion to welfare of others [n -S] 

ALUMINAS AAILMNSU ALUMINA, oxide of aluminum [n] 

ALUMINES AEILMNSU ALUMINE, alumina (oxide of aluminum) [n] 

ALUMROOT ALMOORTU flowering plant [n -S] 

AMANITAS AAAIMNST AMANITA, any of genus of poisonous fungi [n] 

AMANITIN AAIIMNNT chemical compound [n -S] 

AMARELLE AAEELLMR variety of sour cherry [n -S] 

AMARETTI AAEIMRTT macaroons made with bitter almonds [n AMARETTI] 

AMARETTO AAEMORTT kind of liqueur [n -S] 

AMARONES AAEMNORS AMARONE, dry red wine [n] 

AMASSERS AAEMRSSS AMASSER, one that amasses (to gather (to bring together into one place or group)) [n] 

AMATEURS AAEMRSTU AMATEUR, one that engages in activity for pleasure [n] 

AMEERATE AAEEEMRT amirate (rank of amir) [n -S] 

AMENTIAS AAEIMNST AMENTIA, mental deficiency [n] 

AMIANTUS AAIMNSTU variety of asbestos [n -ES] 

AMIRATES AAEIMRST AMIRATE, rank of amir [n] 

AMITOSES AEIMOSST AMITOSIS, type of cell division [n] 

AMITOSIS AIIMOSST type of cell division [n -S]  

AMITROLE AEILMORT herbicide [n -S] 

AMNESIAS AAEIMNSS AMNESIA, loss of memory [n] 

AMNIOTES AEIMNOST AMNIOTE, vertebrate that develops amnion during embryonic stage [n] 

AMORETTI AEIMORTT AMORETTO, cupid (naked, winged representation of Roman god of love) [n] 

AMORETTO AEMOORTT cupid (naked, winged representation of Roman god of love) [n -TTI, -S] 

AMORISTS AIMORSST AMORIST, lover (one that loves another) [n] 

AMOROSOS AMOOORSS AMOROSO, type of wine [n] 

AMORTISE AEIMORST to amortize (to liquidate gradually, as debt) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

AMOSITES AEIMOSST AMOSITE, type of asbestos (mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties)) [n] 

AMOTIONS AIMNOOST AMOTION, removal of corporate officer from his office [n] 

AMREETAS AAEEMRST AMREETA, amrita (beverage that bestows immortality in Hindu mythology) [n] 

ANABAENA AAAABENN freshwater alga [n -S] 

ANABASES AAABENSS ANABAS, freshwater fish [n] / ANABASIS, military advance [n] 

ANABASIS AAABINSS military advance [n -SES] 

ANAEMIAS AAAEIMNS ANAEMIA, anemia (disorder of blood) [n] 

ANAEROBE AABEENOR organism that does not require oxygen to live [n -S] 

ANAGOGES AAEGGNOS ANAGOGE, spiritual interpretation of words [n] 

ANALCITE AACEILNT mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties) [n -S] 

ANALECTA AAACELNT analects (selections from literary work or group of works) [n ANALECTA] 

ANALECTS AACELNST selections from literary work or group of works [n -S] 

ANAPAEST AAAENPST anapest (type of metrical foot) [n -S] 

ANAPESTS AAENPSST ANAPEST, type of metrical foot [n] 

ANASARCA AAAACNRS form of dropsy [n -S] 

ANCESTOR ACENORST to be ancestor (person from whom one is descended) of [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ANCIENTS ACEINNST ANCIENT, one who lived in ancient times [n] 

ANCILLAE AACEILLN ANCILLA, helper (one that helps (to give assistance to)) [n] 
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ANCILLAS AACILLNS ANCILLA, helper (one that helps (to give assistance to)) [n] 

ANCONEAL AACELNNO ANCON, elbow [adj] 

ANDROGEN ADEGNNOR male sex hormone [n -S] 

ANDROIDS ADDINORS ANDROID, synthetic man [n] 

ANEMONES AEEMNNOS ANEMONE, flowering plant [n] 

ANEMOSES AEEMNOSS ANEMOSIS, separation of rings of growth in timber due to wind [n] 

ANEMOSIS AEIMNOSS separation of rings of growth in timber due to wind [n -S] 

ANEURISM AEIMNRSU aneurysm (abnormal blood-filled dilation of blood vessel) [n -S] 

ANGELING AEGGILNN ANGEL, to support financially [v] 

ANGERING AEGGINNR ANGER, to make angry [v] 

ANGLINGS AGGILNNS ANGLING, sport of fishing [n] 

ANIMATER AAEIMNRT animator (one that animates (to give life to)) [n -S] 

ANIMATES AAEIMNST ANIMATE, to give life to [v] 

ANIMATOR AAIMNORT one that animates (to give life to) [n -S] 

ANIMATOS AAIMNOST ANIMATO, musical passage played in lively manner [n] 

ANIMISTS AIIMNSST ANIMIST, adherent of animism (belief that souls may exist apart from bodies) [n] 

ANIMUSES AEIMNSSU ANIMUS, feeling of hostility [n] 

ANNOUNCE ACENNNOU to make known publicly [v -D, -CING, -S] 

ANODISED ADDEINOS ANODISE, to anodize (to coat with protective film by chemical means) [v] 

ANOOPSIA AAINOOPS visual defect [n -S] 

ANOPSIAS AAINOPSS ANOPSIA, anoopsia (visual defect) [n] 

ANORETIC ACEINORT anorexic (one affected with anorexia) [n -S] 

ANOSMIAS AAIMNOSS ANOSMIA, loss of sense of smell [n] 

ANTBEARS AABENRST ANTBEAR, aardvark (African mammal) [n] 

ANTELOPE AEELNOPT ruminant mammal [n -S] 

ANTEPAST AAENPSTT appetizer (something that stimulates desire) [n -S] 

ANTEROOM AEMNOORT waiting room [n -S] 

ANTIACNE AACEINNT effective against acne [adj] 

ANTIATOM AAIMNOTT atom comprised of antiparticles [n -S] 

ANTIBIAS AABIINST opposed to bias [adj] 

ANTIBOSS ABINOSST opposed to bosses [adj] 

ANTICULT ACILNTTU group opposed to cult [n -S] 

ANTIDRUG ADGINRTU opposed to illicit drugs [adj] 

ANTIGANG AAGGINNT opposed to gangs [adj] 

ANTIMALE AAEILMNT opposed to men (adult human male) [adj] 

ANTIMERE AEEIMNRT part of organism symmetrical with part on opposite side of main axis [n -S] 

ANTIMINE AEIIMNNT effective against mines [adj] 

ANTINOME AEIMNNOT one that is opposite to another [n -S] 

ANTIPILL AIILLNPT opposing use of contraceptive pills [adj] 

ANTIPOLE AEILNOPT opposite pole [n -S] 

ANTIPORN AINNOPRT opposed to pornography [adj] 

ANTIRAPE AAEINPRT concerned with preventing rape [adj] 

ANTISLIP AIILNPST designed to prevent slipping [adj] 

ANTISMUT AIMNSTTU opposed to pornography [adj] 

ANTISNOB ABINNOST one that is opposed to snobbery [n -S] 

ANURETIC ACEINRTU ANURESIS, inability to urinate [adj] 
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AORISTIC ACIIORST AORIST, verb tense [adj] 

APATITES AAEIPSTT APATITE, mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties) [n] 

APERIENT AEEINPRT mild laxative [n -S] 

APERTURE AEEPRRTU opening (vacant or unobstructed space) [n -S] 

APIARIAN AAAIINPR apiarist (person who raises bees) [n -S] 

APIARIES AAEIIPRS APIARY, place where bees are kept [n] 

APIARIST AAIIPRST person who raises bees [n -S] 

APLANATS AAALNPST APLANAT, type of reflecting or refracting surface [n] 

APLASIAS AAAILPSS APLASIA, defective development of organ or part [n] 

APOLUNES AELNOPSU APOLUNE, point in orbit of body which is farthest from moon [n] 

APOSTATE AAEOPSTT one who commits apostasy (abandonment of one's faith or principles) [n -S] 

APOSTILS AILOPSST APOSTIL, marginal note [n] 

APOSTLES AELOPSST APOSTLE, disciple sent forth by Christ to preach gospel [n] 

APTEROUS AEOPRSTU having no wings [adj] 

ARABISES AABEIRSS ARABIS, mat-forming plant [n] 

ARACEOUS AACEORSU belonging to arum family of plants [adj] 

ARANCINI AACIINNR cooked rice balls [n ARANCINI]   

ARAROBAS AAABORRS ARAROBA, Brazilian tree [n] 

ARBALEST AABELRST type of crossbow (kind of weapon) [n -S] 

ARBALIST AABILRST arbalest (type of crossbow (kind of weapon)) [n -S] 

ARBELEST ABEELRST arbalest (type of crossbow (kind of weapon)) [n -S] 

ARBITERS ABEIRRST ARBITER, one chosen or appointed to judge disputed issue [n] 

ARBITRAL AABILRRT ARBITER, one chosen or appointed to judge disputed issue [adj] 

ARBOREAL AABELORR living in trees [adj] 

ARBORETA AABEORRT places for study and exhibition of trees [n ARBORETA] 

ARBORIST ABIORRST tree specialist [n -S] 

ARBOROUS ABOORRSU pertaining to trees [adj] 

ARBUTEAN AABENRTU ARBUTE, evergreen tree [adj] 

ARCATURE AACERRTU small arcade [n -S] 

ARCSINES ACEINRSS ARCSINE, inverse function to sine [n] 

ARMATURE AAEMRRTU to furnish with armor [v -D, -RING, -S] 

ARMILLAE AAEILLMR ARMILLA, thin membrane around stem of certain fungi [n] 

ARMILLAS AAILLMRS ARMILLA, thin membrane around stem of certain fungi [n] 

ARMOIRES AEIMORRS ARMOIRE, large, ornate cabinet [n] 

ARMORERS AEMORRRS ARMORER, one that makes or repairs armor [n] 

ARMORIAL AAILMORR treatise on heraldry [n -S] 

ARMORIES AEIMORRS ARMORY, place where weapons are stored [n] 

ARMOURER AEMORRRU armorer (one that makes or repairs armor) [n -S] 

ARMRESTS AEMRRSST ARMREST, support for arm [n] 

ARRANGED AADEGNRR ARRANGE, to put in definite or proper order [v] 

ARSENICS ACEINRSS ARSENIC, metallic element [n] 

ARTICLES ACEILRST ARTICLE, to charge with specific offenses [v] 

ARTISTIC ACIIRSTT characteristic of art [adj] 

ASBESTOS ABEOSSST mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties) [n -ES] 

ASBESTUS ABESSSTU asbestos (mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties)) [n -ES] 

ASOCIALS AACILOSS ASOCIAL, one that avoids company of others [n] 
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ASPERATE AAEEPRST to make uneven [v -D, -TING, -S] 

ASPERSER AEEPRRSS one that asperses (to spread false charges against) [n -S] 

ASPERSES AEEPRSSS ASPERSE, to spread false charges against [v] 

ASPERSOR AEOPRRSS asperser (one that asperses (to spread false charges against)) [n -S] 

ASPIRANT AAINPRST one that aspires (to have earnest desire or ambition) [n -S] 

ASPIRATA AAAIPRST type of plosive (sound produced by plosion) [n -E] 

ASPIRATE AAEIPRST to pronounce with initial release of breath [v -D, -TING, -S] 

ASPIRERS AEIPRRSS ASPIRER, aspirant (one that aspires (to have earnest desire or ambition)) [n] 

ASPIRINS AIINPRSS ASPIRIN, pain reliever [n] 

ASSIGNED ADEGINSS ASSIGN, to set apart for particular purpose [v] 

ASSUAGED AADEGSSU ASSUAGE, to make less severe [v] 

ASSUMERS AEMRSSSU ASSUMER, one that assumes (to take on) [n] 

ASTERISM AEIMRSST property of certain minerals of showing starlike luminous figure [n -S] 

ASTILBES ABEILSST ASTILBE, Asian perennial [n] 

ASTOMOUS AMOOSSTU having no stomata [adj] 

ASTRICTS ACIRSSTT ASTRICT, to restrict (to keep within certain boundaries) [v] 

ATABRINE AABEINRT drug to treat malaria [n -S] 

ATOMISER AEIMORST atomizer (device for atomizing liquids) [n -S] 

ATOMISES AEIMOSST ATOMISE, to atomize (to reduce to fine spray) [v] 

ATOMISTS AIMOSSTT ATOMIST, adherent of atomism (theory that universe is composed of simple, indivisible, minute particles) [n] 

ATONABLE AABELNOT ATONE, to make amends or reparation [adj] 

ATROPINE AEINOPRT poisonous alkaloid [n -S] 

ATROPINS AINOPRST ATROPIN, atropine (poisonous alkaloid) [n] 

ATTENDED ADDEENTT ATTEND, to be present at [v] 

ATTICIST ACIISTTT one who uses atticisms (concise and elegant expression) [n -S] 

ATTRACTS AACRSTTT ATTRACT, to cause to approach or adhere [v] 

AUBRETIA AABEIRTU aubrieta (flowering plant) [n -S] 

AUBRIETA AABEIRTU flowering plant [n -S] 

AUCTIONS ACINOSTU AUCTION, to sell publicly to highest bidder [v] 

AUDITING ADGIINTU AUDIT, to examine with intent to verify [v] 

AUGURING AGGINRUU AUGUR, to foretell from omens [v] 

AURICLES ACEILRSU AURICLE, ear or ear-shaped part [n] 

AURICULA AACILRUU auricle (ear or ear-shaped part) [n -E, -S] 

AUTISTIC ACIISTTU one who is affected with autism [n -S] 

AUTOCRAT AACORTTU absolute ruler [n -S] 

AUTOMATA AAAMOTTU robots (humanlike machine that performs various functions) [n AUTOMATA] 

AUTOMATE AAEMOTTU to convert to system of automatic control [v -D, -TING, -S] 

AUTOMATS AAMOSTTU AUTOMAT, type of cafeteria [n] 

AUTOPENS AENOPSTU AUTOPEN, device for imitating signatures [n] 

AUTOSOME AEMOOSTU type of chromosome [n -S]  

AUTUMNAL AALMNTUU AUTUMN, season of year [adj] 

 

10-Point Face Value 

B 

BAILOUTS ABILOSTU BAILOUT, act of parachuting from aircraft [n] 

BALISAUR AABILRSU long-tailed badger [n -S] 
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BALLASTS AABLLSST BALLAST, to stabilize [v] 

BALLIEST ABEILLST BALLY, bloody (stained with blood) [adj] 

BALLISTA AABILLST ancient weapon [n -E, -S] 

BALLONET ABELLNOT small balloon [n -S] 

BALLONNE ABELLNNO ballet jump [n -S] 

BALLOONS ABLLNOOS BALLOON, to swell out [v] 

BALLOTER ABELLORT one that ballots (to vote (to cast vote (formal expression of will or opinion))) [n -S] 

BALLSIER ABEILLRS BALLSY, offensive word [adj] 

BALLUTES ABELLSTU BALLUTE, small inflatable parachute [n] 

BALUSTER ABELRSTU railing support [n -S] 

BANISTER ABEINRST handrail (railing used for support) [n -S] 

BANNERET ABEENNRT small flag [n -S] 

BANNEROL ABELNNOR banderol (streamer (long, narrow flag)) [n -S] 

BANTERER ABEENRRT one that banters (to exchange mildly teasing remarks) [n -S] 

BARENESS ABEENRSS state of being bare (naked (being without clothing or covering)) [n -ES] 

BARILLAS AABILLRS BARILLA, chemical compound [n] 

BARISTAS AABIRSST BARISTA, one who makes and serves coffee to public [n] 

BARITONE ABEINORT male singing voice [n -S] 

BARNIEST ABEINRST BARNY, resembling barn in size, shape, or smell [adj] 

BARONESS ABENORSS wife of baron [n -ES] 

BARONETS ABENORST BARONET, holder of rank below that of baron [n] 

BARONIAL AABILNOR pertaining to baron (lower member of nobility) [adj] 

BARONIES ABEINORS BARONY, domain of baron [n] 

BARONNES ABENNORS BARONNE, baroness (wife of baron) [n] 

BAROSAUR AABORRSU large dinosaur [n -S] 

BARRATER AABERRRT barrator (one who commits barratry (fraud committed by master or crew of ship)) [n -S] 

BARRATOR AABORRRT one who commits barratry (fraud committed by master or crew of ship) [n -S] 

BARRENER ABEENRRR BARREN, unproductive (not productive) [adj] 

BARRETOR ABEORRRT barrator (one who commits barratry (fraud committed by master or crew of ship)) [n -S] 

BARRETTE ABEERRTT hair clip [n -S] 

BARRIERS ABEIRRRS BARRIER, obstacle (something that obstructs (to get in way of)) [n] 

BARSTOOL ABLOORST stool in barroom [n -S] 

BARTERER ABEERRRT one that barters (to trade (to give in exchange for another commodity)) [n -S] 

BARTISAN AABINRST bartizan (small turret) [n -S] 

BASALTES AABELSST unglazed stoneware [n -S] 

BASELESS ABEELSSS having no foundation [adj] 

BASELINE ABEEILNS line at either end of court in certain sports [n -S] 

BASENESS ABEENSSS state of being base (morally low) [n -ES] 

BASINETS ABEINSST BASINET, medieval helmet [n] 

BASSETTS ABESSSTT BASSETT, hound [n] 

BASSINET ABEINSST basket used as baby's crib [n -S] 

BASSISTS ABISSSST BASSIST, person who plays double bass [n] 

BASSNESS ABENSSSS lowness in pitch [n -ES] 

BASSOONS ABNOOSSS BASSOON, low-pitched instrument [n] 

BASTILES ABEILSST BASTILE, bastille (prison) [n] 

BASTILLE ABEILLST prison [n -S] 
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BASTIONS ABINOSST BASTION, fortified place [n] 

BATISTES ABEISSTT BATISTE, sheer fabric [n] 

BATTALIA AAABILTT military unit [n -S] 

BATTENER ABEENRTT one that battens (to fasten with strips of wood) [n -S] 

BATTERER ABEERRTT one that batters (to beat repeatedly) [n -S] 

BATTERIE ABEEIRTT ballet movement [n -RIES] 

BATTIEST ABEISTTT BATTY, crazy (insane (mentally unsound)) [adj] 

BATTLERS ABELRSTT BATTLER, one that battles (to fight (to attempt to defeat adversary)) [n] 

BEASTIES ABEEISST BEASTIE, tiny animal [n] 

BEATLESS ABEELSST having no rhythm [adj] 

BEAUTEST ABEESTTU BEAUT, beautiful [adj] 

BEAUTIES ABEEISTU BEAUTY, one that is lovely [n] 

BEELINES BEEEILNS BEELINE, to go in straight direct course [v] 

BEERIEST BEEEIRST BEERY, affected by beer [adj] 

BEERNUTS BEENRSTU BEERNUT, peanut with sweet coating [n] 

BEETLERS BEEELRST BEETLER, one that operates cloth-finishing machine [n] 

BEETROOT BEEOORTT root of beet [n -S] 

BELITTLE BEEILLTT to disparage [v -D, -LING, -S] 

BELTLESS BEELLSST having no belt [adj] 

BELTLINE BEEILLNT waistline [n -S] 

BENISONS BEINNOSS BENISON, blessing (prayer (devout petition to deity)) [n] 

BERETTAS ABEERSTT BERETTA, biretta (cap worn by clergymen) [n] 

BERLINES BEEILNRS BERLINE, limousine [n] 

BERRETTA ABEERRTT biretta (cap worn by clergymen) [n -S] 

BESETTER BEEERSTT one that besets (to assail (to attack)) [n -S] 

BETAINES ABEEINST BETAINE, alkaloid (type of chemical compound) [n] 

BETATRON ABENORTT electron accelerator [n -S] 

BETATTER ABEERTTT to tatter (to become torn and worn) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BETELNUT BEELNTTU seed chewed as stimulant [n -S] 

BETONIES BEEINOST BETONY, European herb [n] 

BIANNUAL AABILNNU occurring twice year [adj] 

BIASNESS ABEINSSS state of being slanted [n -ES] 

BIENNALE ABEEILNN biennial show [n -S] 

BIENNIAL ABEIILNN event that occurs every two years [n -S] 

BILINEAR ABEIILNR pertaining to two lines [adj] 

BILLETEE BEEEILLT one that is billeted [n -S] 

BILLETER BEEILLRT one that billets (to lodge soldiers) [n -S] 

BILLIONS BIILLNOS BILLION, number [n] 

BINARIES ABEIINRS BINARY, combination of two things [n] 

BINAURAL AABILNRU hearing with both ears [adj] 

BIOTITES BEIIOSTT BIOTITE, form of mica [n] 

BIOTRONS BINOORST BIOTRON, climate control chamber [n] 

BIRETTAS ABEIRSTT BIRETTA, cap worn by clergymen [n] 

BIRIANIS ABIIINRS BIRIANI, biryani (Indian dish of meat, fish, or vegetables and rice) [n] 

BIRRETTA ABEIRRTT biretta (cap worn by clergymen) [n -S] 

BISTORTS BIORSSTT BISTORT, perennial herb with roots used as astringents [n] 
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BITRATES ABEIRSTT BITRATE, data transmission speed [n]   

BITSIEST BEIISSTT BITSY, tiny (very small) [adj] 

BITTERER BEEIRRTT BITTER, having disagreeable taste [adj] 

BITTERNS BEINRSTT BITTERN, wading bird [n] 

BITTIEST BEIISTTT BITTY, tiny (very small) [adj] 

BLASTERS ABELRSST BLASTER, one that blasts (to use explosive) [n] 

BLASTIER ABEILRST BLASTY, gusty (blowing in gusts) [adj] 

BLASTIES ABEILSST BLASTIE, dwarf (extremely small person) [n] 

BLASTULA AABLLSTU early embryo [n -E, -S] 

BLATTERS ABELRSTT BLATTER, to chatter (to talk rapidly and trivially) [v] 

BLEAREST ABEELRST BLEAR, dim (obscure (dark or indistinct)) [adj] 

BLEARIER ABEEILRR BLEARY, dimmed [adj] 

BLEATERS ABEELRST BLEATER, one that bleats (to utter cry of sheep) [n] 

BLENNIES BEEILNNS BLENNY, marine fish [n] 

BLESSERS BEELRSSS BLESSER, one that blesses (to sanctify (to make holy)) [n] 

BLISTERS BEILRSST BLISTER, to cause blisters (skin swellings) [v] 

BLOATERS ABELORST BLOATER, smoked herring [n] 

BLOTLESS BELLOSST spotless (perfectly clean) [adj] 

BLOTTERS BELORSTT BLOTTER, piece of ink-absorbing paper [n] 

BLOTTIER BEILORTT BLOTTY, spotty (marked with spots) [adj] 

BLOUSIER BEILORSU BLOUSY, blowsy (slovenly (habitually untidy or unclean)) [adj] 

BLOUSONS BLNOOSSU BLOUSON, woman's garment [n] 

BLUELINE BEEILLNU line that divides hockey rink [n -S] 

BLUENESS BEELNSSU state of being blue (having color of clear sky) [n -ES] 

BLUENOSE BEELNOSU puritanical person [n -S] 

BLUESIER BEEILRSU BLUESY, resembling blues (musical form) [adj] 

BLUNTEST BELNSTTU BLUNT, not sharp or pointed [adj] 

BLURRIER BEILRRRU BLURRY, unclear (not clear (clean and pure)) [adj] 

BLURTERS BELRRSTU BLURTER, one that blurts (to speak abruptly) [n] 

BLUSTERS BELRSSTU BLUSTER, to blow violently [v] 

BOASTERS ABEORSST BOASTER, one that boasts (to brag (to speak vainly of one's deeds)) [n] 

BOISERIE BEEIIORS wood paneling on wall [n -S] 

BOLSTERS BELORSST BOLSTER, to support (to hold up or add strength to) [v] 

BOLTLESS BELLOSST having no bolt (type of metal fastener) [adj] 

BOLTONIA ABILNOOT perennial herb [n -S] 

BONELESS BEELNOSS having no bones (hard connective tissue) [adj] 

BONESETS BEENOSST BONESET, perennial herb [n] 

BONIATOS ABINOOST BONIATO, sweet potato [n] 

BONINESS BEINNOSS state of being bony (full of bones) [n -ES] 

BONITOES BEINOOST BONITO, marine food fish [n] 

BONNIEST BEINNOST BONNY, pretty (pleasing to eye) [adj] 

BOONLESS BELNOOSS having no boon [adj] 

BOOSTERS BEOORSST BOOSTER, one that boosts (to support (to hold up or add strength to)) [n] 

BOOTLESS BELOOSST useless (serving no purpose) [adj] 

BOREASES ABEEORSS BOREAS, north wind [n] 

BORNEOLS BELNOORS BORNEOL, alcohol (flammable liquid) [n] 
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BORNITES BEINORST BORNITE, ore of copper [n] 

BORONIAS ABINOORS BORONIA, Australian shrub [n] 

BORRELIA ABEILORR coiled spirochete [n -S] 

BORSTALS ABLORSST BORSTAL, reformatory [n] 

BOSSIEST BEIOSSST BOSSY, domineering [adj] 

BOTANIES ABEINOST BOTANY, science of plants [n] 

BOTANISE ABEINOST to botanize (to study plants) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

BOTANIST ABINOSTT one skilled in botany [n -S] 

BOTONNEE BEENNOOT botonee (having arms ending in trefoil -- used of heraldic cross) [adj] 

BOTTLERS BELORSTT BOTTLER, one that bottles (to put into bottle (rigid container)) [n] 

BOTULINS BILNOSTU BOTULIN, nerve poison [n] 

BOUILLON BILLNOOU clear broth [n -S] 

BOUNTIES BEINOSTU BOUNTY, reward [n] 

BOURREES BEEORRSU BOURREE, old French dance [n] 

BOURSINS BINORSSU BOURSIN, trademark [n] 

BOURTREE BEEORRTU European tree [n -S] 

BRAILLER ABEILLRR machine for printing in braille [n -S] 

BRAILLES ABEILLRS BRAILLE, to write in braille (raised writing for blind) [v] 

BRAINIER ABEIINRR BRAINY, smart (characterized by mental acuity) [adj] 

BRANNERS ABENNRRS BRANNER, one that brans (to soak in water mixed with bran (outer coat of cereals)) [n] 

BRANNIER ABEINNRR BRANNY, containing bran [adj] 

BRANTAIL AABILNRT singing bird [n -S] 

BRASIERS ABEIRRSS BRASIER, brazier (one who works in brass) [n] 

BRASILIN ABIILNRS brazilin (chemical compound) [n -S] 

BRASSART AABRRSST brassard (insignia (insignia)) [n -S] 

BRASSIER ABEIRRSS BRASSY, resembling brass [adj] 

BRASSIES ABEIRSSS BRASSIE, golf club [n] 

BRATTIER ABEIRRTT BRATTY, resembling brat (spoiled child) [adj] 

BRATTLES ABELRSTT BRATTLE, to clatter (to move with rattling noise) [v] 

BRAUNITE ABEINRTU mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties) [n -S] 

BRESAOLA AABELORS dish of sliced dried beef [n -S] 

BRILLEST BEILLRST BRILL, brilliant [adj] 

BRINIEST BEIINRST BRINY, salty (tasting of or containing salt) [adj] 

BRIONIES BEIINORS BRIONY, bryony (climbing plant) [n] 

BRISTLES BEILRSST BRISTLE, to rise stiffly [v] 

BRISTOLS BILORSST BRISTOL, smooth cardboard [n] 

BRITTLER BEILRRTT BRITTLE, likely to break [adj] 

BRITTLES BEILRSTT BRITTLE, to become brittle [v] 

BROILERS BEILORRS BROILER, device for broiling [n] 

BROLLIES BEILLORS BROLLY, umbrella [n] 

BRUISERS BEIRRSSU BRUISER, big, husky man [n] 

BRUITERS BEIRRSTU BRUITER, one that bruits (to spread news of) [n] 

BRUNETTE BEENRTTU dark-haired female [n -S] 

BULLETIN BEILLNTU to issue news item [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BULLIEST BEILLSTU BULLY, wonderful [adj] 

BULLIONS BILLNOSU BULLION, uncoined gold or silver [n] 
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BULLNOSE BELLNOSU disease of swine [n -S] 

BUNTLINE BEILNNTU rope used to haul up sail [n -S] 

BURETTES BEERSTTU BURETTE, measuring tube [n] 

BURLIEST BEILRSTU BURLY, heavy and muscular [adj] 

BURNOOSE BENOORSU hooded cloak [n -S] 

BURNOUTS BNORSTUU BURNOUT, destructive fire [n] 

BURRIEST BEIRRSTU BURRY, prickly (having many sharp points) [adj] 

BURRITOS BIORRSTU BURRITO, tortilla rolled around filling [n] 

BURSITIS BIIRSSTU inflammation of bursa [n -ES] 

BURSTERS BERRSSTU BURSTER, one that bursts (to break open suddenly or violently) [n] 

BURSTIER BEIRRSTU BURSTY, occurring in short sudden episodes or groups [adj] 

BURSTONE BENORSTU heavy stone [n -S] 

BUSINESS BEINSSSU occupation, profession, or trade [n -ES] 

BUSTIERS BEIRSSTU BUSTIER, woman's undergarment [n] 

BUSTIEST BEISSTTU BUSTY, full-bosomed [adj] 

BUSTLERS BELRSSTU BUSTLER, one that bustles (to move energetically) [n] 

BUSTLINE BEILNSTU distance around bust (upper torso of woman) [n -S] 

BUTANOLS ABLNOSTU BUTANOL, flammable alcohol [n] 

BUTANONE ABENNOTU flammable ketone [n -S] 

BUTTONER BENORTTU one that buttons (to fasten with button (small disk)) [n -S] 

BUTTRESS BERSSTTU to prop up [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

 

10-Point Face Value 

C 

CAESIOUS ACEIOSSU bluish green [adj] 

CAESURAE AACEERSU CAESURA, pause in line of verse [n] 

CAESURAL AACELRSU CAESURA, pause in line of verse [adj] 

CAESURAS AACERSSU CAESURA, pause in line of verse [n] 

CAISSONS ACINOSSS CAISSON, watertight chamber [n] 

CALLALOO AACLLLOO crabmeat soup [n -S] 

CALLALOU AACLLLOU callaloo (crabmeat soup) [n -S] 

CALLANTS AACLLNST CALLANT, lad (boy or youth) [n] 

CALLOSES ACELLOSS CALLOSE, part of plant cell wall [n] 

CALLOUTS ACLLOSTU CALLOUT, inset in printed article [n] 

CALLUNAS AACLLNSU CALLUNA, evergreen shrub [n] 

CALLUSES ACELLSSU CALLUS, to form hard growth [v] 

CALORIES ACEILORS CALORIE, unit of heat [n] / CALORY [n] 

CALOTTES ACELOSTT CALOTTE, skullcap (close-fitting cap) [n] 

CALUTRON ACLNORTU device used for separating isotopes [n -S] 

CANAILLE AACEILLN common people [n -S] 

CANALISE AACEILNS to canalize (to canal (to dig artificial waterway through)) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

CANALLER AACELLNR freight boat [n -S] 

CANARIES AACEINRS CANARY, songbird (bird that utters musical call) [n] 

CANASTAS AAACNSST CANASTA, card game [n] 

CANELLAS AACELLNS CANELLA, medicinal tree bark [n] 

CANISTEL ACEILNST tropical tree [n -S] 
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CANISTER ACEINRST small, metal box [n -S] 

CANITIES ACEIINST turning gray of hair [n CANITIES] 

CANNELON ACELNNNO stuffed roll [n -S] 

CANNIEST ACEINNST CANNIE, canny (prudent (having, showing, or exercising good judgment)) [adj] / CANNY [adj] 

CANNOLIS ACILNNOS CANNOLI, tube of pastry with sweet filling [n] 

CANNULAE AACELNNU CANNULA, tube inserted into bodily cavity [n] 

CANNULAR AACLNNRU CANNULA, tube inserted into bodily cavity [adj] 

CANNULAS AACLNNSU CANNULA, tube inserted into bodily cavity [n] 

CANOEIST ACEINOST one who canoes [n -S] 

CANONESS ACENNOSS woman who lives according to canon [n -ES] 

CANONISE ACEINNOS to canonize (to declare to be saint) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

CANONIST ACINNOST specialist in canon law [n -S] 

CANOROUS ACNOORSU melodic (pertaining to melody (agreeable succession of musical sounds)) [adj] 

CANTALAS AAACLNST CANTALA, tropical plant [n] 

CANTATAS AAACNSTT CANTATA, vocal composition [n] 

CANTEENS ACEENNST CANTEEN, small container for carrying water [n] 

CANTINAS AACINNST CANTINA, saloon (tavern (place where liquor is sold to be drunk on premises)) [n] 

CANTONAL AACLNNOT pertaining to canton [adj] 

CANTORIS ACINORST to be sung by north side of choir in church [adj] 

CANTUSES ACENSSTU CANTUS, style of church music [n] 

CANULATE AACELNTU to insert canula into [v -D, -TING, -S] 

CAREENER ACEEENRR one that careens (to lurch while moving) [n -S] 

CAREERER ACEEERRR one that careers (to go at full speed) [n -S] 

CARELESS ACEELRSS inattentive; negligent [adj] 

CARESSER ACEERRSS one that caresses (to touch lovingly) [n -S] 

CARESSES ACEERSSS CARESS, to touch lovingly [v] 

CARILLON ACILLNOR to play set of bells [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CARINATE AACEINRT shaped like keel of ship [adj] 

CARIOLES ACEILORS CARIOLE, small, open carriage [n] 

CARLINES ACEILNRS CARLINE, carling (beam supporting ship's deck) [n] 

CAROLERS ACELORRS CAROLER, one that carols (to sing joyously) [n] 

CAROLLER ACELLORR caroler (one that carols (to sing joyously)) [n -S] 

CAROTENE ACEENORT plant pigment [n -S] 

CAROTINS ACINORST CAROTIN, carotene (plant pigment) [n] 

CAROUSAL AACLORSU boisterous drinking party [n -S] 

CAROUSEL ACELORSU amusement park ride [n -S] 

CAROUSER ACEORRSU one that carouses (to engage in carousal) [n -S] 

CAROUSES ACEORSSU CAROUSE, to engage in carousal [v] 

CARRELLS ACELLRRS CARRELL, carrel (desk in library stack for solitary study) [n] 

CARRIERS ACEIRRRS CARRIER, one that carries (to convey from one place to another) [n] 

CARRIOLE ACEILORR cariole (small, open carriage) [n -S] 

CARRIONS ACINORRS CARRION, dead and putrefying flesh [n] 

CARROTIN ACINORRT carotene (plant pigment) [n -S] 

CARTOONS ACNOORST CARTOON, to sketch cartoon (humorous representation) of [v] 

CASEASES AACEESSS CASEASE, enzyme (complex protein) [n] 

CASEATES AACEESST CASEATE, to become cheesy [v] 
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CASEOSES ACEEOSSS CASEOSE, proteose (water-soluble protein) [n] 

CASERNES ACEENRSS CASERNE, casern (barracks for soldiers) [n] 

CASETTES ACEESSTT CASETTE, cassette (small case containing audiotape or videotape) [n] 

CASSATAS AAACSSST CASSATA, Italian ice cream [n] 

CASSENAS AACENSSS CASSENA, cassina (evergreen tree) [n] 

CASSENES ACEENSSS CASSENE, cassina (evergreen tree) [n] 

CASSETTE ACEESSTT small case containing audiotape or videotape [n -S] 

CASSINAS AACINSSS CASSINA, evergreen tree [n] 

CASSINES ACEINSSS CASSINE, cassina (evergreen tree) [n] 

CASSINOS ACINOSSS CASSINO, card game [n] 

CASSISES ACEISSSS CASSIS, European bush [n] 

CASTANET AACENSTT rhythm instrument [n -S] 

CASTRATE AACERSTT to remove testes of [v -D, -TING, -S] 

CASTRATI AACIRSTT CASTRATO, singer castrated in boyhood [n] 

CASTRATO AACORSTT singer castrated in boyhood [n -TI, -S] 

CASUISTS ACISSSTU CASUIST, one who resolves ethical problems [n] 

CATALASE AAACELST enzyme (complex protein) [n -S] 

CATALOES AACELOST CATALO, hybrid between buffalo and cow [n] 

CATENATE AACEENTT to link together [v -D, -TING, -S] 

CATERANS AACENRST CATERAN, brigand (bandit (robber (one that robs))) [n] 

CATERERS ACEERRST CATERER, one that caters (to provide food and service for) [n] 

CATERESS ACEERSST woman who caters [n -S] 

CATSUITS ACISSTTU CATSUIT, close-fitting one-piece garment [n] 

CATTAILS AACILSTT CATTAIL, marsh plant [n] 

CATTALOS AACLOSTT CATTALO, catalo (hybrid between buffalo and cow) [n] 

CATTIEST ACEISTTT CATTY, catlike; spiteful [adj] 

CAUSERIE ACEEIRSU informal conversation [n -S] 

CAUTIONS ACINOSTU CAUTION, to warn (to make aware of impending or possible danger) [v] 

CAUTIOUS ACIOSTUU exercising prudence to avoid danger [adj] 

CEINTURE CEEINRTU belt for waist [n -S] 

CELERIES CEEEILRS CELERY, plant with edible stalks [n] 

CELESTAS ACEELSST CELESTA, keyboard instrument [n] 

CELESTES CEEELSST CELESTE, celesta (keyboard instrument) [n] 

CELLARER ACEELLRR steward of monastery [n -S] 

CELLARET ACEELLRT cabinet for wine bottles [n -S] 

CELLISTS CEILLSST CELLIST, one who plays cello [n] 

CELLULAR ACELLLRU cell phone [n -S] 

CELLULES CEELLLSU CELLULE, small cell [n] 

CELOSIAS ACEILOSS CELOSIA, flowering plant [n] 

CENSURER CEENRRSU one that censures (to criticize severely) [n -S] 

CENSURES CEENRSSU CENSURE, to criticize severely [v] 

CENSUSES CEENSSSU CENSUS, to take official count of [v] 

CENTARES ACEENRST CENTARE, measure of land area [n] 

CENTAURS ACENRSTU CENTAUR, mythological creature [n] 

CENTESES CEEENSST CENTESIS, surgical puncture [n] 

CENTESIS CEEINSST surgical puncture [n -SES] 
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CENTIARE ACEEINRT centare (measure of land area) [n -S] 

CENTILES CEEILNST CENTILE, value of statistical variable [n] 

CENTNERS CEENNRST CENTNER, unit of weight [n] 

CENTONES CEENNOST CENTO, literary work made up of parts from other works [n] 

CENTRALS ACELNRST CENTRAL, telephone exchange [n] 

CENTRIST CEINRSTT advocate of centrism [n -S] 

CERASTES ACEERSST venomous snake [n CERASTES] 

CERATINS ACEINRST CERATIN, keratin (fibrous protein) [n] 

CERESINS CEEINRSS CERESIN, hard whitish wax [n] 

CEREUSES CEEERSSU CEREUS, tall cactus [n] 

CERNUOUS CENORSUU drooping or nodding [adj] 

CERULEAN ACEELNRU blue color [n -S] 

CERUSITE CEEIRSTU lead ore [n -S] 

CESAREAN AACEENRS method of child delivery [n -S] 

CESARIAN AACEINRS cesarean (method of child delivery) [n -S] 

CESSIONS CEINOSSS CESSION, act of ceding (to yield (to give up)) [n] 

CESTUSES CEESSSTU CESTUS, belt or girdle [n] 

CILANTRO ACILNORT herb used in cooking [n -S] 

CILIATES ACEIILST CILIATE, one of class of ciliated protozoans [n] 

CINEASTE ACEEINST cineast (devotee of motion pictures) [n -S] 

CINEASTS ACEINSST CINEAST, devotee of motion pictures [n] 

CINEOLES CEEILNOS CINEOLE, cineol (liquid used as antiseptic) [n] 

CINERINS CEIINNRS CINERIN, compound used in insecticides [n] 

CIRRUSES CEIRRSSU CIRRUS, tendril or similar part [n] 

CISLUNAR ACILNRSU situated between earth and moon [adj] 

CISTERNA ACEINRST fluid-containing sac [n -E] 

CISTERNS CEINRSST CISTERN, water tank [n] 

CISTRONS CINORSST CISTRON, segment of DNA [n] 

CISTUSES CEISSSTU CISTUS, flowering shrub [n] 

CITATION ACIINOTT act of citing (to quote as authority or example) [n -S] 

CITATORS ACIORSTT CITATOR, one that cites (to quote as authority or example) [n] 

CITRATES ACEIRSTT CITRATE, salt of citric acid [n] 

CITREOUS CEIORSTU having lemonlike color [adj] 

CITRINES CEIINRST CITRINE, variety of quartz [n] 

CITRININ CIIINNRT antibiotic [n -S] 

CITRUSES CEIRSSTU CITRUS, any of genus of tropical, fruit-bearing trees [n] 

CITTERNS CEINRSTT CITTERN, pear-shaped guitar [n] 

CLARINET ACEILNRT woodwind instrument [n -S] 

CLARIONS ACILNORS CLARION, to proclaim by blowing medieval trumpet [v] 

CLASSERS ACELRSSS CLASSER, one that classes (to classify (to arrange according to characteristics)) [n] 

CLASSIER ACEILRSS CLASSY, stylish; elegant [adj] 

CLASSIST ACILSSST advocate of classism [n -S] 

CLASSONS ACLNOSSS CLASSON, subatomic particle [n] 

CLATTERS ACELRSTT CLATTER, to move with rattling noise [v] 

CLAUSTRA AACLRSTU basal ganglia in brain [n CLAUSTRA] 

CLEANERS ACEELNRS CLEANER, one that cleans (to rid of dirt or stain) [n] 
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CLEANEST ACEELNST CLEAN, free from dirt or stain [adj] 

CLEANOUT ACELNOTU act of cleaning something out [n -S] 

CLEANSER ACEELNRS one that cleanses (to clean (to rid of dirt or stain)) [n -S] 

CLEANSES ACEELNSS CLEANSE, to clean (to rid of dirt or stain) [v] 

CLEARERS ACEELRRS CLEARER, one that clears (to remove obstructions) [n] 

CLEAREST ACEELRST CLEAR, clean and pure [adj] 

CLEAROUT ACELORTU action of removing unwanted material from place [n -S] 

CLIENTAL ACEILLNT CLIENT, customer (one who buys something) [adj] 

CLITELLA ACEILLLT regions in body walls of certain annelids [n CLITELLA] 

CLITORAL ACILLORT CLITORIS, sex organ [adj] 

CLITORIS CIILORST sex organ [n -DES, -ES] 

CLITTERS CEILRSTT CLITTER, to make thin rattling sound [v] 

CLOISTER CEILORST to seclude (to remove or set apart from others) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CLONUSES CELNOSSU CLONUS, form of muscular spasm [n] 

CLOSEOUT CELOOSTU clearance sale [n -S] 

CLOSURES CELORSSU CLOSURE, to cloture (to end debate by calling for vote) [v] 

CLOTURES CELORSTU CLOTURE, to end debate by calling for vote [v] 

CLOUTERS CELORSTU CLOUTER, one that clouts (to hit with hand) [n] 

CLUELESS CEELLSSU hopelessly confused or ignorant [adj] 

CLUSTERS CELRSSTU CLUSTER, to form into cluster (group of similar objects) [v] 

CLUTTERS CELRSTTU CLUTTER, to pile in disorderly state [v] 

COALIEST ACEILOST COALY, containing coal [adj] 

COALLESS ACELLOSS lacking coal [adj] 

COARSENS ACENORSS COARSEN, to make coarse [v] 

COARSEST ACEORSST COARSE, rough (having uneven surface) [adj] 

COASSIST ACIOSSST to assist jointly [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

COASTERS ACEORSST COASTER, sled [n] 

COATLESS ACELOSST lacking coat [adj] 

COATTAIL AACILOTT back lower portion of coat [n -S] 

COATTEST ACEOSTTT to attest jointly [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

COENURES CEENORSU COENURE, coenurus (tapeworm larva) [n] 

COENURUS CENORSUU tapeworm larva [n -RI] 

COESITES CEEIOSST COESITE, type of silica (form of silicon) [n] 

COINSURE CEINORSU to insure with another [v -D, -RING, -S] 

COINTERS CEINORST COINTER, to bury together [v] 

COISTREL CEILORST knave (dishonest person) [n -S] 

COISTRIL CIILORST coistrel (knave (dishonest person)) [n -S] 

COITIONS CIINOOST COITION, coitus (sexual intercourse) [n] 

COITUSES CEIOSSTU COITUS, sexual intercourse [n] 

COLESSEE CEEELOSS joint lessee [n -S] 

COLESSOR CELOORSS joint lessor [n -S] 

COLEUSES CEELOSSU COLEUS, tropical plant [n] 

COLINEAR ACEILNOR lying in same straight line [adj] 

COLISTIN CIILNOST antibiotic [n -S] 

COLLARET ACELLORT small collar [n -S] 

COLLATES ACELLOST COLLATE, to compare critically [v] 
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COLLATOR ACLLOORT one that collates (to compare critically) [n -S] 

COLLEENS CEELLNOS COLLEEN, Irish girl [n] 

COLLIERS CEILLORS COLLIER, coal miner [n] 

COLONELS CELLNOOS COLONEL, military officer [n] 

COLONIAL ACILLNOO citizen of colony [n -S] 

COLONIES CEILNOOS COLONY, group of emigrants living in new land [n] 

COLONISE CEILNOOS to colonize (to establish colony) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

COLONIST CILNOOST one who settles colony (group of emigrants living in new land) [n -S] 

COLORANT ACLNOORT pigment or dye [n -S] 

COLORERS CELOORRS COLORER, one that colors (to give color (visual attribute of objects) to) [n] 

COLORISE CEILOORS to colorize (to give color to black-and-white film) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

COLORIST CILOORST person skilled in use of color [n -S] 

COLOSSAL ACLLOOSS gigantic (huge (very large)) [adj] 

COLOSSUS CLOOSSSU gigantic statue [n -SSI, -ES] 

COLOURER CELOORRU colorer (one that colors (to give color (visual attribute of objects) to)) [n -S] 

CONATION ACINNOOT inclination to act purposefully [n -S] 

CONENOSE CEENNOOS bloodsucking insect [n -S] 

CONIINES CEIINNOS CONIINE, poisonous alkaloid [n] 

CONIOSES CEINOOSS CONIOSIS, infection caused by inhalation of dust [n] 

CONIOSIS CIINOOSS infection caused by inhalation of dust [n -SES] 

CONNOTES CENNOOST CONNOTE, to imply another meaning besides literal one [v] 

CONSENTS CENNOSST CONSENT, to permit or approve [v] 

CONSISTS CINOSSST CONSIST, to be made up or composed [v] 

CONSOLER CELNOORS one that consoles (to comfort (to soothe in time of grief)) [n -S] 

CONSOLES CELNOOSS CONSOLE, to comfort (to soothe in time of grief) [v] 

CONSORTS CNOORSST CONSORT, to keep company [v] 

CONSTANT ACNNOSTT something that does not vary [n -S] 

CONSTRUE CENORSTU to interpret [v -D, -UING, -S] 

CONSULAR ACLNORSU CONSUL, official serving abroad [adj] 

CONSULTS CLNOSSTU CONSULT, to ask opinion of [v] 

CONTAINS ACINNOST CONTAIN, to hold within [v] 

CONTENTS CENNOSTT CONTENT, to satisfy (to provide fully with what is desired, expected, or needed) [v] 

CONTESSA ACENOSST Italian countess [n -S] 

CONTESTS CENOSSTT CONTEST, to compete for [v] 

CONTINUA ACINNOTU mathematical sets [n CONTINUA] 

CONTINUE CEINNOTU to go on with [v -D, -UING, -S] 

CONTINUO CINNOOTU type of instrumental part [n -S] 

CONTORTS CNOORSTT CONTORT, to twist out of shape [v] 

CONTOURS CNOORSTU CONTOUR, to make outline of [v] 

CONTRAIL ACILNORT visible trail of water vapor from aircraft [n -S] 

CONTRAST ACNORSTT to place in opposition to set off differences [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CONTRITE CEINORTT deeply sorry for one's sins [adj] 

CONTROLS CLNOORST CONTROL, to exercise authority over [v] 

CONTUSES CENOSSTU CONTUSE, to bruise (to injure without breaking surface of skin) [v] 

COOLANTS ACLNOOST COOLANT, fluid used to cool engines [n] 

COOLNESS CELNOOSS state of being cool (moderately cold) [n -ES] 
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COONTIES CEINOOST COONTIE, tropical plant [n] 

CORANTOS ACNOORST CORANTO, courante (old, lively dance) [n] 

CORELATE ACEELORT to place into mutual or reciprocal relation [v -D, -TING, -S] 

CORELESS CEELORSS having no core [adj] 

CORELLAS ACELLORS CORELLA, small cockatoo [n] 

CORNEOUS CENOORSU of hornlike texture [adj] 

CORNETTI CEINORTT CORNETTO, musical wind instrument [n] 

CORNETTO CENOORTT musical wind instrument [n -TTI, -S] 

CORNETTS CENORSTT CORNETT, cornetto (musical wind instrument) [n] 

CORNIEST CEINORST CORNY, trite (used so often as to be made commonplace) [adj] 

CORNUSES CENORSSU CORNUS, cornel (hardwood tree or shrub) [n] 

CORNUTOS CNOORSTU CORNUTO, husband of unfaithful wife [n] 

COROLLAS ACLLOORS COROLLA, protective covering of flower [n] 

CORONALS ACLNOORS CORONAL, wreath worn on head [n] 

CORONATE ACENOORT to crown (to supply with crown (royal headpiece)) [v -D, -TING, -S] 

CORONELS CELNOORS CORONEL, coronal (wreath worn on head) [n] 

CORONERS CENOORRS CORONER, officer who investigates questionable deaths [n] 

CORONETS CENOORST CORONET, small crown [n] 

COROTATE ACEOORTT to rotate together [v -D, -TING, -S] 

CORRETTO CEOORRTT espresso mixed with brandy or liqueur [n -S] 

CORSAIRS ACIORRSS CORSAIR, pirate [n] 

CORSELET CEELORST piece of body armor [n -S] 

CORSLETS CELORSST CORSLET, corselet (piece of body armor) [n] 

CORTINAS ACINORST CORTINA, membrane on some mushrooms [n] 

CORTISOL CILOORST hormone (secretion of endocrine organs) [n -S] 

CORULERS CELORRSU CORULER, one that rules jointly [n] 

COSINESS CEINOSSS coziness (state of being cozy (snug and comfortable)) [n -ES] 

COSTLESS CELOSSST free of charge [adj] 

COSTLIER CEILORST COSTLY, expensive [adj] 

COSTRELS CELORSST COSTREL, flask (narrow-necked container) [n] 

COTENANT ACENNOTT one who is tenant with another in same place [n -S] 

COTERIES CEEIORST COTERIE, clique [n] 

COTILLON CILLNOOT ballroom dance [n -S] 

COTININE CEIINNOT alkaloid produced by nicotine in body [n -S] 

COTTIERS CEIORSTT COTTIER, cottar (tenant farmer) [n] 

COULISSE CEILOSSU side scene of theatre stage [n -S] 

COULOIRS CILOORSU COULOIR, deep gorge or gully [n] 

COULTERS CELORSTU COULTER, colter (blade on plow) [n] 

COUNSELS CELNOSSU COUNSEL, to advise (to give advice to) [v] 

COUNTERS CENORSTU COUNTER, to oppose (to be in contention or conflict with) [v] 

COUNTESS CENOSSTU noblewoman [n -ES] 

COUNTIAN ACINNOTU resident of county [n -S] 

COUNTIES CEINOSTU COUNTY, administrative division of state [n] 

COURANTE ACENORTU old, lively dance [n -S] 

COURANTO ACNOORTU courante (old, lively dance) [n -ES, -S] 

COURANTS ACNORSTU COURANT, courante (old, lively dance) [n] 
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COURIERS CEIORRSU COURIER, to send or transport by messenger [v] 

COURLANS ACLNORSU COURLAN, wading bird [n] 

COURSERS CEORRSSU COURSER, one that courses (to cause hounds to chase game) [n] 

COURTERS CEORRSTU COURTER, one that courts (to woo (to seek affection of)) [n] 

COURTIER CEIORRTU one who attends royal court [n -S] 

COUTURES CEORSTUU COUTURE, business of dressmaking [n] 

CRANIATE AACEINRT one that has skull [n -S] 

CRANNIES ACEINNRS CRANNY, crevice (cleft) [n] 

CRASSEST ACERSSST CRASS, grossly vulgar or stupid [adj] 

CREASERS ACEERRSS CREASER, one that creases (to make fold or wrinkle in) [n] 

CREASIER ACEEIRRS CREASY, having folds or wrinkles [adj] 

CREATINE ACEEINRT chemical compound [n -S] 

CREATINS ACEINRST CREATIN, creatine (chemical compound) [n] 

CREATION ACEINORT something created [n -S] 

CREATORS ACEORRST CREATOR, one that creates (to cause to exist) [n] 

CREATURE ACEERRTU living being [n -S] 

CRENELLE CEEELLNR rounded projection [n -S] 

CREOLISE CEEILORS to creolize (to cause language to become creole) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

CREOSOLS CELOORSS CREOSOL, chemical compound [n] 

CREOSOTE CEEOORST to treat with wood preservative [v -E, -TING, -S] 

CRESSETS CEERSSST CRESSET, metal cup for burning oil [n] 

CRETONNE CEENNORT heavy fabric [n -S] 

CRINITES CEIINRST CRINITE, fossil crinoid [n] 

CRIOLLOS CILLOORS CRIOLLO, person of Spanish ancestry [n] 

CRISTATE ACEIRSTT having projection on head [adj] 

CRITERIA ACEIIRRT standards of judgment [n CRITERIA] 

CRITTERS CEIRRSTT CRITTER, creature (living being) [n] 

CRITTURS CIRRSTTU CRITTUR, critter (creature (living being)) [n] 

CROONERS CENOORRS CROONER, one that croons (to sing softly) [n] 

CROONIER CEINOORR CROONY, having or being soft singing style [adj] 

CROSIERS CEIORRSS CROSIER, bishop's staff [n] 

CROSSERS CEORRSSS CROSSER, one that crosses (to intersect) [n] 

CROSSEST CEORSSST CROSS, ill-tempered [adj] 

CROSSLET CELORSST heraldic symbol [n -S] 

CROSSTIE CEIORSST transverse beam [n -S] 

CROSTATA AACORSTT type of fruit tart [n -S] 

CROSTINI CIINORST CROSTINO, small piece of toast topped with spread [n] 

CROSTINO CINOORST small piece of toast topped with spread [n -NI] 

CROTALES ACELORST CROTALE, small cymbal [n] 

CROUTONS CNOORSTU CROUTON, small cube of toasted bread [n] 

CRUELEST CEELRSTU CRUEL, indifferent to pain of others [adj] 

CRUELLER CEELLRRU CRUEL, indifferent to pain of others [adj] 

CRUISERS CEIRRSSU CRUISER, boat that cruises [n] 

CRUISIER CEIIRRSU CRUISEY, cruisy (frequented by homosexuals seeking partners) [adj] / CRUISY [adj] 

CRULLERS CELLRRSU CRULLER, small sweet cake [n] 

CRUSTIER CEIRRSTU CRUSTY, surly (sullenly rude) [adj] 
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CRUSTOSE CEORSSTU forming thin, brittle crust [adj] 

CUISINES CEIINSSU CUISINE, style of cooking [n] 

CUITTLES CEILSTTU CUITTLE, to coax (to cajole (to persuade by flattery)) [v] 

CULLIONS CILLNOSU CULLION, vile fellow [n] 

CULLISES CEILLSSU CULLIS, gutter in roof [n] 

CULOTTES CELOSTTU CULOTTE, divided skirt [n] 

CULTISTS CILSSTTU CULTIST, member of cult [n] 

CULTRATE ACELRTTU sharp-edged and pointed [adj] 

CULTURAL ACLLRTUU produced by breeding [adj] 

CULTURES CELRSTUU CULTURE, to make fit for raising crops [v] 

CULTUSES CELSSTUU CULTUS, cult (group of zealous devotees) [n] 

CURARINE ACEINRRU poisonous alkaloid [n -S] 

CURATION ACINORTU work of curator [n -S] 

CURATORS ACORRSTU CURATOR, museum manager [n] 

CURELESS CEELRSSU not curable (capable of being cured) [adj] 

CURETTES CEERSTTU CURETTE, to treat with curet [v] 

CURLIEST CEILRSTU CURLY, tending to curl [adj] 

CURRANTS ACNRRSTU CURRANT, edible berry [n] 

CURRENTS CENRRSTU CURRENT, continuous flow [n] 

CURRIERS CEIRRRSU CURRIER, one that curries leather [n] 

CURSILLO CILLORSU type of spiritual retreat (seclusion with group) [n -S] 

CURTAILS ACILRSTU CURTAIL, to cut short [v] 

CURTAINS ACINRSTU CURTAIN, to provide with hanging piece of fabric [v] 

CURTANAS AACNRSTU CURTANA, type of English sword [n] 

CURTNESS CENRSSTU quality of being curt (abrupt (rudely brief)) [n -ES] 

CURTSIES CEIRSSTU CURTSY, to bow politely [v] 

CUTENESS CEENSSTU quality of being cute (pleasingly attractive) [n -ES] 

CUTESIER CEEIRSTU CUTESIE, cutesy (self-consciously cute) [adj] / CUTESY [adj] 

CUTINISE CEIINSTU to cutinize (to become coated with cutin) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

CUTLASES ACELSSTU CUTLAS, cutlass (short sword) [n] 

CUTLETTE CEELTTTU breaded patty of chopped meat [n -S] 

CUTLINES CEILNSTU CUTLINE, caption [n] 
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DADAISTS AADDISST DADAIST, follower of dadaism [n] 

DANDIEST ADDEINST DANDY, fine (excellent) [adj] 

DANDLERS ADDELNRS DANDLER, one that dandles (to fondle (to caress)) [n] 

DANEGELT ADEEGLNT danegeld (annual tax in medieval England) [n -S] 

DANGLERS ADEGLNRS DANGLER, one that dangles (to hang loosely) [n] 

DANGLIER ADEGILNR DANGLY, dangling [adj] 

DARLINGS ADGILNRS DARLING, much-loved person [n] 

DARNDEST ADDENRST DARNED, damned (damnable (detestable)) [adj] / damndest (utmost (greatest degree or amount)) [n -S] 

DARNEDER ADDEENRR DARNED, damned (damnable (detestable)) [adj] 

DARNINGS ADGINNRS DARNING, things to be darned [n] 

DARTLING ADGILNRT DARTLE, to dart repeatedly [v] 
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DASTARDS AADDRSST DASTARD, base coward [n] 

DAUNDERS ADDENRSU DAUNDER, to dander (to stroll (to walk in leisurely manner)) [v] 

DAUNTING ADGINNTU DAUNT, to intimidate [v] 

DEADENER ADDEEENR one that deadens (to diminish sensitivity or vigor of) [n -S] 

DEADLIER ADDEEILR DEADLY, fatal (causing or capable of causing death) [adj] 

DEADLINE ADDEEILN to set time limit on something [v -D, -NING, -S] 

DEADNESS ADDEENSS state of being dead (deprived of life) [n -ES] 

DEAIRING ADEGIINR DEAIR, to remove air from [v] 

DEALATED AADDEELT DEALATE, insect divested of its wings [adj] 

DEALIGNS ADEGILNS DEALIGN, to withdraw allegiance to political party [v] 

DEALINGS ADEGILNS DEALING, business transaction [n] 

DEEDIEST DDEEEIST DEEDY, industrious [adj] 

DEEDLESS DDEEELSS being without deeds [adj] 

DEGASSER ADEEGRSS one that degasses (to remove gas from) [n -S] 

DEGASSES ADEEGSSS DEGAS, to remove gas from [v] 

DEGREASE ADEEEGRS to remove grease from [v -D, -SING, -S] 

DELATING ADEGILNT DELATE, to accuse (to make assertion against) [v] 

DELEGATE ADEEEGLT to appoint as one's representative [v -D, -TING, -S] 

DELETING DEEGILNT DELETE, to remove written or printed matter [v] 

DELISTED DDEEILST DELIST, to remove from list [v] 

DELOUSED DDEELOSU DELOUSE, to remove lice from [v] 

DELTOIDS DDEILOST DELTOID, shoulder muscle [n] 

DELUDERS DDEELRSU DELUDER, one that deludes (to mislead mind or judgment of) [n] 

DENDRITE DDEEINRT branched part of nerve cell [n -S] 

DENDRONS DDENNORS DENDRON, dendrite (branched part of nerve cell) [n] 

DENOTING DEGINNOT DENOTE, to indicate (to point out) [v] 

DENTATED ADDEENTT dentate (having teeth (one of hard structures attached in row to each jaw)) [adj] 

DENTILED DDEEILNT DENTIL, small rectangular block [adj] 

DENUDATE ADDEENTU to denude (to strip of all covering) [v -D, -TING, -S] 

DENUDERS DDEENRSU DENUDER, one that denudes (to strip of all covering) [n] 

DEODARAS AADDEORS DEODARA, deodar (East Indian cedar) [n] 

DERAIGNS ADEGINRS DERAIGN, to dispute claim [v] 

DERAILED ADDEEILR DERAIL, to run off rails of track [v] 

DERANGER ADEEGNRR one that deranges (to disorder (to put out of order)) [n -S] 

DERANGES ADEEGNRS DERANGE, to disorder (to put out of order) [v] 

DERATING ADEGINRT DERATE, to lower rated capability of [v] 

DERATTED ADDEERTT DERAT, to rid of rats [v] 

DERIDERS DDEEIRRS DERIDER, one that derides (to ridicule (to make fun of)) [n] 

DERINGER DEEGINRR short-barreled pistol [n -S] 

DEROGATE ADEEGORT to detract (to take away) [v -D, -TING, -S] 

DESALTED ADDEELST DESALT, to remove salt from [v] 

DESEEDER DDEEEERS one that deseeds (to remove seeds from) [n -S] 

DESERTED DDEEERST DESERT, to abandon (to leave or give up completely) [v] 

DESIGNEE DEEEGINS one who is designated [n -S] 

DESIGNER DEEGINRS one that designs (to conceive and plan out) [n -S] 

DESIRING DEGIINRS DESIRE, to wish for [v] 
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DESISTED DDEEISST DESIST, to cease doing something [v] 

DESTINED DDEEINST DESTINE, to determine beforehand [v] 

DESUGARS ADEGRSSU DESUGAR, to remove sugar from [v] 

DETAILED ADDEEILT DETAIL, to report with complete particulars [v] 

DETAINED ADDEEINT DETAIN, to hold in custody [v] 

DETANGLE ADEEGLNT to remove knots from [v -D, -LING, -S] 

DETERGER DEEEGRRT one that deterges (to cleanse (to clean)) [n -S] 

DETERGES DEEEGRST DETERGE, to cleanse (to clean (to rid of dirt or stain)) [v] 

DETERRED DDEEERRT DETER, to stop from proceeding [v] 

DETESTED DDEEESTT DETEST, to dislike intensely [v] 

DETOURED DDEEORTU DETOUR, to take indirect route [v] 

DETRUDES DDEERSTU DETRUDE, to thrust out [v] 

DETUNING DEGINNTU DETUNE, to adjust (instrument) so that it is no longer in tune [v] 

DIAGNOSE ADEGINOS to recognize disease by its signs and symptoms [v -D, -SING, -S] 

DIAGONAL AADGILNO oblique line [n -S] 

DIALINGS ADGIILNS DIALING, measurement of time by sundials [n] 

DIALLAGE AADEGILL mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties) [n -S] 

DIALLING ADGIILLN dialing (measurement of time by sundials) [n -S] / DIAL, to manipulate calibrated disk [v] 

DIALOGER ADEGILOR one that dialogs (to dialogue (to carry on conversation)) [n -S] 

DIALOGUE ADEGILOU to carry on conversation [v -D, -UING, -S] 

DIELDRIN DDEIILNR insecticide [n -S] 

DIESELED DDEEEILS DIESEL, to continue running after ignition is turned off [v] 

DIGERATI ADEGIIRT persons skilled in use of computers [n DIGERATI] 

DIGESTER DEEGIRST apparatus in which substances are softened or decomposed [n -S] 

DIGESTOR DEGIORST digester (apparatus in which substances are softened or decomposed) [n -S] 

DIGITALS ADGIILST DIGITAL, piano key [n] 

DIGITATE ADEGIITT having digits (finger or toe) [adj] 

DIGITISE DEGIIIST to digitize (to put data into digital notation) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

DILATING ADGIILNT DILATE, to make wider or larger [v] 

DILIGENT DEGIILNT persevering [adj] 

DILUTING DGIILNTU DILUTE, to thin or reduce concentration of [v] 

DINGIEST DEGIINST DINGY, grimy (dirty (unclean (not clean))) [adj] 

DINGUSES DEGINSSU DINGUS, doodad (article whose name is unknown or forgotten) [n] 

DISAGREE ADEEGIRS to differ in opinion [v -D, -ING, -S] 

DISDAINS ADDIINSS DISDAIN, to scorn (to treat or regard with contempt) [v] 

DISEASED ADDEEISS DISEASE, to make unhealthy [v] 

DISGUISE DEGIISSU to alter appearance of [v -D, -SING, -S] 

DISGUSTS DGISSSTU DISGUST, to cause nausea or loathing in [v] 

DISORDER DDEIORRS to put out of order [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DISRATED ADDEIRST DISRATE, to lower in rating or rank [v] 

DISSUADE ADDEISSU to persuade not to do something [v -D, -DING, -S] 

DISTENDS DDEINSST DISTEND, to swell (to increase in size or volume) [v] 

DISUSING DGIINSSU DISUSE, to stop using [v] 

DITTOING DGIINOTT DITTO, to repeat (to say or do again) [v] 

DOGSTAIL ADGILOST grass with spiky flower heads [n -S] 

DOGTAILS ADGILOST DOGTAIL, type of grass [n] 
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DOGTROTS DGOORSTT DOGTROT, to move at steady trot [v] 

DONATING ADGINNOT DONATE, to contribute [v] 

DONEGALS ADEGLNOS DONEGAL, type of tweed (coarse woolen fabric) [n] 

DONGOLAS ADGLNOOS DONGOLA, type of leather [n] 

DONNERED DDEENNOR dazed [adj] 

DOODLERS DDELOORS DOODLER, one that doodles (to draw or scribble aimlessly) [n] 

DRAGLINE ADEGILNR line used for dragging [n -S] 

DRAGNETS ADEGNRST DRAGNET, net for trawling [n] 

DRAGONET ADEGNORT marine fish [n -S] 

DRAGOONS ADGNOORS DRAGOON, to harass by use of troops [v] 

DRAGSTER ADEGRRST vehicle used in drag racing [n -S] 

DRAINAGE AADEGINR act of draining (to draw off liquid) [n -S] 

DRAINING ADGIINNR DRAIN, to draw off liquid [v] 

DRATTING ADGINRTT DRAT, to damn (to curse (to wish evil upon)) [v] 

DREADEST ADDEERST DREAD, frightening [adj] 

DREIDELS DDEEILRS DREIDEL, spinning toy [n] 

DRESSAGE ADEEGRSS training of horse in obedience and deportment [n -S] 

DRESSING DEGINRSS material applied to cover wound [n -S] / DRESS, to put clothes on [v] 

DRILLING DGIILLNR heavy twilled cotton fabric [n -S] / DRILL, to bore hole in [v] 

DROLLING DGILLNOR DROLL, to jest (to joke (to say something amusing)) [v] 

DRONGOES DEGNOORS DRONGO, tropical bird [n] 

DROOLING DGILNOOR DROOL, to drivel (to let saliva flow from mouth) [v] 

DRUGLESS DEGLRSSU being without drugs [adj] 

DRUIDESS DDEIRSSU female druid [n -ES] 

DUALISED ADDEILSU DUALISE, to dualize (to make twofold) [v] 

DUDENESS DDEENSSU state of being dude (dandy) [n -ES] 

DUDETTES DDEESTTU DUDETTE, dudish female [n] 

DUELINGS DEGILNSU DUELING, contest between two persons with deadly weapons [n] 

DUELLING DEGILLNU dueling (contest between two persons with deadly weapons) [n -S] / DUEL, to fight formally [v] 

DUETTING DEGINTTU DUET, to perform duet (musical composition for two) [v] 

DULLARDS ADDLLRSU DULLARD, dolt (stupid person) [n] 

DUNELAND ADDELNNU area having many dunes [n -S] 

DUNGAREE ADEEGNRU coarse cotton fabric [n -S] 

DUNGEONS DEGNNOSU DUNGEON, to confine in dungeon (underground prison) [v] 

DUNGIEST DEGINSTU DUNGY, filthy (offensively dirty) [adj] 

DUNNAGES ADEGNNSU DUNNAGE, packing material used to protect cargo [n] 

DUODENAL ADDELNOU DUODENUM, first portion of small intestine [adj] 

DUOLOGUE DEGLOOUU conversation between two persons [n -S] 

DURNDEST DDENRSTU DURNED, damned (damnable (detestable)) [adj] 

DURNEDER DDEENRRU DURNED, damned (damnable (detestable)) [adj] 

DUSTINGS DGINSSTU DUSTING, light sprinkling [n] 

DUSTRAGS ADGRSSTU DUSTRAG, rag used for dusting [n] 
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EARLOBES ABEELORS EARLOBE, part of ear [n] 
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EASEMENT AEEEMNST relief (aid in form of money or necessities) [n -S] 

EATABLES AABEELST EATABLE, edible (something fit to be eaten) [n] 

EBONISES BEEINOSS EBONISE, to ebonize (to stain black in imitation of ebony) [v] 

EBONITES BEEINOST EBONITE, hard rubber [n] 

ECESISES CEEEISSS ECESIS, establishment of plant or animal in new environment [n] 

ECLOSION CEILNOOS emergence of insect larva from egg [n -S] 

ECOTONAL ACELNOOT ECOTONE, type of ecological zone [adj] 

ECOTONES CEENOOST ECOTONE, type of ecological zone [n] 

ECOTOURS CEOORSTU ECOTOUR, to engage in ecotourism [v] 

ECRASEUR ACEERRSU surgical instrument [n -S] 

EDGELESS DEEEGLSS lacking edge [adj] 

EDGINESS DEEGINSS state of being edgy (tense, nervous, or irritable) [n -ES] 

EELPOUTS EELOPSTU EELPOUT, marine fish [n] 

EGESTING EEGGINST EGEST, to discharge from body [v] 

EGRESSED DEEEGRSS EGRESS, to go out [v] 

EIRENICS CEEIINRS irenics (branch of theology) [n EIRENICS] 

ELASTICS ACEILSST ELASTIC, stretchable material [n] 

ELDORADO ADDELOOR place of great abundance [n -S] 

ELECTEES CEEEELST ELECTEE, person who has been elected [n] 

ELECTION CEEILNOT act of electing (to select by vote for office) [n -S] 

ELECTORS CEELORST ELECTOR, one that elects (to select by vote for office) [n] 

ELECTRET CEEELRTT type of nonconductor [n -S] 

ELECTRON CEELNORT elementary particle [n -S] 

ELECTROS CEELORST ELECTRO, to make metallic copy of page of type for printing [v] 

ELEGISED DEEEGILS ELEGISE, to elegize (to write elegy) [v] 

ELEMENTS EEELMNST ELEMENT, substance that cannot be separated into simpler substances by chemical means [n] 

ELICITOR CEIILORT one that elicits (to educe (to draw forth or bring out)) [n -S] 

ELITISMS EIILMSST ELITISM, belief in rule by elite [n] 

ELLIPSES EEILLPSS ELLIPSE, type of plane curve [n] / ELLIPSIS, omission of word or words in sentence [n] 

ELLIPSIS EIILLPSS omission of word or words in sentence [n -S] 

ELOIGNED DEEGILNO ELOIGN, to remove to distant place [v] 

EMANATES AAEEMNST EMANATE, to send forth [v] 

EMANATOR AAEMNORT one that emanates (to send forth) [n -S] 

EMEERATE AEEEEMRT emirate (rank of emir) [n -S] 

EMERITAE AEEEIMRT EMERITA, retired woman who retains honorary title [n] 

EMERITAS AEEIMRST EMERITA, retired woman who retains honorary title [n] 

EMERITUS EEIMRSTU retired person who retains honorary title [n -TI] 

EMERSION EEIMNORS act of emerging (to come out into view) [n -S] 

EMESISES EEEIMSSS EMESIS, act of vomiting (to eject contents of stomach through mouth) [n] 

EMETINES EEEIMNST EMETINE, alkaloid (type of chemical compound) [n] 

EMIRATES AEEIMRST EMIRATE, rank of emir [n] 

EMISSION EIIMNOSS act of emitting (to send forth) [n -S]  

EMITTERS EEIMRSTT EMITTER, one that emits (to send forth) [n] 

EMOTIONS EIMNOOST EMOTION, affective state of consciousness [n] 

EMULATES AEELMSTU EMULATE, to try to equal or surpass [v] 

EMULATOR AELMORTU one that emulates (to try to equal or surpass) [n -S] 
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EMULSION EILMNOSU type of liquid mixture [n -S]  

ENABLERS ABEELNRS ENABLER, one that enables (to make possible) [n] 

ENACTION ACEINNOT action of enacting [n -S] 

ENACTORS ACENORST ENACTOR, one that enacts (to make into law) [n] 

ENAMELER AEEELMNR one that enamels (to cover with hard, glossy surface) [n -S] 

ENAMINES AEEIMNNS ENAMINE, type of amine (type of chemical compound) [n] 

ENAMOURS AEMNORSU ENAMOUR, to enamor (to inspire with love) [v] 

ENCAENIA AACEEINN annual university ceremonies [n ENCAENIA] 

ENCEINTE CEEEINNT encircling fortification [n -S] 

ENCLOSER CEELNORS one that encloses (to close in on all sides) [n -S] 

ENCLOSES CEELNOSS ENCLOSE, to close in on all sides [v] 

ENCRUSTS CENRSSTU ENCRUST, to cover with crust [v] 

ENDANGER ADEEGNNR to imperil (to place in jeopardy) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ENDEARED ADDEEENR ENDEAR, to make dear or beloved [v] 

ENDITING DEGIINNT ENDITE, to indite (to write or compose) [v] 

ENDOGENS DEEGNNOS ENDOGEN, type of plant [n] 

ENDORSED DDEENORS ENDORSE, to sign back of negotiable document [v] 

ENDURING DEGINNRU ENDURE, to last (to continue in existence) [v] 

ENERGIDS DEEGINRS ENERGID, nucleus and body of cytoplasm with which it interacts [n] 

ENGAGERS AEEGGNRS ENGAGER, one that engages (to employ (to hire)) [n] 

ENGENDER DEEEGNNR to bring into existence [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ENGINING EGGIINNN ENGINE, to equip with machinery [v] 

ENGIRDLE DEEGILNR to engird (to gird (to surround (to extend completely around))) [v -D, -LING, -S] 

ENGORGES EEGGNORS ENGORGE, to fill with blood [v] 

ENLARGED ADEEGLNR ENLARGE, to make or become larger [v] 

ENMITIES EEIIMNST ENMITY, hostility [n] 

ENNOBLER BEELNNOR one that ennobles (to make noble) [n -S] 

ENNOBLES BEELNNOS ENNOBLE, to make noble [v] 

ENORMOUS EMNOORSU huge (very large) [adj] 

ENOUNCES CEENNOSU ENOUNCE, to announce (to make known publicly) [v] 

ENPLANES AEELNNPS ENPLANE, to board airplane [v] 

ENRAGING AEGGINNR ENRAGE, to make very angry [v] 

ENROBERS BEENORRS ENROBER, one that enrobes (to dress (to put clothes on)) [n] 

ENSCROLL CELLNORS to write on scroll [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ENSORCEL CEELNORS to bewitch (to affect by witchcraft or magic) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ENTASTIC ACEINSTT ENTASIS, slight convexity in column [adj] 

ENTERICS CEEINRST family of bacteria [n ENTERICS] 

ENTICERS CEEINRST ENTICER, one that entices (to allure (to attract with something desirable)) [n] 

ENTRANCE ACEENNRT to fill with delight or wonder [v -D, -CING, -S] 

ENTREPOT EENOPRTT warehouse [n -S] 

ENURETIC CEEINRTU one who is affected with enuresis [n -S] 

EOBIONTS BEINOOST EOBIONT, type of basic organism [n] 

EOLIPILE EEIILLOP type of engine [n -S] 

EOLOPILE EEILLOOP eolipile (type of engine) [n -S] 

EPAULETS AEELPSTU EPAULET, shoulder ornament [n] 

EPEEISTS EEEIPSST EPEEIST, one who fences with epee [n] 
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EPILATES AEEILPST EPILATE, to remove hair from [v] 

EPILATOR AEILOPRT agent for removing hair [n -S] 

EPISTLER EEILPRST one that writes epistles [n -S] 

EPISTLES EEILPSST EPISTLE, long or formal letter [n] 

EPITASES AEEIPSST EPITASIS, main part of classical drama [n] 

EPITASIS AEIIPSST main part of classical drama [n -SES] 

EPSILONS EILNOPSS EPSILON, Greek letter [n] 

ERASABLE AABEELRS ERASE, to rub or scrape out [adj] 

ERECTERS CEEERRST ERECTER, erector (one that erects (to build)) [n] 

ERECTILE CEEEILRT capable of being raised upright [adj] 

ERECTION CEEINORT act of erecting (to build (to construct)) [n -S] 

ERECTORS CEEORRST ERECTOR, one that erects (to build (to construct)) [n] 

EREMITES EEEIMRST EREMITE, hermit (recluse (one who lives in solitude and seclusion)) [n] 

EREMURUS EEMRRSUU perennial herb [n -RI, -ES] 

EREPSINS EEINPRSS EREPSIN, mixture of enzymes in small intestine [n] 

ERISTICS CEIIRSST ERISTIC, expert in debate [n] 

EROSIBLE BEEILORS capable of being eroded [adj] 

EROTICAL ACEILORT EROTIC, amatory poem [adj] 

EROTICAS ACEIORST EROTICA, literature or art dealing with sexual love [n] 

EROTISMS EIMORSST EROTISM, sexual excitement [n] 

ERRATICS ACEIRRST ERRATIC, eccentric person [n] 

ERUCTATE ACEERTTU to eruct (to belch (to expel gas through mouth)) [v -D, -TING, -S] 

ERUPTION EINOPRTU act of erupting (to burst forth) [n -S] 

ESCALATE AACEELST to increase (to make or become greater) [v -D, -TING, -S] 

ESCAROLE ACEELORS variety of endive [n -S] 

ESCOLARS ACELORSS ESCOLAR, food fish [n] 

ESCULENT CEELNSTU something that is edible [n -S] 

ESOTERIC CEEIORST designed for select few [adj] 

ESPALIER AEEILPRS to furnish with trellis [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ESPARTOS AEOPRSST ESPARTO, perennial grass [n] 

ESPOUSAL AELOPSSU marriage ceremony [n -S] 

ESPOUSER EEOPRSSU one that espouses (to marry (to enter into marriage)) [n -S] 

ESPOUSES EEOPSSSU ESPOUSE, to marry (to enter into marriage) [v] 

ESPRESSO EEOPRSSS strong coffee [n -S] 

ESSENCES CEEENSSS ESSENCE, fundamental nature or quality [n] 

ESTANCIA AACEINST cattle ranch [n -S] 

ESTIMATE AEEIMSTT to make approximate judgment of [v -D, -TING, -S] 

ETAMINES AEEIMNST ETAMINE, loosely woven fabric [n] 

ETATISMS AEIMSSTT ETATISM, state socialism [n] 

ETCETERA ACEEERTT number of additional items [n -S] 

EUCAINES ACEEINSU EUCAINE, anesthetic [n] 

EUCLASES ACEELSSU EUCLASE, mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties) [n] 

EUCRITES CEEIRSTU EUCRITE, type of meteorite [n] 

EUGLENID DEEGILNU euglena (freshwater protozoan) [n -S] 

EUPNOEAS AEENOPSU EUPNOEA, eupnea (normal breathing) [n] 

EUSOCIAL ACEILOSU pertaining to animal society marked by specialization of tasks [adj] 
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EUSTATIC ACEISTTU EUSTACY, worldwide change in sea level [adj] 
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GADARENE AADEEGNR headlong (rash; impetuous) [adj] 

GADROONS ADGNOORS GADROON, to decorate with bands of fluted or reeded molding [v] 

GAGSTERS AEGGRSST GAGSTER, gagman (one who writes jokes) [n] 

GAINSAID AADGIINS GAINSAY, to deny (to declare to be untrue) [v] 

GAITERED ADEEGIRT GAITER, covering for lower leg [adj] 

GALANGAL AAAGGLLN medicinal plant [n -S] 

GALANGAS AAAGGLNS GALANGA, galangal (medicinal plant) [n] 

GALEATED AADEEGLT GALEA, helmet-shaped anatomical part [adj] 

GALLETED ADEEGLLT GALLET, to fill in mortar joints with stone chips [v] 

GALLIARD AADGILLR lively dance [n -S] 

GALLUSED ADEGLLSU GALLUS, suspender for trousers [adj] 

GANGLIAL AAGGILLN gangliar (pertaining to ganglion (group of nerve cells)) [adj] 

GANGLIAR AAGGILNR pertaining to ganglion (group of nerve cells) [adj] 

GANGLIER AEGGILNR GANGLY, gangling (awkwardly tall and lanky) [adj] 

GANGLION AGGILNNO group of nerve cells [n -IA, -S] 

GANGRELS AEGGLNRS GANGREL, vagabond [n] 

GANGRENE AEEGGNNR to suffer loss of tissue in part of body [v -D, -NING, -S] 

GANGSTAS AAGGNSST GANGSTA, member of street gang [n] 

GANGSTER AEGGNRST member of criminal gang [n -S] 

GARDENER ADEEGNRR one that gardens (to cultivate plot of ground) [n -S] 

GARDENIA AADEGINR tropical shrub or tree [n -S] 

GARGLERS AEGGLRRS GARGLER, one that gargles (to rinse mouth or throat) [n] 

GARIGUES AEGGIRSU GARIGUE, low scrubland [n] 

GARLANDS AADGLNRS GARLAND, to deck with wreaths of flowers [v] 

GARNERED ADEEGNRR GARNER, to gather and store [v] 

GAROTING AGGINORT GAROTE, to garrote (to execute by strangling) [v] 

GAROTTED ADEGORTT GAROTTE, to garrote (to execute by strangling) [v] 

GARRETED ADEEGRRT GARRET, attic (story or room directly below roof of house) [adj] 

GARROTED ADEGORRT GARROTE, to execute by strangling [v] 

GARTERED ADEEGRRT GARTER, to fasten with elastic band [v] 

GASOGENE AEEGGNOS gazogene (apparatus for carbonating liquids) [n -S] 

GASSINGS AGGINSSS GASSING, poisoning by noxious gas [n] 

GATELEGS AEEGGLST GATELEG, table with extensions supported by movable legs [n] 

GAUDIEST ADEGISTU GAUDY, tastelessly showy [adj] 

GEARINGS AEGGINRS GEARING, system of gears [n] 

GELATING AEGGILNT GELATE, to gel (to become like jelly) [v] 

GENSENGS EEGGNNSS GENSENG, ginseng (perennial herb) [n] 

GENTLING EGGILNNT GENTLE, to tame (to make tame) [v] 

GEOLOGER EEGGLOOR specialist in geology [n -S] 

GERARDIA AADEGIRR herb (flowering plant with nonwoody stem) [n -S] 

GESTATED ADEEGSTT GESTATE, to carry in uterus during pregnancy [v] 

GESTURED DEEGRSTU GESTURE, to express by bodily motion [v] 
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GETTERED DEEEGRTT GETTER, to purify with chemically active substance [v] 

GIARDIAS AADGIIRS GIARDIA, protozoan inhabiting intestines [n] 

GIGATONS AGGINOST GIGATON, unit of weight [n] 

GINGALLS AGGILLNS GINGALL, jingal (heavy musket) [n] 

GINGELIS EGGIILNS GINGELI, gingelly (sesame seed or its oil) [n] 

GINGELLI EGGIILLN gingelly (sesame seed or its oil) [n -S] 

GINGILIS GGIIILNS GINGILI, gingelly (sesame seed or its oil) [n] 

GINGILLI GGIIILLN gingelly (sesame seed or its oil) [n -S] 

GINNINGS GGIINNNS GINNING, cotton as it comes from gin [n] 

GINSENGS EGGINNSS GINSENG, perennial herb [n] 

GIRDLERS DEGILRRS GIRDLER, one that girdles (to encircle with belt) [n] 

GLADIATE AADEGILT shaped like sword [adj] 

GLADIEST ADEGILST GLADY, having glades (open space in forest) [adj] 

GLADIOLA AADGILLO flowering plant [n -S] 

GLADIOLI ADGIILLO segments of sternum [n GLADIOLI] 

GLADLIER ADEGILLR GLADLY, in glad (feeling pleasure) manner [adv] 

GLADNESS ADEGLNSS state of being glad (feeling pleasure) [n -ES] 

GLAIRING AGGIILNR GLAIR, to coat with egg white [v] / GLAIRE [v] 

GLANDERS ADEGLNRS disease of horses [n GLANDERS] 

GLANDULE ADEGLLNU small gland [n -S] 

GLASSING AGGILNSS GLASS, to encase in glass (transparent substance) [v] 

GLEANING AEGGILNN something that is gleaned [n -S] / GLEAN, to gather little by little [v] 

GLEETING EEGGILNT GLEET, to discharge mucus from urethra [v] 

GLEGNESS EEGGLNSS alertness (state of being alert (ready for sudden action)) [n -ES] 

GLIADINE ADEGIILN gliadin (simple protein) [n -S] 

GLIADINS ADGIILNS GLIADIN, simple protein [n] 

GLINTING GGIILNNT GLINT, to glitter (to sparkle (to give off or reflect flashes of light)) [v] 

GLISSADE ADEGILSS to perform gliding dance step [v -D, -DING, -S] 

GLOATING AGGILNOT GLOAT, to regard with great or excessive satisfaction [v] 

GLOSSING GGILNOSS GLOSS, to make lustrous [v] 

GLOUTING GGILNOTU GLOUT, to scowl (to frown angrily) [v] 

GLUTTING GGILNTTU GLUT, to feed or fill to excess [v] 

GNARLING AGGILNNR GNARL, to twist into state of deformity [v] 

GNARRING AGGINNRR GNAR, to snarl (to growl viciously) [v] / GNARR [v] 

GODETIAS ADEGIOST GODETIA, showy annual herb [n] 

GODLIEST DEGILOST GODLY, pious (marked by religious reverence) [adj] 

GODROONS DGNOOORS GODROON, gadroon [n] 

GOITERED DEEGIORT GOITER, enlargement of thyroid gland [adj] 

GOLDARNS ADGLNORS GOLDARN, to damn (to curse (to wish evil upon)) [v] 

GOLDENER DEEGLNOR GOLDEN, of color of gold [adj] 

GOLDTONE DEGLNOOT made to resemble gold [adj] 

GOLDURNS DGLNORSU GOLDURN, goldarn [n] 

GOLIARDS ADGILORS GOLIARD, wandering student [n] 

GONADIAL AADGILNO GONAD, sex gland [adj] 

GONDOLAS ADGLNOOS GONDOLA, long, narrow boat [n] 

GONIDIAL ADGIILNO GONIDIUM, asexual reproductive cell [adj] 
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GOODLIER DEGILOOR GOODLY, of pleasing appearance [adj] 

GOODNESS DEGNOOSS state of being good (having positive or desirable qualities) [n -ES] 

GOOGLIES EGGILOOS GOOGLY, type of bowled ball in cricket [n] 

GORDITAS ADGIORST GORDITA, stuffed and fried pocket of cornmeal dough [n] 

GORGEOUS EGGOORSU beautiful [adj] 

GORGERIN EGGINORR part of column [n -S] 

GOSLINGS GGILNOSS GOSLING, young goose [n] 

GRADATES AADEGRST GRADATE, to change by degrees [v] 

GRADIENT ADEGINRT rate of inclination [n -S] 

GRADINES ADEGINRS GRADINE, one of series of steps [n] 

GRADUALS AADGLRSU GRADUAL, hymn sung in alternate parts [n] 

GRADUATE AADEGRTU to receive academic degree or diploma [v -D, -TING, -S] 

GRADUSES ADEGRSSU GRADUS, dictionary of prosody [n] 

GRAINING AGGIINNR GRAIN, to form into small particles [v] 

GRANDEES ADEEGNRS GRANDEE, man of high social position [n] 

GRANDEST ADEGNRST GRAND, large and impressive [adj] 

GRANDEUR ADEGNRRU state of being grand (large and impressive) [n -D] 

GRANDSIR ADGINRRS grandfather [n -S] 

GRANDSON ADGNNORS son of one's son or daughter [n -S] 

GRANGERS AEGGNRRS GRANGER, farmer (one that farms (to manage and cultivate as farm (tract of land devoted to agriculture))) [n] 

GRANTING AGGINNRT GRANT, to bestow upon [v] 

GRASSING AGGINRSS GRASS, to cover with grass (herbaceous plants) [v] 

GRATINGS AGGINRST GRATING, network of bars covering opening [n] 

GREASING AEGGINRS GREASE, to smear with grease (lubricating substance) [v] 

GREEDIER DEEEGIRR GREEDY, marked by greed [adj] 

GREEGREE EEEEGGRR grigri (fetish or amulet) [n -S] 

GREENING EEGGINNR variety of apple [n -S] / GREEN, to become green [v] 

GREETING EEGGINRT salutation [n -S] / GREET, to address in friendly and courteous way [v] 

GRENADES ADEEGNRS GRENADE, explosive device [n] 

GRIDIRON DGIINORR to mark off into squares [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

GRILLADE ADEGILLR dish of grilled meat [n -S] 

GRILLAGE AEGGILLR framework of timber [n -S] 

GRILLING GGIILLNR GRILL, to broil on gridiron [v] 

GRINDERS DEGINRRS GRINDER, one that grinds (to wear, smooth, or sharpen by friction) [n] 

GRINNING GGIINNNR GRIN, to smile broadly [v] 

GRITTING GGIINRTT GRIT, to press teeth together [v] 

GROANING AGGINNOR GROAN, to utter low, mournful sound [v] 

GRODIEST DEGIORST GRODY, sleazy (of low quality or character) [adj] 

GROINING GGIINNOR GROIN, to build with intersecting arches [v] 

GROSSING GGINORSS GROSS, to earn exclusive of deductions [v] 

GROTTOED DEGOORTT GROTTO, cave [adj] 

GROUNDER DEGNORRU type of batted baseball [n -S] 

GROUSING GGINORSU GROUSE, to complain (to express discontent) [v] 

GROUTING GGINORTU GROUT, to fill with thin mortar [v] 

GRUELING EGGILNRU exhausting experience [n -S] / GRUEL, to disable by hard work [v] 

GRUELLED DEEGLLRU GRUEL, to disable by hard work [v] 
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GRUNGERS EGGNRRSU GRUNGER, fan of style of rock music and associated fashions [n] 

GRUNGIER EGGINRRU GRUNGY, dirty (unclean (not clean (free from dirt or stain))) [adj] 

GRUNTING GGINNRTU GRUNT, to utter deep, guttural sound [v] 

GRUNTLED DEGLNRTU GRUNTLE, to put in good humor [v] 

GUANIDIN ADGIINNU chemical compound [n -S] 

GUARDANT AADGNRTU guardian (one that guards (to protect)) [n -S] 

GUARDERS ADEGRRSU GUARDER, one that guards (to protect (to keep from harm, attack, or injury)) [n] 

GUARDIAN AADGINRU one that guards (to protect (to keep from harm, attack, or injury)) [n -S] 

GUERDONS DEGNORSU GUERDON, to reward (to give recompense to for worthy behavior) [v] 

GUERIDON DEGINORU small stand or table [n -S] 

GUESSING EGGINSSU GUESS, to form opinion from little or no evidence [v] 

GUESTING EGGINSTU GUEST, to appear as visitor [v] 

GUILDERS DEGILRSU GUILDER, former monetary unit of Netherlands [n] 

GUILTING GGIILNTU GUILT, to cause (someone) to feel guilty [v] 

GUISARDS ADGIRSSU GUISARD, masker (one that wears mask) [n] 

GUITGUIT GGIITTUU tropical American bird [n -S] 

GUNGIEST EGGINSTU GUNGY, gunky (filthy, sticky, or greasy) [adj] 

GUNNINGS GGINNNSU GUNNING, sport of hunting with gun [n] 

GURGLETS EGGLRSTU GURGLET, goglet (long-necked jar) [n] 

GURGLIER EGGILRRU GURGLY, making bubbling sounds [adj] 

GURNARDS ADGNRRSU GURNARD, marine fish [n] 

GUSSETED DEEGSSTU GUSSET, to furnish with reinforcing piece of material [v] 

GUTTATED ADEGTTTU guttate (resembling drop) [adj] 

GUTTERED DEEGRTTU GUTTER, to form channels for draining off water [v] 

GUTTLING GGILNTTU GUTTLE, to eat rapidly [v] 
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IATRICAL AACIILRT iatric (pertaining to medicine) [adj] 

IDEATING ADEGIINT IDEATE, to form idea [v] 

IDOLISED DDEIILOS IDOLISE, to idolize (to worship (to honor and love as divine being)) [v] 

IGNITING GGIIINNT IGNITE, to set on fire [v] 

IGNORING GGIINNOR IGNORE, to refuse to notice [v] 

IGUANIDS ADGIINSU IGUANID, long-tailed lizard [n] 

ILLINIUM IIILLMNU radioactive element [n -S] 

ILLUDING DGIILLNU ILLUDE, to deceive (to mislead by falsehood) [v] 

ILLUMINE EIILLMNU to illuminate [v -D, -NING, -S] 

ILMENITE EEIILMNT mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties) [n -S] 

IMITATES AEIIMSTT IMITATE, to behave in same way as [v] 

IMITATOR AIIMORTT one that imitates (to behave in same way as) [n -S] 

INACTION ACIINNOT lack of action [n -S] 

INARABLE AABEILNR not arable [adj] 

INBURSTS BINRSSTU INBURST, act of bursting inward [n] 

INCENSES CEEINNSS INCENSE, to make angry [v] 

INCENTER CEEINNRT point where three lines bisecting angles of triangle meet [n -S] 

INCISION CIIINNOS act of incising (to cut into) [n -S] 
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INCISORS CIINORSS INCISOR, cutting tooth [n] 

INCISURE CEIINRSU notch or cleft of body part [n -S] 

INCITANT ACIINNTT something that incites (to arouse to action) [n -S] 

INCITERS CEIINRST INCITER, one that incites (to arouse to action) [n] 

INCLINER CEIILNNR one that inclines (to slant (to deviate from horizontal or vertical)) [n -S] 

INCLINES CEIILNNS INCLINE, to slant (to deviate from horizontal or vertical) [v] 

INCLOSER CEILNORS one that incloses (to enclose (to close in on all sides)) [n -S] 

INCLOSES CEILNOSS INCLOSE, to enclose (to close in on all sides) [v] 

INCONNUS CINNNOSU INCONNU, large food fish [n] 

INCREASE ACEEINRS to make or become greater [v -D, -SING, -S] 

INCREATE ACEEINRT not created (to cause to exist) [adj] 

INCRUSTS CINRSSTU INCRUST, to encrust (to cover with crust) [v] 

INDAGATE AADEGINT to investigate [v -D, -TING, -S] 

INDENTED DDEEINNT INDENT, to cut or tear irregularly [v] 

INDIGENE DEEGIINN native (original inhabitant of area) [n -S] 

INDIGENS DEGIINNS INDIGEN, indigene (native (original inhabitant of area)) [n] 

INDIGENT DEGIINNT needy person [n -S] 

INDIGOES DEGIINOS INDIGO, blue dye [n] 

INDITING DGIIINNT INDITE, to write or compose [v] 

INDORSED DDEINORS INDORSE, to endorse (to sign back of negotiable document) [v] 

INDULGER DEGILNRU one that indulges (to yield to desire of) [n -S] 

INDULGES DEGILNSU INDULGE, to yield to desire of [v] 

INEDITED DDEEIINT not published (to print and issue to public) [adj] 

INEPTEST EEINPSTT INEPT, not suitable (appropriate) [adj] 

INGESTED DEEGINST INGEST, to take into body [v] 

INGOTING GGIINNOT INGOT, to shape into convenient form for storage [v] 

INGROUND DGINNORU built into ground [adj] 

INNOCENT CEINNNOT free from guilt or sin [adj -ER, -EST] / innocent person [n -S] 

INOTROPE EINOOPRT drug for controlling force of muscular contractions [n -S] 

INPUTTER EINPRTTU one that inputs (to enter data into computer) [n -S] 

INSCROLL CILLNORS to enscroll (to write on scroll) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

INSECTAN ACEINNST pertaining to insects (any of class of small invertebrate animals) [adj] 

INSECURE CEEINRSU unsafe (not safe (free from danger)) [adj -R, -ST] 

INSOMNIA AIIMNNOS chronic inability to sleep [n -S] 

INSOURCE CEINORSU to procure goods and services from within one's own country [v -D, -CING, -S] 

INSPIRER EIINPRRS one that inspires (to animate mind or emotions of) [n -S] 

INSPIRES EIINPRSS INSPIRE, to animate mind or emotions of [v] 

INSPIRIT IIINPRST to fill with spirit or life [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

INSTABLE ABEILNST unstable (not stable (resistant to sudden change or position or condition)) [adj] 

INSTANCE ACEINNST to cite as example [v -D, -CING, -S] 

INSTINCT CIINNSTT inborn behavioral pattern [n -S] 

INSTRUCT CINRSTTU to supply with knowledge [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

INTENDED DDEEINNT one's spouse to-be [n -S] / INTEND, to have as specific aim or purpose [v] 

INTERACT ACEINRTT to act on each other [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

INTERCUT CEINRTTU to alternate camera shots [v INTERCUT, -TTING, -S] 

INTERIMS EIIMNRST INTERIM, interval (space of time between periods or events) [n] 
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INTERLAP AEILNPRT to lap one over another [v -PPED, -PPING, -S] 

INTERMAT AEIMNRTT to mat fibers together [v -TTED, -ITTNG, -S] 

INTERMIT EIIMNRTT to stop temporarily [v -TTED, -TTING, -S] 

INTIMATE AEIIMNTT to make known indirectly [v -D, -TING, -S] 

INTIMIST IIIMNSTT writer or artist who deals with deep personal experiences [n -S] 

INTROMIT IIMNORTT to put in [v -TTED, -TTING, -S] 

INTRONIC CIINNORT INTRON, intervening sequence in genetic code [adj] 

INTRUDED DDEINRTU INTRUDE, to thrust or force oneself in [v] 

INTUBATE ABEINTTU to insert tube into [v -D, -TING, -S] 

INURBANE ABEINNRU not urbane (refined and elegant) [adj] 

IODATING ADGIINOT IODATE, to iodize (to treat with iodine) [v] 

IODISING DGIIINOS IODISE, to iodize (to treat with iodine) [v] 

IONOMERS EIMNOORS IONOMER, type of plastic (any of group of synthetic or natural moldable materials) [n] 

IRENICAL ACEIILNR irenic (peaceful in purpose) [adj] 

IRONICAL ACIILNOR ironic (pertaining to irony (use of words to express opposite of what is literally said)) [adj] 

ISAGOGES AEGGIOSS ISAGOGE, type of introduction to branch of study [n] 

ISATINIC ACIIINST ISATIN, chemical compound [adj] 

ISLANDED ADDEILNS ISLAND, to make into island (land area entirely surrounded by water) [v] 

ISOBARES ABEIORSS ISOBARE, isobar (type of atom (smallest unit of element)) [n] 

ISOCLINE CEIILNOS type of rock formation [n -S] 

ISOLABLE ABEILLOS capable of being isolated [adj] 

ISOPRENE EEINOPRS volatile liquid [n -S] 

ISOSPINS IINOPSSS ISOSPIN, type of quantum number [n] 

ISOTONIC CIINOOST of equal tension [adj] 

ISOTOPES EIOOPSST ISOTOPE, form of element [n] 

ISSUABLE ABEILSSU authorized for issuing [adj]  

ISSUANCE ACEINSSU act of issuing (to come forth) [n -S] 

ITEMISER EEIIMRST itemizer (one that itemizes (to set down particulars of)) [n -S] 

ITEMISES EEIIMSST ITEMISE, to itemize (to set down particulars of) [v] 

ITERANCE ACEEINRT repetition [n -S] 
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LAAGERED AADEEGLR LAAGER, to form defensive encampment [v] 

LABELERS ABEELLRS LABELER, one that labels (to describe or designate) [n] 

LABELLER ABEELLLR labeler (one that labels (to describe or designate)) [n -S] 

LABIATES AABEILST LABIATE, labiated plant [n] 

LABORERS ABELORRS LABORER, one that labors (to work (to exert one's powers of body or mind for some purpose)) [n] 

LABORITE ABEILORT supporter of labor interests [n -S] 

LABOURER ABELORRU laborer (one that labors (to work)) [n -S] 

LACELESS ACEELLSS lacking lace [adj] 

LACERATE AACEELRT to tear roughly [v -D, -TING, -S] 

LACINESS ACEILNSS quality of being lacy (resembling lacework (delicate openwork fabric)) [n -ES] 

LACROSSE ACELORSS type of ball game [n -S] 

LACTASES AACELSST LACTASE, enzyme (complex protein) [n] 

LACTATES AACELSTT LACTATE, to secrete milk [v] 
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LACTEALS AACELLST LACTEAL, lymphatic vessel [n] 

LACTEOUS ACELOSTU resembling milk [adj] 

LACTITOL ACILLOTT artificial sweetener [n -S] 

LACTONES ACELNOST LACTONE, any of group of esters [n] 

LACTOSES ACELOSST LACTOSE, lactic sugar [n] 

LACUNARS AACLNRSU LACUNAR, ceiling with recessed panels [n] 

LACUNATE AACELNTU LACUNA, empty space or missing part [adj] 

LACUNOSE ACELNOSU marked by shallow depressions [adj] 

LADDIEST ADDEILST LADDY, laddish in behavior [adj] 

LADENING ADEGILNN LADEN, LADE, to load with cargo [v] 

LAGERING AEGGILNR LAGER, to laager (to form defensive encampment) [v] 

LAICISES ACEIILSS LAICISE, to laicize (to free from clerical control) [v] 

LAITANCE AACEILNT milky deposit on surface of fresh concrete [n -S] 

LAMELLAE AAEELLLM LAMELLA, thin plate, scale, or membrane [n] 

LAMELLAR AAELLLMR LAMELLA, thin plate, scale, or membrane [adj] 

LAMELLAS AAELLLMS LAMELLA, thin plate, scale, or membrane [n] 

LAMENESS AEELMNSS state of being lame (physically disabled) [n -ES] 

LAMENTER AEELMNRT one that laments (to express sorrow or regret for) [n -S] 

LAMINALS AAILLMNS LAMINAL, speech sound articulated with blade of tongue [n] 

LAMINATE AAEILMNT to compress into thin plate [v -D, -TING, -S] 

LAMININS AIILMNNS LAMININ, glycoprotein [n] 

LAMINOSE AEILMNOS composed of laminae [adj] 

LAMINOUS AILMNOSU laminose (composed of laminae) [adj] 

LAMISTER AEILMRST lamster (fugitive (one who flees)) [n -S] 

LAMSTERS AELMRSST LAMSTER, fugitive (one who flees) [n] 

LANCELET ACEELLNT small marine organism [n -S] 

LANCIERS ACEILNRS French dance [n LANCIERS] 

LANDINGS ADGILNNS LANDING, place for discharging or taking on passengers or cargo [n] 

LANDLORD ADDLLNOR one who owns and rents out real estate [n -S] 

LANDSIDE ADDEILNS part of plow [n -S] 

LANDSLID ADDILLNS LANDSLIDE, to win election by overwhelming majority [v] 

LANGRAGE AAEGGLNR shot formerly used in naval warfare [n -S] 

LANGUAGE AAEGGLNU body of words and systems serving as means of communication [n -S] 

LAPILLUS AILLLPSU small fragment of lava [n -LLI] 

LARCENER ACEELNRR one that commits larceny [n -S] 

LARGANDO AADGLNOR becoming gradually slower -- used as musical direction [adj] 

LARRUPER AELPRRRU one that larrups (to beat or thrash) [n -S] 

LASTBORN ABLNORST child born last in family [n -S] 

LATTICES ACEILSTT LATTICE, to form structure consisting of interlaced strips of material [v] 

LEADENED ADDEEELN LEADEN, to make dull or sluggish [v] 

LEADINGS ADEGILNS LEADING, covering or border of lead [n] 

LEAGUING AEGGILNU LEAGUE, to come together for common purpose [v] 

LEASABLE AABEELLS LEASE, to grant temporary use of in exchange for rent [adj] 

LECTERNS CEELNRST LECTERN, reading desk [n] 

LECTIONS CEILNOST LECTION, portion of sacred writing read in church service [n] 

LECTURER CEELRRTU one that lectures (to expound on specific subject) [n -S] 
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LECTURES CEELRSTU LECTURE, to expound on specific subject [v] 

LEDGIEST DEEGILST LEDGY, abounding in ledges [adj] 

LEGATING AEGGILNT LEGATE, to bequeath (to grant by testament) [v] 

LEGGIERO EEGGILOR in light or graceful manner -- used as musical direction [adv] 

LEGGIEST EEGGILST LEGGY, having long legs [adj] 

LEMONIER EEILMNOR LEMONY, LEMON, citrus fruit [adj] 

LEMURINE EEILMNRU pertaining to lemur (arboreal mammal related to monkeys) [adj] 

LENDINGS DEGILNNS LENDING, act of giving something temporarily [n] 

LENIENCE CEEEILNN leniency (quality of being lenient (gently tolerant)) [n -S] 

LENTICEL CEEILLNT mass of cells on plant stem [n -S] 

LEPORINE EEILNOPR resembling rabbit or hare [adj] 

LESBIANS ABEILNSS LESBIAN, female homosexual [n] 

LETTUCES CEELSTTU LETTUCE, herb cultivated as salad plant [n] 

LEUCINES CEEILNSU LEUCINE, amino acid [n] 

LEUCITES CEEILSTU LEUCITE, mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties) [n] 

LEUCOSES CEELOSSU LEUCOSIS, leukosis (leukemia (disease of blood-forming organs)) [n] 

LEUCOSIS CEILOSSU leukosis (leukemia (disease of blood-forming organs)) [n -SES] 

LIBATION ABIILNOT ceremonial pouring of liquid [n -S] 

LIBELANT ABEILLNT plaintiff in type of lawsuit [n -S] 

LIBELEES BEEEILLS LIBELEE, defendant in type of lawsuit [n] 

LIBELERS BEEILLRS LIBELER, one that libels (to make or publish defamatory statement about) [n] 

LIBELIST BEIILLST libeler (one that libels (to make or publish defamatory statement about)) [n -S] 

LIBELLEE BEEEILLL libelee (defendant in type of lawsuit) [n -S] 

LIBELLER BEEILLLR libeler (one that libels (to make or publish defamatory statement about)) [n -S] 

LIBELOUS BEILLOSU defamatory [adj] 

LIBERALS ABEILLRS LIBERAL, person favorable to progress or reform [n] 

LIBERATE ABEEILRT to set free [v -D, -TING, -S] 

LIBRATES ABEILRST LIBRATE, to move from side to side [v] 

LIBRETTI BEIILRTT LIBRETTO, text of opera [n] 

LIBRETTO BEILORTT text of opera [n -TTI, -S] 

LICENSEE CEEEILNS one that is licensed [n -S] 

LICENSER CEEILNRS one that licenses (to issue or grant authoritative permission to) [n -S] 

LICENSES CEEILNSS LICENSE, to issue or grant authoritative permission to [v] 

LICENSOR CEILNORS licenser (one that licenses (to issue or grant authoritative permission to)) [n -S] 

LIENABLE ABEEILLN capable of being subjected to lien [adj] 

LIGATING AGGIILNT LIGATE, to bind (to tie or secure) [v] 

LIGULOID DGIILLOU LIGULA, strap-shaped organ or part [adj] 

LILLIPUT IILLLPTU very small person [n -S] 

LIMELESS EEILLMSS having no lime [adj] 

LIMINESS EIILMNSS state of being limy (resembling or containing lime) [n -ES] 

LIMITERS EIILMRST LIMITER, one that limits (to restrict (to keep within certain boundaries)) [n] 

LIMONENE EEILMNNO chemical compound [n -S] 

LIMONITE EIILMNOT major ore of iron [n -S] 

LINEABLE ABEEILLN lying in straight line [adj] 

LINECUTS CEILNSTU LINECUT, type of printing plate [n] 

LINEMATE AEEILMNT hockey player on same line as another [n -S] 
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LINESMAN AEILMNNS football official [n -MEN] 

LINESMEN EEILMNNS LINESMAN, football official [n] 

LINGERED DEEGILNR LINGER, to delay leaving [v] 

LINIMENT EIILMNNT medicinal liquid [n -S] 

LINOCUTS CILNOSTU LINOCUT, print made from design cut into linoleum [n] 

LINOLEUM EILLMNOU durable material used as floor covering [n -S] 

LIPLINER EIILLNPR cosmetic applied to outline lips [n -S] 

LIRIOPES EIILOPRS LIRIOPE, stemless Asian herb [n] 

LISTABLE ABEILLST LIST, to write down in particular order [adj] 

LISTICLE CEIILLST article consisting of list of items [n -S]   

LITMUSES EILMSSTU LITMUS, blue coloring matter [n] 

LOADINGS ADGILNOS LOADING, burden [n] 

LOAMIEST AEILMOST LOAMY, resembling loam [adj] 

LOAMLESS AELLMOSS having no loam [adj] 

LOANABLE AABELLNO LOAN, to lend (to give temporary use of) [adj] 

LOBATION ABILNOOT formation of lobes [n -S] 

LOBELESS BEELLOSS lacking lobe (rounded, projecting anatomical part) [adj] 

LOBELIAS ABEILLOS LOBELIA, flowering plant [n] 

LOBELINE BEEILLNO poisonous alkaloid [n -S] 

LOBSTERS BELORSST LOBSTER, to fish for lobsters (marine crustaceans) [v] 

LOBTAILS ABILLOST LOBTAIL, (of whale) to slap its tail against surface of water [v] 

LOBULATE ABELLOTU LOBULE, small lobe [adj] 

LOBULOSE BELLOOSU LOBULE, small lobe [adj] 

LOCALISE ACEILLOS to localize (to confine to particular area) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

LOCALIST ACILLOST one who is strongly concerned with matters of locality [n -S] 

LOCALITE ACEILLOT resident of locality [n -S] 

LOCATERS ACELORST LOCATER, one that locates (to determine position of) [n] 

LOCATION ACILNOOT place where something is at given moment [n -S] 

LOCATORS ACLOORST LOCATOR, locater (one that locates (to determine position of)) [n] 

LOCULATE ACELLOTU locular (having or divided into loculi) [adj] 

LOCUSTAE ACELOSTU LOCUSTA, spikelet (type of flower cluster) [n] 

LOCUSTAL ACLLOSTU LOCUSTA, spikelet (type of flower cluster) [adj] 

LOCUTION CILNOOTU particular form of expression [n -S] 

LOGGIEST EGGILOST LOGGY, logy (sluggish (displaying little movement or activity)) [adj] 

LONESOME EELMNOOS self (total, essential, or particular being of one person) [n -S] 

LONGEING EGGILNNO LONGE, to guide horse by means of long rope [v] 

LONGINGS GGILNNOS LONGING, strong desire [n] 

LONICERA ACEILNOR shrub with fragrant flowers [n -S] 

LOOPIEST EILOOPST LOOPY, full of loops [adj] 

LORDINGS DGILNORS LORDING, lordling (young or unimportant lord) [n] 

LORDLING DGILLNOR young or unimportant lord [n -S] 

LORICATE ACEILORT animal having lorica [n -S] 

LORIMERS EILMORRS LORIMER, maker of implements for harnesses and saddles [n] 

LOUDENED DDEELNOU LOUDEN, to make or become louder [v] 

LOUNGING GGILNNOU LOUNGE, to recline or lean in relaxed, lazy manner [v] 

LUCARNES ACELNRSU LUCARNE, type of window [n] 
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LUCERNES CEELNRSU LUCERNE, alfalfa (plant cultivated for use as hay and forage) [n] 

LUCULENT CELLNTUU lucid (easily understood) [adj] 

LUMINIST IILMNSTU painter who uses effects of light [n -S] 

LUMINOUS ILMNOSUU giving off light [adj] 

LUNACIES ACEILNSU LUNACY, insanity (state of being insane; something utterly foolish) [n] 

LUNATICS ACILNSTU LUNATIC, insane person [n] 

LUNGEING EGGILNNU LUNGE, to make forceful forward movement [v] 

LUPANARS AALNPRSU LUPANAR, brothel (house of prostitution) [n] 

LUPULINS ILLNPSUU LUPULIN, medicinal powder obtained from hop plant [n] 

LUSCIOUS CILOSSUU having very pleasing taste or smell [adj] 

LUSTRUMS LMRSSTUU LUSTRUM, ceremonial purification of population in ancient Rome [n] 

LUTETIUM EILMTTUU metallic element [n -S] 
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MAESTOSO AEMOOSST stately musical passage [n -S] 

MAESTROS AEMORSST MAESTRO, master of art [n] 

MAIASAUR AAAIMRSU herbivorous dinosaur [n -S] 

MAILLESS AEILLMSS having no armor [adj] 

MAILLOTS AILLMOST MAILLOT, woman's one-piece bathing suit [n] 

MAINLINE AEIILMNN to inject narcotic into major vein [v -D, -NING, -S] 

MAINSAIL AAIILMNS principal sail of vessel [n -S] 

MAINTAIN AAIIMNNT to keep in proper condition [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

MALAISES AAEILMSS MALAISE, feeling of vague discomfort [n] 

MALARIAL AAAILLMR MALARIA, infectious disease [adj] 

MALARIAN AAAILMNR MALARIA, infectious disease [adj] 

MALARIAS AAAILMRS MALARIA, infectious disease [n] 

MALEATES AAEELMST MALEATE, chemical salt [n] 

MALENESS AEELMNSS quality of being male [n -ES] 

MALISONS AILMNOSS MALISON, curse [n] 

MALLEOLI AEILLLMO bony protuberances of ankle [n MALLEOLI] 

MALONATE AAELMNOT salt or ester of malonic* acid [n -S] 

MALTASES AAELMSST MALTASE, enzyme (complex protein) [n] 

MALTIEST AEILMSTT MALTY, resembling malt [adj] 

MALTOSES AELMOSST MALTOSE, type of sugar [n] 

MALTREAT AAELMRTT to treat badly [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

MALTSTER AELMRSTT one that makes malt [n -S] 

MANATEES AAEEMNST MANATEE, aquatic mammal [n] 

MANELESS AEELMNSS MANE, long hair growing on and about neck of some animals [adj] 

MANILLAS AAILLMNS MANILLA, manila (strong paper) [n] 

MANILLES AEILLMNS MANILLE, second highest trump in certain card games [n] 

MANITOUS AIMNOSTU MANITOU, Algonquian Indian deity [n] 

MANLIEST AEILMNST MANLY, having qualities of man [adj] 

MANNITES AEIMNNST MANNITE, mannitol (alcohol (flammable liquid)) [n] 

MANNITOL AILMNNOT alcohol (flammable liquid) [n -S] 

MANNOSES AEMNNOSS MANNOSE, type of sugar [n] 
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MANORIAL AAILMNOR MANOR, landed estate or territorial unit [adj] 

MANSIONS AIMNNOSS MANSION, large, impressive house [n] 

MANTEAUS AAEMNSTU MANTEAU, loose cloak [n] 

MANTELET AEELMNTT mobile screen used to protect soldiers [n -S] 

MANTILLA AAILLMNT woman's scarf [n -S] 

MANTISES AEIMNSST MANTIS, predatory insect [n] 

MANTISSA AAIMNSST decimal part of logarithm [n -S] 

MANTLETS AELMNSTT MANTLET, mantelet (mobile screen used to protect soldiers) [n] 

MANURERS AEMNRRSU MANURER, one that manures (to fertilize with manure (animal excrement)) [n] 

MANURIAL AAILMNRU of or pertaining to manure [adj] 

MARANTAS AAAMNRST MARANTA, tropical plant [n] 

MARINARA AAAIMNRR seasoned tomato sauce [n -S] 

MARINATE AAEIMNRT to soak in seasoned liquid before cooking [v -D, -TING, -S] 

MARINERS AEIMNRRS MARINER, sailor (member of ship's crew) [n] 

MARLIEST AEILMRST MARLY, abounding with marl [adj] 

MARLINES AEILMNRS MARLINE, rope used on ship [n] 

MARLITES AEILMRST MARLITE, type of marl [n] 

MARRANOS AAMNORRS MARRANO, Jew in Spain who professed Christianity to avoid persecution [n] 

MARRIERS AEIMRRRS MARRIER, one that marries (to enter into marriage) [n] 

MARSALAS AAALMRSS MARSALA, Sicilian wine [n] 

MARTELLO AELLMORT circular fort [n -S] 

MARTIANS AAIMNRST MARTIAN, supposed inhabitant of planet Mars [n] 

MARTINET AEIMNRTT one who demands rigid adherence to rules [n -S] 

MARTINIS AIIMNRST MARTINI, alcoholic beverage [n] 

MARTLETS AELMRSTT MARTLET, martin (small bird) [n] 

MASONITE AEIMNOST trademark [n -S] 

MASSETER AEEMRSST muscle that raises lower jaw [n -S] 

MASSEURS AEMRSSSU MASSEUR, man who massages [n] 

MASSEUSE AEEMSSSU woman who massages [n -S] 

MASSIEST AEIMSSST MASSY, massive (of considerable size) [adj] 

MASSLESS AELMSSSS having no mass [adj] 

MASTITIS AIIMSSTT inflammation of breast [n -IDES]  

MASTLESS AELMSSST having no mast [adj] 

MATELESS AEELMSST having no mate [adj] 

MATELOTE AEELMOTT fish stew [n -S] 

MATELOTS AELMOSTT MATELOT, sailor (member of ship's crew) [n] 

MATERIAL AAEILMRT substance of which anything is or may be composed [n -S] 

MATERIEL AEEILMRT aggregate of equipment and supplies used by organization [n -S] 

MATERNAL AAELMNRT pertaining to or characteristic of mother [adj] 

MATINEES AEEIMNST MATINEE, daytime performance [n] 

MATINESS AEIMNSST friendliness (quality of being friendly (inclined to approve, help, or support)) [n -ES] 

MATRONAL AALMNORT MATRON, married woman of established social position [adj] 

MATTRASS AAMRSSTT matrass (long-necked glass vessel) [n -ES] 

MATTRESS AEMRSSTT large pad filled with resilient material used on or as bed [n -ES] 

MATURATE AAEMRTTU to mature (to make or become mature) [v  -D, -TING, -S] 

MATURERS AEMRRSTU MATURER, one that brings something to maturity [n] 
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MATUREST AEMRSTTU MATURE, fully developed [adj] 

MAUSIEST AEIMSSTU MAUSY, mauzy (foggy, misty) [adj] 

MAUSOLEA AAELMOSU large, stately tombs [n MAUSOLEA] 

MEALIEST AEEILMST MEALY, soft, dry, and friable [adj] 

MEALLESS AEELLMSS lacking meal (food served and eaten in one sitting) [adj] 

MEANNESS AEEMNNSS state of being mean (inferior in grade, quality, or character) [n -ES] 

MEASLIER AEEILMRS MEASLY, meager (deficient in quantity or quality) [adj] 

MEASURER AEEMRRSU one that measures (to ascertain dimensions, quantity, or capacity of) [n -S] 

MEASURES AEEMRSSU MEASURE, to ascertain dimensions, quantity, or capacity of [v] 

MEATIEST AEEIMSTT MEATY, full of meat [adj] 

MEATLESS AEELMSST having no meat [adj] 

MEATUSES AEEMSSTU MEATUS, natural body passage [n] 

MEETNESS EEEMNSST suitability (quality of being suitable (appropriate)) [n -ES] 

MEISTERS EEIMRSST MEISTER, one who is knowledgeable about something specified [n] 

MELAENAS AAEELMNS MELAENA, melena (condition marked by black tarry stool) [n] 

MELANIAN AAEILMNN pertaining to dark pigmentation [adj] 

MELANINS AEILMNNS MELANIN, dark pigment [n] 

MELANIST AEILMNST melanic (one who is affected with melanism) [n -S] 

MELANITE AEEILMNT black variety of garnet [n -S] 

MELANOUS AELMNOSU having dark skin and hair [adj] 

MELILITE EEIILLMT mineral group [n -S] 

MELILOTS EILLMOST MELILOT, flowering plant [n] 

MELINITE EEIILMNT powerful explosive [n -S] 

MENSTRUA AEMNRSTU solvents (substance capable of dissolving others) [n MENSTRUA] 

MENSURAL AELMNRSU pertaining to measure [adj] 

MENTIONS EIMNNOST MENTION, to refer to in casual manner [v] 

MERRIEST EEIMRRST MERRY, cheerful (full of spirits) [adj] 

MESOSAUR AEMORSSU extinct aquatic reptile [n -S] 

MESOTRON EMNOORST meson (subatomic particle) [n -S] 

MESSIEST EEIMSSST MESSY, dirty or untidy [adj] 

MESTESOS EEMOSSST MESTESO, mestizo (person of mixed ancestry) [n] 

MESTINOS EIMNOSST MESTINO, mestizo (person of mixed ancestry) [n] 

METALISE AEEILMST to metalize (to treat with metal) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

METALIST AEILMSTT one who works with metals [n -S] 

METANOIA AAEIMNOT spiritual conversion [n -S] 

METISSES EEIMSSST METISSE, female metis [n] 

METRISTS EIMRSSTT METRIST, one who metrifies [n] 

METRITIS EIIMRSTT inflammation of uterus [n -ES] 

MEUNIERE EEEIMNRU cooked in browned butter [adj] 

MILESIAN AEIILMNS pertaining to native people of Ireland [adj] 

MILIARIA AAIIILMR skin disease [n -S] 

MILITANT AIILMNTT person who is aggressively engaged in cause [n -S] 

MILITATE AEIILMTT to have influence or effect [v -D, -TING, -S] 

MILITIAS AIIILMST MILITIA, citizen army [n] 

MILLIARE AEIILLMR unit of area [n -S] 

MILLIERS EIILLMRS MILLIER, unit of weight [n] 
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MILLINER EIILLMNR one who makes or sells women's hats [n -S] 

MILLINES EIILLMNS MILLINE, unit of advertising space [n] 

MILLIONS IILLMNOS MILLION, number [n] 

MILLRUNS ILLMNRSU MILLRUN, millrace (current of water that drives mill wheel) [n] 

MILTIEST EIILMSTT MILTY, full of milt [adj] 

MINARETS AEIMNRST MINARET, slender tower attached to mosque [n] 

MINERALS AEILMNRS MINERAL, naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties [n] 

MINISTER EIIMNRST to give aid or service [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

MINNEOLA AEILMNNO reddish tangelo [n -S] 

MINSTERS EIMNRSST MINSTER, large or important church [n] 

MINSTREL EILMNRST medieval musician [n -S] 

MINTIEST EIIMNSTT MINTY, having flavor of mint (aromatic herb) [adj] 

MINUTEST EIMNSTTU MINUTE, very small [adj] 

MINUTIAE AEIIMNTU MINUTIA, small detail [n] 

MINUTIAL AIILMNTU MINUTIA, small detail [adj] 

MIOSISES EIIMOSSS MIOSIS, excessive contraction of pupil of eye [n] 

MIRINESS EIIMNRSS state of being miry (swampy (marshy (resembling marsh))) [n -ES] 

MIRLITON IILMNORT chayote (tropical vine) [n -S] 

MISALLOT AILLMOST to allot wrongly [v -TTED, -TTING, -S] 

MISALTER AEILMRST to alter wrongly [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

MISATONE AEIMNOST to atone wrongly [v -D, -NING, -S] 

MISEASES AEEIMSSS MISEASE, discomfort [n] 

MISEATEN AEEIMNST MISEAT, to eat improperly [v] 

MISENROL EILMNORS to enroll improperly [v -LLE, -LLING, -S] 

MISENTER EEIMNRST to enter erroneously [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

MISERERE EEEIMRRS part of church seat [n -S] 

MISERIES EEIIMRSS MISERY, state of great suffering [n] 

MISINTER EIIMNRST to inter improperly [v -RRED, -RRING, -S] 

MISLEARN AEILMNRS to learn wrongly [v -ED, -T, -ING, -S] 

MISRAISE AEIIMRSS to raise wrongly [v -D, -SING, -S] 

MISRATES AEIMRSST MISRATE, to rate (to estimate value of) incorrectly [v] 

MISROUTE EIMORSTU to route (to send on particular course) incorrectly [v -D, -TING, -S] 

MISRULES EILMRSSU MISRULE, to rule unwisely or unjustly [v] 

MISSEATS AEIMSSST MISSEAT, to seat wrongly [v] 

MISSENSE EEIMNSSS form of genetic mutation [n -S] 

MISSILES EIILMSSS MISSILE, object or weapon that is thrown or projected [n] 

MISSIONS IIMNOSSS MISSION, to send to perform specific task [v] 

MISSISES EIIMSSSS MISSIS, wife (woman married to man) [n] 

MISSORTS IMORSSST MISSORT, to sort badly or improperly [v] 

MISSOUTS IMOSSSTU MISSOUT, losing throw of dice [n] 

MISSTART AIMRSSTT to start off badly [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

MISSTATE AEIMSSTT to state wrongly [v -D, -TING, -S] 

MISSTEER EEIMRSST to steer wrongly [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

MISSUITS IIMSSSTU MISSUIT, to suit badly [v] 

MISSUSES EIMSSSSU MISSUS, missis (wife (woman married to man)) [n] 

MISTIEST EIIMSSTT MISTY, blurry (unclear (not clear (clean and pure))) [adj] 
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MISTITLE EIILMSTT to call by wrong title [v -D, -LING, -S] 

MISTRAIN AIIMNRST to train improperly [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

MISTRALS AILMRSST MISTRAL, cold, dry wind [n] 

MISTREAT AEIMRSTT to treat badly [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

MISTRESS EIMRSSST woman in position of authority [n -ES] 

MISTRIAL AIILMRST trial made invalid because of some error in procedure [n -S] 

MISTRUST IMRSSTTU to distrust (to have no trust in) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

MISTUNES EIMNSSTU MISTUNE, to tune (to put into proper pitch) incorrectly [v] 

MISTUTOR IMORSTTU to instruct or bring up badly [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

MISUNION IIMNNOSU bad union [n -S] 

MISUSERS EIMRSSSU MISUSER, one that misuses (to use (to put into service) incorrectly) [n] 

MITERERS EEIMRRST MITERER, one that miters (to raise to rank of bishop) [n] 

MOIETIES EEIIMOST MOIETY, half (one of two equal parts) [n] 

MOISTENS EIMNOSST MOISTEN, to make or become moist [v] 

MOISTEST EIMOSSTT MOIST, slightly wet [adj] 

MOISTURE EIMORSTU condensed or diffused liquid [n -S] 

MOLASSES AELMOSSS thick syrup [n -ES] 

MOLESTER EELMORST one that molests (to disturb or annoy) [n -S] 

MONAURAL AALMNORU pertaining to sound transmission, recording, or reproduction involving single transmission path [adj] 

MONELLIN EILLMNNO protein extracted from West African red berry [n -S] 

MONERANS AEMNNORS MONERAN, cellular organism that does not have distinct nucleus [n] 

MONETISE EEIMNOST to monetize (to coin into money) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

MONILIAE AEIILMNO MONILIA, type of parasitic fungus [n] 

MONITION IIMNNOOT warning (something that warns (to make aware of impending or possible danger)) [n -S] 

MONITORS IMNOORST MONITOR, to keep track of [v] 

MONORAIL AILMNOOR single rail serving as track for wheeled vehicle [n -S] 

MONOTINT IMNNOOTT painting done in different shades of one color [n -S] 

MONOTONE EMNNOOOT vocal utterance in one unvaried tone [n -S] 

MONSIEUR EIMNORSU French title of courtesy for man [n -S] 

MONSOONS MNNOOOSS MONSOON, seasonal wind [n] 

MONSTERA AEMNORST tropical American plant [n -S] 

MONSTERS EMNORSST MONSTER, strange or terrifying creature [n] 

MONTANES AEMNNOST MONTANE, lower vegetation belt of mountain [n] 

MONTEROS EMNOORST MONTERO, type of cap [n] 

MONURONS MNNOORSU MONURON, herbicide [n] 

MOONIEST EIMNOOST MOONY, resembling moon [adj] 

MOONLESS ELMNOOSS lacking light of moon [adj] 

MOONLETS ELMNOOST MOONLET, small satellite [n] 

MOONRISE EIMNOORS rising of moon above horizon [n -S] 

MOONSAIL AILMNOOS light, square sail [n -S] 

MOONSETS EMNOOSST MOONSET, setting of moon below horizon [n] 

MOORIEST EIMOORST MOORY, marshy (resembling marsh (tract of low, wet land)) [adj] 

MOOTNESS EMNOOSST state of being without legal significance [n -ES] 

MORAINAL AAILMNOR MORAINE, accumulation of debris deposited by glacier [adj] 

MORAINES AEIMNORS MORAINE, accumulation of debris deposited by glacier [n] 

MORALISE AEILMORS to moralize (to explain in moral sense) [v -D, -SING, -S] 
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MORALIST AILMORST teacher of morality [n -S] 

MORASSES AEMORSSS MORASS, marsh (tract of low, wet land) [n] 

MORELLES EELLMORS MORELLE, flowering plant [n] 

MORELLOS ELLMOORS MORELLO, variety of sour cherry [n] 

MORENESS EEMNORSS state of being more (consisting of or amounting to large number) [n -ES] 

MORRIONS IMNOORRS MORRION, morion (type of helmet) [n] 

MORRISES EIMORRSS MORRIS, English folk dance [n] 

MORTISER EIMORRST one that mortises (to join or fasten securely) [n -S] 

MORTISES EIMORSST MORTISE, to join or fasten securely [v] 

MOSASAUR AAMORSSU extinct lizard [n -S] 

MOSELLES EELLMOSS MOSELLE, medium-dry white wine [n] 

MOSSIEST EIMOSSST MOSSY, covered with moss [adj] 

MOSTESTS EMOSSSTT MOSTEST, most (greatest amount) [n] 

MOTIONAL AILMNOOT pertaining to movement (act of moving (to change from one position to another)) [adj] 

MOTIONER EIMNOORT one that motions (to signal by bodily movement) [n -S] 

MOTLIEST EILMOSTT MOTLEY, composed of diverse elements [adj] 

MOTORISE EIMOORST to motorize (to equip with motor vehicles) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

MOTORIST IMOORSTT one who travels by automobile [n -S] 

MOTTLERS ELMORSTT MOTTLER, one that mottles (to mark with spots or streaks of different colors) [n] 

MOULTERS ELMORSTU MOULTER, molter (one that molts (to cast off outer covering)) [n] 

MOUNTAIN AIMNNOTU large, natural elevation of earth's surface [n -S] 

MOUNTERS EMNORSTU MOUNTER, one that mounts (to get up on) [n] 

MOURNERS EMNORRSU MOURNER, one that mourns (to feel or express grief or sorrow) [n] 

MOUSIEST EIMOSSTU MOUSEY, mousy (resembling mouse (small rodent)) [adj] / MOUSY [adj] 

MUENSTER EEMNRSTU mild cheese [n -S] 

MULETEER EEELMRTU one who drives mules (hoofed work animals) [n -S] 

MULLEINS EILLMNSU MULLEIN, Eurasian herb [n] 

MULLIONS ILLMNOSU MULLION, to provide with vertical dividing strips [v] 

MULLITES EILLMSTU MULLITE, mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties) [n] 

MULTITON ILMNOTTU weighing many tons [adj] 

MULTIUSE EILMSTUU having many uses [adj] 

MULTURES ELMRSTUU MULTURE, fee paid to miller for grinding grain [n] 

MUNITION IIMNNOTU to furnish with war materiel [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

MUNNIONS IMNNNOSU MUNNION, muntin (dividing strip for window panes) [n] 

MUNSTERS EMNRSSTU MUNSTER, muenster (mild cheese) [n] 

MURALIST AILMRSTU painter of murals [n -S] 

MURIATES AEIMRSTU MURIATE, chloride (chlorine compound) [n] 

MURRAINS AIMNRRSU MURRAIN, disease of cattle [n] 

MURRELET EELMRRTU small diving bird [n -S] 

MUSETTES EEMSSTTU MUSETTE, small bagpipe [n] 

MUSSIEST EIMSSSTU MUSSY, messy (dirty or untidy) [adj] 

MUSTIEST EIMSSTTU MUSTY, having stale odor [adj] 

MUTATION AIMNOTTU act of changing in form [n -S] 

MUTATORS AMORSTTU MUTATOR, one that causes change in form [n] 

MUTENESS EEMNSSTU state of being mute (characterized by absence of speech) [n -ES] 

MUTILATE AEILMTTU to deprive of limb or other essential part [v -D, -TING, -S] 
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MUTINEER EEIMNRTU to mutiny (to revolt against constituted authority) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

MUTINIES EIIMNSTU MUTINY, to revolt against constituted authority [v] 

MUTINOUS IMNOSTUU disposed to mutiny [adj] 

MUTTERER EEMRRTTU one that mutters (to speak unclearly) [n -S] 
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NACELLES ACEELLNS NACELLE, shelter on aircraft [n] 

NACREOUS ACENORSU NACRE, pearly internal layer of certain shells [adj] 

NAGGIEST AEGGINST NAGGY, given to nagging [adj] 

NAMELESS AEELMNSS lacking distinction or fame [adj] 

NANOBOTS ABNNOOST NANOBOT, very small self-propelled machine [n] 

NANOTUBE ABENNOTU microscopic tube [n -S] 

NAPERIES AEEINPRS NAPERY, table linen [n] 

NAPOLEON AELNNOOP type of pastry (sweet baked food) [n -S] 

NARCEINE ACEEINNR opium derivative [n -S] 

NARCEINS ACEINNRS NARCEIN, narceine (opium derivative) [n] 

NARCISSI ACIINRSS bulbous flowering plants [n NARCISSI] 

NARCISTS ACINRSST NARCIST, one given to narcism [n] 

NARCOSES ACENORSS NARCOSIS, drug-induced stupor [n] 

NARCOSIS ACINORSS drug-induced stupor [n -SES] 

NASALISM AAILMNSS nasality (quality or instance of being produced nasally) [n -S] 

NATRIUMS AIMNRSTU NATRIUM, sodium (metallic element) [n] 

NATURISM AIMNRSTU nudism (practice of going nude) [n -S] 

NAUPLIAL AAILLNPU NAUPLIUS, form of certain crustaceans [adj] 

NAUPLIUS AILNPSUU form of certain crustaceans [n -II] 

NAUTICAL AACILNTU pertaining to ships [adj] 

NEBULISE BEEILNSU to nebulize (to reduce to fine spray) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

NEBULOSE BEELNOSU nebulous (unclear (not clear (clean and pure))) [adj] 

NEBULOUS BELNOSUU unclear (not clear (clean and pure)) [adj] 

NECROSES CEENORSS NECROSIS, death of living tissue [n] / NECROSE, to affect with necrosis [v] 

NECROSIS CEINORSS death of living tissue [n -SES] 

NEEDLING DEEGILNN act of one who needles [n -S] / NEEDLE, to sew with slender, pointed instrument [v] 

NEGATING AEGGINNT NEGATE, to nullify (to make useless or ineffective) [v] 

NEGLIGEE EEEGGILN woman's dressing gown [n -D] 

NEGLIGES EEGGILNS NEGLIGE, negligee (woman's dressing gown) [n] 

NEGROIDS DEGINORS NEGROID, member of black race [n] 

NEMESIAS AEEIMNSS NEMESIA, flowering African plant [n] 

NEOPRENE EEENNOPR synthetic rubber [n -D] 

NEOTENIC CEEINNOT NEOTENY, attainment of sexual maturity in larval stage [adj] 

NEOTERIC CEEINORT modern author [n -D] 

NEPOTIST EINOPSTT one who practices nepotism (favoritism shown to relative) [n -D] 

NESCIENT CEEINNST one who is ignorant [n -D] 

NESTABLE ABEELNST capable of being fitted closely within another container [adj] 

NESTMATE AEEMNSTT bird sharing nest with another [n -D] 

NETBALLS ABELLNST NETBALL, team game similar to basketball [n] 
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NETTABLE ABEELNTT capable of being netted [adj] 

NEURITIC CEIINRTU one affected with neuritis [n -S] 

NEUROMAS AEMNORSU NEUROMA, type of tumor (abnormal swelling) [n] 

NEURONIC CEINNORU NEURON, basic cellular unit of nervous system [adj] 

NEUROTIC CEINORTU one affected with neurosis [n -S] 

NICENESS CEEINNSS quality of being nice (pleasing to senses) [n -ES] 

NICETIES CEEIINST NICETY, fine point or distinction [n] 

NICOTINE CEIINNOT poisonous alkaloid in tobacco [n -S] 

NICOTINS CIINNOST NICOTIN, nicotine (poisonous alkaloid in tobacco) [n] 

NICTATES ACEINSTT NICTATE, to wink (to close and open one eye quickly) [v] 

NIDATING ADGIINNT NIDATE, to become implanted in uterus [v] 

NIDERING DEGIINNR coward (one who lacks courage (quality that enables one to face danger fearlessly; spirit)) [n -S] 

NIGGLERS EGGILNRS NIGGLER, one that niggles (to worry over petty details) [n] 

NIGGLIER EGGIILNR NIGGLY, petty (insignificant) [adj] 

NINEPINS EIINNNPS NINEPIN, wooden pin used in bowling game [n] 

NIOBATES ABEINOST NIOBATE, chemical salt [n] 

NIOBITES BEIINOST NIOBITE, mineral columbite [n] 

NITRIDED DDEIINRT NITRIDE, to convert into nitride (compound of nitrogen) [v] 

NITROLIC CIILNORT pertaining to class of acids [adj] 

NOBLESSE BEELNOSS nobility (social class composed of nobles) [n -S] 

NOCTULES CELNOSTU NOCTULE, large bat [n] 

NOCTURNE CENNORTU musical composition [n -S] 

NOCTURNS CNNORSTU NOCTURN, religious service [n] 

NOMINALS AILMNNOS NOMINAL, word used as noun [n] 

NOMINATE AEIMNNOT to name as candidate [v -D, -TING, -S] 

NOMINEES EEIMNNOS NOMINEE, one that is nominated [n] 

NONACTOR ACNNOORT person who is not actor [n -S] 

NONCLASS ACLNNOSS lack of class [n -ES] 

NONCOLAS ACLNNOOS NONCOLA, beverage that is not cola [n] 

NONCOLOR CLNNOOOR lack of color [n -S] 

NONCOUNT CNNNOOTU not capable of being counted [adj] 

NONELECT CEELNNOT not chosen (to take by preference) [adj] 

NONIONIC CIINNNOO not ionic (pertaining to or using ions) [adj] 

NONLABOR ABLNNOOR not pertaining to labor [adj] 

NONLOCAL ACLLNNOO one that is not local [n -S] 

NONMETAL AELMNNOT element that lacks metallic properties [n -S] 

NONMETRO EMNNOORT not metropolitan [adj] 

NONMORAL ALMNNOOR not pertaining to morals [adj] 

NONNOBLE BELNNNOO not noble (possessing qualities of excellence) [adj] 

NONOBESE BEENNOOS not obese (very fat) [adj] 

NONPASTS ANNOPSST NONPAST, verb form that lacks inflection for past tense [n] 

NONPOINT INNNOOPT not occurring at definite single site [adj] 

NONPOLAR ALNNOOPR not polar [adj] 

NONPRINT INNNOPRT not involving printed material [adj] 

NONRIGID DGIINNOR not rigid (not flexible; strict, harsh) [adj] 

NONSTOPS NNOOPSST NONSTOP, flight without stop en route [n] 
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NONTONIC CINNNOOT not based on first tone of scale [adj] 

NONUPLES ELNNOPSU NONUPLE, number nine times as great as another [n] 

NONURBAN ABNNNORU not urban (pertaining to city (large town)) [adj] 

NOODLING DGILNNOO action of idly playing musical instrument [n -S] / NOODLE, to play idly on musical instrument [v] 

NOONTIME EIMNNOOT noon (midday (middle of day)) [n -S] 

NOPALITO AILNOOPT stem of nopal used as food [n -S] 

NORMLESS ELMNORSS having no norm [adj] 

NOSTRUMS MNORSSTU NOSTRUM, medicine of one's own invention [n] 

NOTABLES ABELNOST NOTABLE, person of distinction [n] 

NOTECASE ACEENOST billfold (wallet (flat folding case)) [n -S] 

NOTICERS CEINORST NOTICER, one that notices (to become aware of) [n] 

NOUMENAL AELMNNOU NOUMENON, object of intellectual intuition [adj] 

NOUMENON EMNNNOOU object of intellectual intuition [n -NA] 

NUBILOSE BEILNOSU nubilous (cloudy (overcast with clouds)) [adj] 

NUBILOUS BILNOSUU cloudy (overcast with clouds) [adj] 

NUCELLAR ACELLNRU NUCELLUS, essential part of plant ovule [adj] 

NUCELLUS CELLNSUU essential part of plant ovule [n -LLI]  

NUCLEASE ACEELNSU enzyme (complex protein) [n -S] 

NUCLEATE ACEELNTU to form into nucleus [v -D, -ITNG, -S] 

NUCLEINS CEILNNSU NUCLEIN, protein found in nuclei [n] 

NUCLEOLE CEELLNOU part of nucleus [n -S] 

NUCLEOLI CEILLNOU nucleoles (part of nucleus) [n NUCLEOLI] 

NUCLEONS CELNNOSU NUCLEON, subatomic particle [n] 

NUISANCE ACEINNSU source of annoyance [n -S] 

NUMERALS AELMNRSU NUMERAL, symbol that expresses number [n] 

NUMERATE AEEMNRTU to count (to list or mention units of one by one to ascertain total) [v -D, -TING, -S] 

NUMEROUS EMNORSUU many (consisting of or amounting to large number) [adj] 

NUMINOUS IMNNOSUU supernatural [adj] 

NUPTIALS AILNPSTU NUPTIAL, wedding (marriage ceremony) [n] 

NUTCASES ACENSSTU NUTCASE, crazy person [n] 

NUTMEATS AEMNSTTU NUTMEAT, edible kernel of nut [n] 

NUTSEDGE DEEGNSTU nutgrass (perennial herb) [n -S] 
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OATMEALS AAELMOST OATMEAL, meal made from oats [n] 

OBEISANT ABEINOST showing reverence or respect [adj] 

OBELISES BEEILOSS OBELISE, to obelize (to mark with obelus) [v] 

OBLATION ABILNOOT act of making religious offering [n -S] 

OBSESSES BEEOSSSS OBSESS, to dominate thoughts of [v] 

OBSESSOR BEOORSSS something that obsesses (to dominate thoughts of) [n -S] 

OBSOLETE BEELOOST to make out-of-date [v -E, -TING, -S] 

OBTAINER ABEINORT one that obtains (to gain possession of) [n -S] 

OBTURATE ABEORTTU to close or stop up [v -D, -TING, -S] 

OBTUSEST BEOSSTTU OBTUSE, dull (mentally slow) [adj] 

OCARINAS AACINORS OCARINA, wind instrument [n] 
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OCEANAUT AACENOTU aquanaut (scuba diver trained to live in underwater installations) [n -S] 

OCELLATE ACEELLOT having ocelli (minute simple eye) [adj] 

OCOTILLO CILLOOOT Mexican shrub [n -S] 

OCTANOLS ACLNOOST OCTANOL, alcohol (flammable liquid) [n] 

OCTANTAL AACLNOTT OCTANT, eighth of circle [adj] 

OCTETTES CEEOSTTT OCTETTE, octet (group of eight) [n] 

OCTOROON CNOOOORT person of one-eighth black ancestry [n -S] 

OCULISTS CILOSSTU OCULIST, physician who treats diseases of eye [n] 

ODDITIES DDEIIOST ODDITY, one that is odd [n] 

ODONTOID DDINOOOT toothlike vertebral projection [n -S] 

OENOMELS EELMNOOS OENOMEL, ancient Greek beverage of wine and honey [n] 

OESTRUMS EMORSSTU OESTRUM, estrum (estrus (period of heat in female mammals)) [n] 

OINOMELS EILMNOOS OINOMEL, oenomel (ancient Greek beverage of wine and honey) [n] 

OINTMENT EIMNNOTT viscous preparation applied to skin as medicine or cosmetic [n -S] 

OMELETTE EEELMOTT omelet (dish of beaten eggs cooked and folded around filling) [n -S] 

OMISSION IIMNOOSS something left undone [n -S] 

OMITTERS EIMORSTT OMITTER, one that omits (to leave out) [n] 

ONANISMS AIMNNOSS ONANISM, coitus deliberately interrupted to prevent insemination [n] 

ONLOADED ADDELNOO ONLOAD, to load vehicle or container [v] 

ONOMASTS AMNOOSST ONOMAST, person who studies proper names [n] 

ONSCREEN CEENNORS shown on movie, television, or display screen [adj] 

ONSTREAM AEMNORST in or into production [adv] 

OOSPORES EOOOPRSS OOSPORE, fertilized egg within oogonium [n] 

OPALINES AEILNOPS OPALINE, opaque white glass [n] 

OPENNESS EENNOPSS state of being open (affording unobstructed access, passage, or view) [n -ES] 

OPERANTS AENOPRST OPERANT, one that operates (to perform function) [n] 

OPERATES AEEOPRST OPERATE, to perform function [v] 

OPERATOR AEOOPRRT symbol that represents mathematical function [n -S] 

OPERETTA AEEOPRTT light musical drama with spoken dialogue [n -S] 

OPINIONS IINNOOPS OPINION, conclusion or judgment one holds to be true [n] 

OPSONINS INNOOPSS OPSONIN, antibody of blood serum [n] 

OPSONISE EINOOPSS opsonize (to form opsonins in) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

OPTIONAL AILNOOPT elective course of study [n -S] 

OPTIONEE EEINOOPT one who holds legal option [n -S] 

OPUNTIAS AINOPSTU OPUNTIA, American cactus [n] 

ORACULAR AACLORRU ORACLE, person through whom deity is believed to speak [adj] 

ORALISMS AILMORSS ORALISM, use of oral methods of teaching deaf [n] 

ORBITALS ABILORST ORBITAL, subdivision of nuclear shell [n] 

ORBITERS BEIORRST ORBITER, one that orbits (to move or revolve around) [n] 

ORCINOLS CILNOORS ORCINOL, chemical compound [n] 

ORDAINED ADDEINOR ORDAIN, to invest with holy authority [v] 

ORDERING DEGINORR ORDER, to give command or instruction to [v] 

ORDINAND ADDINNOR person about to be ordained [n -S] 

ORGANDIE ADEGINOR organdy (cotton fabric) [n -S] 

ORNAMENT AEMNNORT to decorate (to adorn (to add something to for purpose of making more attractive)) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OROMETER EEMOORRT type of barometer [n -S] 
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OSCININE CEIINNOS OSCINE, any of family of songbirds [adj] 

OSCITANT ACINOSTT yawning [adj] 

OSCULANT ACLNOSTU adhering closely [adj] 

OSCULATE ACELOSTU to kiss (to touch with lips as sign of affection) [v -D, -TING, -S] 

OSSICLES CEILOSSS OSSICLE, small bone [n] 

OSTEITIC CEIIOSTT OSTEITIS, inflammation of bone [adj] 

OSTEOMAS AEMOOSST OSTEOMA, tumor of bone tissue [n] 

OSTOMATE AEMOOSTT one who has had ostomy [n -S] 

OSTOMIES EIMOOSST OSTOMY, type of surgical operation [n] 

OSTRACON ACNOORST fragment containing inscription [n -S] 

OTTOMANS AMNOOSTT OTTOMAN, type of sofa (long, upholstered seat) [n] 

OUABAINS AABINOSU OUABAIN, cardiac stimulant [n] 

OUTBLEAT ABELOTTU to surpass in bleating [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OUTBLESS BELOSSTU to surpass in blessing [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

OUTBOAST ABOOSTTU to surpass in boasting [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OUTBUILT BILOTTUU OUTBUILD, to surpass in building [v] 

OUTBURNS BNORSTUU OUTBURN, to burn longer than [v] 

OUTBURNT BNORTTUU OUTBURN, to burn longer than [v] 

OUTBURST BORSTTUU sudden and violent outpouring [n -S] 

OUTCALLS ACLLOSTU OUTCALL, house call by professional person [n] 

OUTCASTE ACEOSTTU to expel from their caste [v-ED, -TING, -EING,  -S] 

OUTCASTS ACOSSTTU OUTCAST, one that is cast out [n] / outcast [v] 

OUTCLASS ACLOSSTU to surpass so decisively as to appear of higher class [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

OUTCOUNT CNOOTTUU to surpass in counting [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OUTCRIES CEIORSTU OUTCRY, to cry louder than [v] 

OUTCROSS COORSSTU to cross with relatively unrelated individual [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

OUTCURSE CEORSTUU to surpass in cursing [v -D, -SING, -S] 

OUTDARED ADDEORTU OUTDARE, to surpass in daring [v] 

OUTDATED ADDEOTTU OUTDATE, to make out-of-date [v] 

OUTDOING DGINOOTU OUTDO, to exceed in performance [v] 

OUTDRAGS ADGORSTU OUTDRAG, to surpass in drag racing [v] 

OUTGOING GGINOOTU departure [n -S] / OUTGO, to go beyond [v] 

OUTGUIDE DEGIOTUU to surpass in guiding [v -D, -DING, -S] 

OUTLEAPS AELOPSTU OUTLEAP, to surpass in leaping [v] 

OUTLEAPT AELOPTTU OUTLEAP, to surpass in leaping [v] 

OUTPAINT AINOPTTU to surpass in painting [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OUTPLANS ALNOPSTU OUTPLAN, to surpass in planning [v] 

OUTPLOTS LOOPSTTU OUTPLOT, to surpass in plotting [v] 

OUTPOINT INOOPTTU to score more points than [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OUTPOLLS LLOOPSTU OUTPOLL, to get more votes than [v] 

OUTPORTS OOPRSTTU OUTPORT, port of export or departure [n] 

OUTPOSTS OOPSSTTU OUTPOST, body of troops stationed at distance from main body [n] 

OUTPOURS OOPRSTUU OUTPOUR, to pour out [v] 

OUTPREEN EENOPRTU to surpass in preening [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OUTPRESS EOPRSSTU to surpass in pressing [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

OUTPULLS LLOPSTUU OUTPULL, to attract larger audience or following than [v] 
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OUTRACES ACEORSTU OUTRACE, to run faster or farther than [v] 

OUTRAGED ADEGORTU OUTRAGE, to arouse anger or resentment in [v] 

OUTRANCE ACENORTU last extremity [n -S] 

OUTSCORE CEOORSTU to score more points than [v -D, -IRNG, -S] 

OUTSCORN CNOORSTU to surpass in scorning [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OUTSLEEP EELOPSTU to sleep later than [v -LEPT, -ING, -S] 

OUTSLEPT ELOPSTTU OUTSLEEP, to sleep later than [v] 

OUTSMART AMORSTTU to outwit (to get better of by superior cleverness) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OUTSMELL ELLMOSTU to surpass in smelling [v -ED, -LT -ING, -S] 

OUTSMELT ELMOSTTU OUTSMELL, to surpass in smelling [v] 

OUTSMILE EILMOSTU to surpass in smiling [v -D, -LING, -S] 

OUTSPANS ANOPSSTU OUTSPAN, to unharness draft animal [v] 

OUTSPELL ELLOPSTU to surpass in spelling [v -ED, -LT, -ING, -S] 

OUTSPELT ELOPSTTU OUTSPELL, to surpass in spelling [v] 

OUTSPENT ENOPSTTU OUTSPEND, to exceed limits of in spending [v] 

OUTSTEPS EOPSSTTU OUTSTEP, to step beyond [v] 

OUTSTRIP IOPRSTTU to go faster or farther than [v -PPED, -PPING, -S] 

 

10-Point Face Value 

P 

PAESANOS AAENOPSS PAESANO, fellow countryman [n] 

PAINLESS AEILNPSS not causing pain [adj] 

PAINTERS AEINPRST PAINTER, one that paints (to make representation of with paints (coloring substances)) [n] 

PAINTIER AEIINPRT PAINTY, covered with paint [adj] 

PAISANAS AAAINPSS PAISANA, female compatriot [n] 

PAISANOS AAINOPSS PAISANO, fellow countryman [n] 

PALATALS AAALLPST PALATAL, bone of palate [n] 

PALATIAL AAAILLPT resembling palace (royal residence) [adj] 

PALATINE AAEILNPT high officer of empire [n -S] 

PALENESS AEELNPSS quality of being pale (lacking intensity of color) [n -ES] 

PALEOSOL AELLOOPS layer of ancient soil [n -S] 

PALESTRA AAELPRST school for athletics in ancient Greece [n -E, -S] 

PALETOTS AELOPSTT PALETOT, loose overcoat [n] 

PALETTES AEELPSTT PALETTE, board on which artist mixes colors [n] 

PALLETTE AEELLPTT piece of armor protecting armpit [n -S] 

PALLIATE AAEILLPT to conceal seriousness of [v -D, -TING, -S] 

PALLIEST AEILLPST PALLY, marked by close friendship [adj] 

PALSIEST AEILPSST PALSY, friendly in way that is not proper or sincere [adj] 

PALTERER AEELPRRT one that palters (to talk or act insincerely) [n -S] 

PALTRIER AEILPRRT PALTRY, petty (insignificant) [adj] 

PANATELA AAAELNPT long, slender cigar [n -S] 

PANELESS AEELNPSS lacking panes (sheet of glass for window) [adj] 

PANELIST AEILNPST member of discussion or advisory group [n -S] 

PANETELA AAEELNPT panatela (long, slender cigar) [n -S] 

PANNIERS AEINNPRS PANNIER, large basket [n] 

PANNISTS AINNPSST PANNIST, person who plays steel drum [n] 
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PANTALET AAELNPTT long underpants trimmed with ruffles [n -S] 

PANTILES AEILNPST PANTILE, roofing tile [n] 

PANTRIES AEINPRST PANTRY, closet or room for storing kitchen utensils [n] 

PANTSUIT AINPSTTU type of woman's suit [n -S] 

PARALLEL AAELLLPR to be similar or analogous to [v -ED, -LLED, -ING, -LLING, -S] 

PARANOEA AAAENOPR paranoia (mental disorder) [n -S] 

PARANOIA AAAINOPR mental disorder [n -S] 

PARASAIL AAAILPRS to soar while harnessed to parachute towed by car or boat [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PARASITE AAEIPRST organism that lives and feeds on or in another organism [n -S] 

PARASOLS AALOPRSS PARASOL, small, light umbrella [n] 

PAREIRAS AAEIPRRS PAREIRA, medicinal plant root [n] 

PARENTAL AAELNPRT pertaining to parent [adj] 

PARIETAL AAEILPRT bone of skull [n -S] 

PARIETES AEEIPRST PARIES, wall of organ [n] 

PARITIES AEIIPRST PARITY, equality (state of being equal (having same capability, quantity, or effect as another)) [n] 

PARLANTE AAELNPRT parlando (sung in manner suggestive of speech) [adj] 

PARLOURS ALOPRRSU PARLOUR, parlor (room for entertainment of visitors) [n] 

PAROLEES AEELOPRS PAROLEE, one who is paroled [n] 

PARRIERS AEIPRRRS PARRIER, one that parries (to ward off blow) [n] 

PARROTER AEOPRRRT one that parrots (to repeat or imitate without thought or understanding) [n -S] 

PARTERRE AEEPRRRT section of theater [n -S] 

PARTIALS AAILPRST PARTIAL, simple component of complex tone [n] 

PARTIERS AEIPRRST PARTIER, partyer (one that parties (to attend social gathering)) [n] 

PARTIEST AEIPRSTT PARTY, boisterous [adj] 

PARTISAN AAINPRST firm supporter of person, party, or cause [n -S] 

PARTITAS AAIPRSTT PARTITA, set of related instrumental pieces [n] 

PARTLETS AELPRSTT PARTLET, woman's garment [n] 

PARTNERS AENPRRST PARTNER, to associate with in some activity of common interest [v] 

PASSIONS AINOPSSS PASSION, intense emotion [n] 

PASSLESS AELPSSSS incapable of being traveled over or through [adj] 

PASSUSES AEPSSSSU PASSUS, section of story or poem [n] 

PASTERNS AENPRSST PASTERN, part of horse's foot [n] 

PASTIEST AEIPSSTT PASTY, pale and unhealthy in appearance [adj] 

PASTILLE AEILLPST lozenge (small, often medicated candy) [n -S] 

PASTINAS AAINPSST PASTINA, type of macaroni (tubular pasta) [n] 

PASTISES AEIPSSST PASTIS, French liqueur [n] 

PASTITSO AIOPSSTT Greek dish of ground meat, pasta, white sauce, and cheese [n -S] 

PASTLESS AELPSSST having no past [adj] 

PASTNESS AENPSSST state of being past or gone by [n -ES] 

PASTORAL AALOPRST literary or artistic work that depicts country life [n -S] 

PASTRIES AEIPRSST PASTRY, sweet baked food [n] 

PASTURAL AALPRSTU pertaining to pasture [adj] 

PASTURER AEPRRSTU one that pastures livestock [n -S] 

PASTURES AEPRSSTU PASTURE, to put in pasture (grazing area) [v] 

PATELLAE AAEELLPT PATELLA, flat movable bone at front of knee [n] 

PATELLAR AAELLPRT PATELLA, flat movable bone at front of knee [adj] 
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PATELLAS AAELLPST PATELLA, flat movable bone at front of knee [n] 

PATENTEE AEEENPTT one that holds patent [n -S] 

PATENTOR AENOPRTT one that grants patent [n -S] 

PATERNAL AAELNPRT pertaining to father [adj] 

PATIENTS AEINPSTT PATIENT, one who is under medical treatment [n] 

PATINATE AAEINPTT to give patina to [v -D, -TING, -S] 

PATOOTIE AEIOOPTT buttocks (either of two rounded parts of rump) [n -S] 

PATRIATE AAEIPRTT to transfer (power of legislation) to autonomous country [v -D, -TING, -S] 

PATRIOTS AIOPRSTT PATRIOT, one who loves his country [n] 

PATRONAL AALNOPRT PATRON, regular customer [adj] 

PATROONS ANOOPRST PATROON, landowner granted manorial rights under old Dutch law [n] 

PATTERER AEEPRRTT one that patters (to talk glibly or rapidly) [n -S] 

PATTERNS AENPRSTT PATTERN, to make according to prescribed design [v] 

PATULENT AELNPTTU patulous (spreading; open) [adj] 

PATULOUS ALOPSTUU spreading; open [adj] 

PEARLERS AEELPRRS PEARLER, one that dives for pearls [n] 

PEARLIER AEEILPRR PEARLY, resembling pearl [adj] 

PEARLIES AEEILPRS teeth (one of hard structures attached in row to each jaw) [n PEARLIES] 

PEARLITE AEEILPRT cast-iron alloy [n -S] 

PEARTEST AEEPRSTT PEART, lively (full of energy) [adj] 

PEASANTS AAENPSST PEASANT, person of inferior social rank [n] 

PEATIEST AEEIPSTT PEATY, resembling or containing peat [adj] 

PEERLESS EEELPRSS having no equal [adj] 

PELERINE EEEILNPR woman's cape [n -S] 

PELISSES EEILPSSS PELISSE, long outer garment [n] 

PELLETAL AEELLLPT resembling pellet [adj] 

PELORIAN AEILNOPR PELORIA, abnormal regularity of flower form [adj] 

PELORIAS AEILOPRS PELORIA, abnormal regularity of flower form [n] 

PELOTONS ELNOOPST PELOTON, main body of riders in bicycle race [n] 

PELTASTS AELPSSTT PELTAST, soldier of ancient Greece [n] 

PELTLESS EELLPSST lacking pelt (skin of animal) [adj] 

PELTRIES EEILPRST PELTRY, animal skin [n] 

PENALISE AEEILNPS to penalize (to subject to penalty) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

PENITENT EEINNPTT person who repents his sins [n -S] 

PENLITES EEILNPST PENLITE, penlight (small flashlight) [n] 

PENNANTS AENNNPST PENNANT, long, narrow flag [n] 

PENNINES EEINNNPS PENNINE, mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties) [n] 

PENSIONE EEINNOPS boarding house [n -S, -NI] 

PENSIONI EIINNOPS PENSIONE, boarding house [n] 

PENSIONS EINNOPSS PENSION, to grant retirement allowance to [v] 

PENSTERS EENPRSST PENSTER, writer (one that writes (to form characters or symbols on surface with instrument)) [n] 

PENTANES AEENNPST PENTANE, volatile liquid [n] 

PENTANOL AELNNOPT alcohol (flammable liquid) [n -S] 

PENTENES EEENNPST PENTENE, liquid hydrocarbon [n] 

PENTOSAN AENNOPST complex carbohydrate [n -S] 

PENTOSES EENOPSST PENTOSE, sugar having five carbon atoms per molecule [n] 
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PENURIES EEINPRSU PENURY, extreme poverty [n] 

PEREIONS EEINOPRS PEREION, thorax of some crustaceans [n] 

PERILLAS AEILLPRS PERILLA, Asian herb [n] 

PERILOUS EILOPRSU dangerous [adj] 

PERILUNE EEILNPRU point in orbit of celestial body which is nearest to moon [n -S] 

PERINEAL AEEILNPR PERINEUM, region of body at lower end of trunk [adj] 

PERLITES EEILPRST PERLITE, volcanic glass [n] 

PERONEAL AEELNOPR pertaining to fibula (bone of leg) [adj] 

PERORATE AEEOPRRT to make lengthy speech [v -D, -TING, -S] 

PERSALTS AELPRSST PERSALT, chemical salt [n] 

PERSISTS EIPRSSST PERSIST, to continue resolutely in some activity [v] 

PERSONAE AEENOPRS PERSONA, character in literary work [n] 

PERSONAL AELNOPRS brief, private notice in newspaper [n -S] 

PERSONAS AENOPRSS PERSONA, character in literary work [n] 

PERTAINS AEINPRST PERTAIN, to have reference or relation [v] 

PERTNESS EENPRSST quality of being pert (impudent (offensively bold or disrespectful)) [n -ES] 

PERUSALS AELPRSSU PERUSAL, act of perusing (to read (to look at so as to take in meaning of, as something written or printed)) [n] 

PERUSERS EEPRRSSU PERUSER, one that peruses (to read (to look at so as to take in meaning of, as something written or printed)) [n] 

PESTERER EEEPRRST one that pesters (to bother (to annoy)) [n -S] 

PESTIEST EEIPSSTT PESTY, annoying [adj] 

PETALINE AEEILNPT resembling petal (leaflike part of corolla) [adj] 

PETALOUS AELOPSTU having petals (leaflike part of corolla) [adj] 

PETIOLAR AEILOPRT pertaining to petiole (stalk of leaf) [adj] 

PETIOLES EEILOPST PETIOLE, stalk of leaf [n] 

PETITION EIINOPTT to make formal request [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PETRALES AEELPRST PETRALE, food fish [n] 

PETRONEL EELNOPRT portable firearm [n -S] 

PETROSAL AELOPRST part of temporal bone [n -S] 

PETTIEST EEIPSTTT PETTY, insignificant [adj] 

PETULANT AELNPTTU peevish (irritable) [adj] 

PETUNIAS AEINPSTU PETUNIA, tropical herb [n] 

PETUNTSE EENPSTTU mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties) [n -S] 

PIANISTS AIINPSST PIANIST, one who plays piano [n] 

PIANOLAS AAILNOPS PIANOLA, type of player piano [n] 

PIASTERS AEIPRSST PIASTER, monetary unit of several Arab countries [n] 

PIASTRES AEIPRSST PIASTRE, piaster (monetary unit of several Arab countries) [n] 

PIERROTS EIOPRRST PIERROT, clown [n] 

PIETISTS EIIPSSTT PIETIST, pious person [n] 

PILASTER AEILPRST rectangular column [n -S] 

PILELESS EEILLPSS not having raised surface of yarn [adj] 

PILLIONS IILLNOPS PILLION, pad or cushion for extra rider on horse or motorcycle [n] 

PILSENER EEILNPRS pilsner (light beer) [n -S] 

PILSNERS EILNPRSS PILSNER, light beer [n] 

PINASTER AEINPRST pine tree [n -S] 

PINERIES EEIINPRS PINERY, area where pineapples are grown [n] 

PINITOLS IILNOPST PINITOL, alcohol (flammable liquid) [n] 
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PINNULAE AEILNNPU PINNULA, pinnule (pinnate part or organ) [n] 

PINNULAR AILNNPRU PINNULA, pinnule (pinnate part or organ) [adj] 

PINNULES EILNNPSU PINNULE, pinnate part or organ [n] 

PINTAILS AIILNPST PINTAIL, river duck [n] 

PINTANOS AINNOPST PINTANO, tropical fish [n] 

PIONEERS EEINOPRS PIONEER, to take part in beginnings of [v] 

PISOLITE EIILOPST limestone [n -S] 

PISSANTS AINPSSST PISSANT, offensive word [n] 

PISSIEST EIIPSSST PISSY, offensive word [adj] 

PISSOIRS IIOPRSSS PISSOIR, public urinal [n] 

PISTOLES EILOPSST PISTOLE, formerly used European gold coin [n] 

PITILESS EIILPSST having no pity [adj] 

PLAINEST AEILNPST PLAIN, evident (clear to vision or understanding) [adj] 

PLAISTER AEILPRST to plaster (to cover with plaster (mixture of lime, sand, and water)) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PLAITERS AEILPRST PLAITER, one that plaits (to braid (to weave together)) [n] 

PLANARIA AAAILNPR aquatic flatworm [n -S] 

PLANLESS AELLNPSS having no plan [adj] 

PLANNERS AELNNPRS PLANNER, one that plans (to formulate plan (method for achieving end)) [n] 

PLANOSOL ALLNOOPS type of soil [n -S] 

PLANTAIN AAILNNPT short-stemmed herb [n -S] 

PLANTERS AELNPRST PLANTER, one that plants (to place in ground for growing) [n] 

PLANTLET AELLNPTT small plant [n -S] 

PLANULAE AAELLNPU PLANULA, free-swimming larva of certain organisms [n] 

PLANULAR AALLNPRU PLANULA, free-swimming larva of certain organisms [adj] 

PLASTERS AELPRSST PLASTER, to cover with plaster (mixture of lime, sand, and water) [v] 

PLASTRAL AALLPRST PLASTRON, part of shell of turtle [adj] 

PLASTRON ALNOPRST part of shell of turtle [n -S] 

PLATANES AAELNPST PLATANE, platan (large tree) [n] 

PLATANNA AAALNNPT xenopus (frog native to southern Africa) [n -S]   

PLATEAUS AAELPSTU PLATEAU, level stretch of elevated land [n] / PLATEAU, to reach period or condition of stability [v] 

PLATELET AEELLPTT small, flattened body [n -S] 

PLATIEST AEILPSTT PLATY, split into thin, flat pieces [adj] 

PLATINAS AAILNPST PLATINA, platinum (metallic element) [n] 

PLATOONS ALNOOPST PLATOON, to alternate with another player at same position [v] 

PLATTERS AELPRSTT PLATTER, large, shallow dish [n] 

PLEASANT AAELNPST pleasing [adj -ER, -EST] 

PLEASERS AEELPRSS PLEASER, one that pleases (to give enjoyment or satisfaction to) [n] 

PLEASURE AEELPRSU to please (to give enjoyment or satisfaction to) [v -D, -RING, -S] 

PLEATERS AEELPRST PLEATER, one that pleats (to fold in even manner) [n] 

PLENISTS EILNPSST PLENIST, advocate of plenism [n] 

PLENTIES EEILNPST PLENTY, sufficient or abundant amount [n] 

PLESSORS ELOPRSSS PLESSOR, plexor (small, hammer-like medical instrument) [n] 

PLEUSTON ELNOPSTU aquatic vegetation [n -S] 

PLIOTRON ILNOOPRT type of vacuum tube [n -S] 

PLOSIONS ILNOOPSS PLOSION, release of breath after articulation of certain consonants [n] 

PLOTLESS ELLOPSST planless (having no plan) [adj] 
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PLOTLINE EILLNOPT main story of book [n -S] 

PLOTTERS ELOPRSTT PLOTTER, one that plots (to plan secretly) [n] 

PLOTTIER EILOPRTT PLOTTY, full of intrigue, as novel [adj] 

PLOTTIES EILOPSTT PLOTTY, hot, spiced beverage [n] 

POETISER EEIOPRST poetizer (one that poetizes (to write poetry)) [n -S] 

POETISES EEIOPSST POETISE, to poetize (to write poetry) [v] 

POETLESS EELOPSST lacking poet (one who writes poems (composition in verse)) [adj] 

POETRIES EEIOPRST POETRY, literary work in metrical form [n] 

POINTERS EINOPRST POINTER, one that points (to indicate direction with finger) [n] 

POINTIER EIINOPRT POINTY, coming to sharp, tapering end [adj] 

POISONER EINOOPRS one that poisons (to administer harmful substance to) [n -S] 

POITRELS EILOPRST POITREL, peytral (piece of armor for breast of horse) [n] 

POLARISE AEILOPRS to polarize (to give polarity to) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

POLARONS ALNOOPRS POLARON, type of electron (elementary particle) [n] 

POLELESS EELLOPSS having no pole [adj] 

POLENTAS AELNOPST POLENTA, thick mush of cornmeal [n] 

POLESTAR AELOPRST guiding principle [n -S] 

POLITEST EILOPSTT POLITE, showing consideration for others [adj] 

POLITIES EIILOPST POLITY, form or system of government [n] 

POLLINIA AIILLNOP masses of pollen grains [n POLLINIA] 

POLLISTS ILLOPSST POLLIST, poller (one that polls (to question for purpose of surveying public opinion)) [n] 

POLLSTER ELLOPRST poller (one that polls (to question for purpose of surveying public opinion)) [n -S] 

POLLUTER ELLOPRTU one that pollutes (to make unclean or impure) [n -S] 

POLLUTES ELLOPSTU POLLUTE, to make unclean or impure [v] 

POLOISTS ILOOPSST POLOIST, polo player [n] 

POLTROON LNOOOPRT base coward [n -S] 

PONTOONS NNOOOPST PONTOON, to cross water using pontoons (flat-bottomed boats) [v] 

POORNESS ENOOPRSS state of being poor (lacking means of support) [n -S] 

PORNIEST EINOPRST PORNY, pornographic [adj] 

PORTENTS ENOPRSTT PORTENT, omen [n] 

PORTIERE EEIOPRRT curtain for doorway [n -S] 

PORTIONS INOOPRST PORTION, to divide into shares for distribution [v] 

PORTLESS ELOPRSST having no place for ships to load or unload [adj] 

PORTLIER EILOPRRT PORTLY, rather heavy or fat [adj] 

PORTOLAN ALNOOPRT book of sailing directions [n -S] 

PORTRAIT AIOPRRTT likeness of person [n -S] 

PORTRESS EOPRRSST female doorkeeper [n -ES] 

POSITION IINOOPST to put in particular location [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

POSITRON INOOPRST subatomic particle [n -S] 

POSTANAL AALNOPST situated behind anus [adj] 

POSTEENS EENOPSST POSTEEN, Afghan outer garment [n] 

POSTERNS ENOPRSST POSTERN, rear door or gate [n] 

POSTORAL ALOOPRST situated behind mouth [adj] 

POSTRIOT IOOPRSTT following riot [adj] 

POSTTEEN EENOPSTT person older than 19 years [n -S] 

POSTTEST EOPSSTTT test given after instructional program [n -S] 
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POSTURAL ALOPRSTU pertaining to position of body [adj] 

POSTURER EOPRRSTU one that postures (to assume particular position) [n -S] 

POSTURES EOPRSSTU POSTURE, to assume particular position [v] 

POTATION AINOOPTT act of drinking (to swallow liquid) [n -S] 

POTATOES AEOOPSTT POTATO, edible tuber of cultivated plant [n] 

POTLINES EILNOPST POTLINE, row of electrolytic cells [n] 

POTSTONE ENOOPSTT variety of steatite [n -S] 

POTTEENS EENOPSTT POTTEEN, poteen (Irish whiskey that is distilled unlawfully) [n] 

POTTERER EEOPRRTT one that potters (to putter (to occupy oneself in leisurely or ineffective manner)) [n -S] 

POTTIEST EIOPSTTT POTTY, of little importance [adj] 

POULTERS ELOPRSTU POULTER, one that deals in poultry [n] 

POUSSIES EIOPSSSU POUSSIE, pussy (cat) [n] 

POUTIEST EIOPSTTU POUTY, tending to pout [adj] 

POUTINES EINOPSTU POUTINE, dish of french fries and cheese curds topped with gravy [n] 

PRAETORS AEOPRRST PRAETOR, ancient Roman magistrate [n] 

PRAIRIES AEIIPRRS PRAIRIE, tract of grassland [n] 

PRAISERS AEIPRRSS PRAISER, one that praises (to express approval or admiration of) [n] 

PRALINES AEILNPRS PRALINE, confection made of nuts cooked in sugar [n] 

PRATTLER AELPRRTT one that prattles (to babble (to talk idly or excessively)) [n -S] 

PRATTLES AELPRSTT PRATTLE, to babble (to talk idly or excessively) [v] 

PREALLOT AELLOPRT to allot beforehand [v -TTED, -ITTNG, -S] 

PREALTER AEELPRRT to alter beforehand [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PREENERS EEENPRRS PREENER, one that preens (to smooth or clean with beak or tongue) [n] 

PRELATES AEELPRST PRELATE, high-ranking clergyman [n] 

PRENATAL AAELNPRT prior to birth [adj] 

PRERENAL AEELNPRR situated in front of kidney [adj] 

PRERINSE EEINPRRS to rinse beforehand [v -D, -SING, -S] 

PRESALES AEELPRSS PRESALE, sale in advance [n] 

PRESELLS EELLPRSS PRESELL, to promote product not yet being sold to public [v] 

PRESENTS EENPRSST PRESENT, to bring into presence of someone [v] 

PRESORTS EOPRRSST PRESORT, to sort beforehand [v] 

PRESSERS EEPRRSSS PRESSER, one that presses (to act upon with steady force) [n] 

PRESSORS EOPRRSSS PRESSOR, substance that raises blood pressure [n] 

PRESSRUN ENPRRSSU continuous operation of printing press [n -S] 

PRESSURE EEPRRSSU to apply force to [v -D, -RING, -S] 

PRESTERS EEPRRSST PRESTER, priest [n] 

PRESTORE EEOPRRST to store beforehand [v -D, -RING, -S] 

PRETASTE AEEPRSTT to taste beforehand [v -D, -TING, -S] 

PRETEENS EEENPRST PRETEEN, child under age of thirteen [n] 

PRETELLS EELLPRST PRETELL, to tell beforehand [v] 

PRETENSE EEENPRST act of pretending (to assume or display false appearance of) [n -S] 

PRETERIT EEIPRRTT past tense in grammar [n -S] 

PRETESTS EEPRSSTT PRETEST, to give preliminary test to [v] 

PRETRAIN AEINPRRT to train beforehand [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PRETREAT AEEPRRTT to treat beforehand [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PRETRIAL AEILPRRT proceeding that precedes trial [n -] 
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PRETTIER EEIPRRTT PRETTY, pleasing to eye [adj] 

PRETTIES EEIPRSTT PRETTY, to make pretty [v] 

PREUNION EINNOPRU union beforehand [n -S] 

PREUNITE EEINPRTU to unite beforehand [v -D, -TING, -S] 

PRINTERS EINPRRST PRINTER, one that prints (to produce by pressed type on surface) [n] 

PRINTOUT INOPRTTU printed output of computer [n -S] 

PRIORATE AEIOPRRT office of prior (officer in monastery) [n -S] 

PRIORESS EIOPRRSS nun corresponding in rank to prior [n -S] 

PRIORIES EIIOPRRS PRIORY, religious house [n] 

PRISERES EEIPRRSS PRISERE, succession of vegetational stages [n] 

PRISONER EINOPRRS one that is imprisoned [n -S] 

PRISSIER EIIPRRSS PRISSY, excessively or affectedly proper [adj] 

PRISSIES EIIPRSSS PRISSY, one who is prissy [n] 

PRISTANE AEINPRST chemical compound [n -S] 

PRISTINE EIINPRST pertaining to earliest time or state [adj] 

PROETTES EEOPRSTT PROETTE, female professional athlete [n] 

PROLINES EILNOPRS PROLINE, amino acid [n] 

PRONATES AENOPRST PRONATE, to turn palm downward or backward [v] 

PRONATOR ANOOPRRT forearm or forelimb muscle [n -ES, -S] 

PRONOUNS NNOOPRSU PRONOUN, word that may be used in place of noun [n] 

PRORATES AEOPRRST PRORATE, to divide proportionately [v] 

PROSAIST AIOPRSST writer of prose [n -S] 

PROSIEST EIOPRSST PROSY, prosaic (pertaining to prose) [adj] 

PROSSIES EIOPRSSS PROSSIE, prostitute [n] 

PROSTATE AEOPRSTT gland in male mammals [n -S] 

PROSTIES EIOPRSST PROSTIE, prostitute [n] 

PROTASES AEOPRSST PROTASIS, introductory part of classical drama [n] 

PROTASIS AIOPRSST introductory part of classical drama [n -SES]  

PROTEANS AENOPRST PROTEAN, type of protein (nitrogenous organic compound) [n] 

PROTEASE AEEOPRST enzyme (complex protein) [n -S] 

PROTEINS EINOPRST PROTEIN, nitrogenous organic compound [n] 

PROTEOSE EEOOPRST water-soluble protein [n -S] 

PROTESTS EOPRSSTT PROTEST, to express strong objection [v] 

PROTISTS IOPRSSTT PROTIST, any of group of unicellular organisms [n] 

PROTURAN ANOPRRTU any of order of white, wingless insects [n -S] 

PROUNION INNOOPRU favoring labor unions [adj] 

PRUINOSE EINOPRSU having powdery covering [adj] 

PRUNELLA AELLNPRU strong woolen fabric [n -S] 

PRUNELLE EELLNPRU plum-flavored liqueur [n -S] 

PRUNELLO ELLNOPRU prunella (strong woolen fabric) [n -S] 

PRUNIEST EINPRSTU PRUNEY, resembling prune [adj] 

PRUNUSES ENPRSSUU PRUNUS, flowering tree [n] 

PRURIENT EINPRRTU having lustful thoughts or desires [adj] 

PRURITUS IPRRSTUU intense itching [n -ES] 

PSALTERS AELPRSST PSALTER, book of psalms [n] 

PSILOSES EILOPSSS PSILOSIS, tropical disease [n] 
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PSILOSIS IILOPSSS tropical disease [n -SES]  

PSORALEA AAELOPRS plant of bean family [n -S] 

PSORALEN AELNOPRS drug used to treat psoriasis [n -S] 

PUISSANT AINPSSTU powerful (possessing great force) [adj] 

PULLOUTS LLOPSTUU PULLOUT, withdrawal [n] 

PULSATES AELPSSTU PULSATE, to expand and contract rhythmically [v] 

PULSATOR ALOPRSTU something that pulsates (to expand and contract rhythmically) [n -S] 

PULSIONS ILNOPSSU PULSION, propulsion [n] 

PUNINESS EINNPSSU state of being puny (of inferior size, strength, or significance) [n -ES] 

PUNITION IINNOPTU act of punishing; punishment [n -S] 

PUNNIEST EINNPSTU PUNNY, being or involving pun [adj] 

PUNSTERS ENPRSSTU PUNSTER, one who is given to punning [n] 

PURENESS EENPRSSU quality of being pure (free from anything different, inferior, or contaminating) [n -ES] 

PURITANS AINPRSTU PURITAN, rigorously moral or religious person [n] 

PURITIES EIIPRSTU PURITY, quality of being pure (free from anything different, inferior, or contaminating) [n] 

PURLIEUS EILPRSUU PURLIEU, outlying or neighboring area [n] 

PURLINES EILNPRSU PURLINE, purlin (horizontal supporting timber) [n] 

PURLOINS ILNOPRSU PURLOIN, to steal (to take without right or permission) [v] 

PURSIEST EIPRSSTU PURSY, short of breath [adj] 

PURSLANE AELNPRSU common garden herb [n -S] 

PURSUANT ANPRSTUU in accordance [adv] 

PURSUERS EPRRSSUU PURSUER, one that pursues (to follow in order to overtake or capture) [n] 

PURSUITS IPRSSTUU PURSUIT, act of pursuing (to follow in order to overtake or capture) [n] 

PURTIEST EIPRSTTU PURTY, pretty (pleasing to eye) [adj] 

PURULENT ELNPRTUU secreting pus (viscous fluid formed in infected tissue) [adj] 

PUSSIEST EIPSSSTU PUSSY, full of pus [adj] 

PUSSLIES EILPSSSU PUSSLY, pussley (purslane (common garden herb)) [n] 

PUSTULAR ALPRSTUU PUSTULE, small elevation of skin containing pus [adj] 

PUSTULES ELPSSTUU PUSTULE, small elevation of skin containing pus [n] 

PUTTERER EEPRRTTU one that putters (to occupy oneself in leisurely or ineffective manner) [n -S] 

PUTTIERS EIPRSTTU PUTTIER, one that putties (to fill with type of cement) [n] 

 

10-Point Face Value 

R 

RACINESS ACEINRSS quality of being racy (bordering on impropriety or indecency) [n -ES] 

RACLETTE ACEELRTT cheese dish [n -S] 

RADIATED AADDEIRT RADIATE, to emit rays [v] 

RADIOING ADGIINOR RADIO, to transmit by radio (apparatus for wireless communication) [v] 

RADIUSED ADDEIRSU RADIUS, to give rounded form to [v] 

RAGDOLLS ADGLLORS RAGDOLL, breed of cat [n]   

RAGOUTED ADEGORTU RAGOUT, to make into highly seasoned stew [v] 

RAILCARS AACILRRS RAILCAR, railroad car [n] 

RAIMENTS AEIMNRST RAIMENT, clothing (wearing apparel) [n] 

RAINCOAT AACINORT waterproof coat [n -S] 

RAISABLE AABEILRS RAISE, to move to higher position [adj] 

RAMILIES AEIILMRS RAMILIE, ramillie (type of wig) [n] 
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RAMILLIE AEIILLMR type of wig [n -S] 

RAMTILLA AAILLMRT ramtil (tropical plant) [n -S] 

RAMULOSE AELMORSU having many small branches [adj] 

RAMULOUS ALMORSUU ramulose (having many small branches) [adj] 

RANCOURS ACNORRSU RANCOUR, rancor (bitter and vindictive enmity) [n] 

RANSOMER AEMNORRS one that ransoms (to obtain release of by paying demanded price) [n -S] 

RAPTNESS AENPRSST state of being rapt (deeply engrossed) [n -ES] 

RAPTURES AEPRRSTU RAPTURE, to fill with great joy [v] 

RAREBITS ABEIRRST RAREBIT, cheese dish [n] 

RARERIPE AEEIPRRR fruit that ripens early [n -S] 

RASBORAS AABORRSS RASBORA, tropical fish [n] 

RASPIEST AEIPRSST RASPY, rough (having uneven surface) [adj] 

RATABLES AABELRST taxable properties [n -S] 

RATAPLAN AAALNPRT to make rapidly repeating sound [v -NNED, -INNNG, -S] 

RATEABLE AABEELRT ratable (capable of being rated) [adj] 

RATSBANE AABENRST rat poison [n -S] 

RATTRAPS AAPRRSTT RATTRAP, trap for catching rats [n] 

REACTANT AACENRTT one that reacts (to respond to stimulus) [n -S] 

REACTION ACEINORT act of reacting (to respond to stimulus) [n -S] 

REACTORS ACEORRST REACTOR, one that reacts (to respond to stimulus) [n] 

READINGS ADEGINRS READING, material that is read [n] 

REALISMS AEILMRSS REALISM, concern with fact or reality [n] 

REARGUED ADEEGRRU REARGUE, to argue again [v] 

REARMOST AEMORRST coming or situated last [adj] 

REASCENT ACEENRST new or second ascent [n -S] 

REASSUME AEEMRSSU to assume again [v -D, -MING, -S] 

REBATERS ABEERRST REBATER, one that rebates (to deduct or return from payment or bill) [n] 

REBOTTLE BEELORTT to bottle again [v -D, -LING, -S] 

REBURIAL ABEILRRU second burial [n -S] 

REBURIES BEEIRRSU REBURY, to bury again [v] 

REBUTTAL ABELRTTU argument or proof that rebuts [n -S] 

REBUTTER BEERRTTU one that rebuts (to refute (to prove to be false or erroneous)) [n -S] 

REBUTTON BENORTTU to button again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

RECALLER ACEELLRR one that recalls (to call back) [n -S] 

RECANTER ACEENRRT one that recants (to make formal retraction or disavowal of) [n -S] 

RECENSOR CEENORRS to censor again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

RECENTER CEEENRRT RECENT, of or pertaining to time not long past [adj] 

RECESSES CEEERSSS RECESS, to place in receding space or hollow [v] 

RECISION CEIINORS cancellation [n -S] 

RECITALS ACEILRST RECITAL, detailed account [n] 

RECITERS CEEIRRST RECITER, one that recites (to declaim or say from memory) [n] 

RECLEANS ACEELNRS RECLEAN, to clean again [v] 

RECLINER CEEILNRR one that reclines (to lean or lie back) [n -S] 

RECLINES CEEILNRS RECLINE, to lean or lie back [v] 

RECLUSES CEELRSSU RECLUSE, one who lives in solitude and seclusion [n] 

RECOILER CEEILORR one that recoils (to draw back in fear or disgust) [n -S] 
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RECOLORS CELOORRS RECOLOR, to color again [v] 

RECOLOUR CELOORRU to colour again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

RECOUNTS CENORSTU RECOUNT, to relate in detail [v] 

RECOURSE CEEORRSU turning or applying to someone or something for aid [n -S] 

RECRATES ACEERRST RECRATE, to crate again [v] 

RECREANT ACEENRRT coward (one who lacks courage (quality that enables one to face danger fearlessly; spirit)) [n -S] 

RECREATE ACEEERRT to refresh mentally or physically [v -D, -TING, -S] 

RECRUITS CEIRRSTU RECRUIT, to engage for military service [v] 

RECUSALS ACELRSSU RECUSAL, act of recusing (to disqualify or challenge as judge in particular case) [n] 

RECUSANT ACENRSTU one who refuses to accept established authority [n -S] 

REDARGUE ADEEGRRU to disprove (to refute (to prove to be false or erroneous)) [v  -D, -UING, -S] 

REDATING ADEGINRT REDATE, to date again [v] 

REDDIEST DDEEIRST REDDY, reddish (somewhat red) [adj] 

REDENIED DDEEEINR REDENY, to deny again [v] 

REDESIGN DEEGINRS to design again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REDIALED ADDEEILR REDIAL, to dial again [v] 

REDIGEST DEEGIRST to digest again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REDLINED DDEEILNR REDLINE, to withhold loans or insurance from certain neighborhoods [v] 

REDONNED DDEENNOR REDON, to don again [v] 

REDOUNDS DDENORSU REDOUND, to have effect [v] 

REEDINGS DEEGINRS REEDING, convex molding [n] 

REEDITED DDEEEIRT REEDIT, to edit again [v] 

REEDLING DEEGILNR marsh bird [n -S] 

REELABLE ABEEELLR REEL, to wind on type of rotary device [adj] 

REELECTS CEEELRST REELECT, to elect again [v] 

REENACTS ACEENRST REENACT, to enact again [v] 

REENGAGE AEEEGGNR to engage again [v -D, -GING, -S] 

REERECTS CEEERRST REERECT, to erect again [v] 

REGAINED ADEEGINR REGAIN, to gain again [v] 

REGALING AEGGILNR REGALE, to delight (to give great pleasure to) [v] 

REGAUGES AEEGGRSU REGAUGE, to gauge again [v] 

REGEARED ADEEEGRR REGEAR, to gear again [v] 

REGLUING EGGILNRU REGLUE, to glue again [v] 

REGORGES EEGGORRS REGORGE, to vomit (to eject contents of stomach through mouth) [v] 

REGRADES ADEEGRRS REGRADE, to grade again [v] 

REGRATED ADEEGRRT REGRATE, to buy up in order to sell for higher price in same area [v] 

REGRINDS DEGINRRS REGRIND, to grind again [v] 

REGROUND DEGNORRU REGRIND, to grind again [v] 

REIGNING EGGIINNR REIGN, to exercise sovereign power [v] 

REINCITE CEEIINRT to incite again [v -D, -TING, -S] 

REINCURS CEINRRSU REINCUR, to incur again [v] 

REINSMAN AEIMNNRS skilled rider of horses [n -MEN] 

REINSMEN EEIMNNRS REINSMAN, skilled rider of horses [n] 

RELABELS ABEELLRS RELABEL, to label again [v] 

RELANDED ADDEELNR RELAND, to land again [v] 

RELAPSER AEELPRRS one that relapses (to fall or slip back into former state) [n -S] 
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RELAPSES AEELPRSS RELAPSE, to fall or slip back into former state [v] 

RELIABLE ABEEILLR one that can be relied on [n -S] 

RELIANCE ACEEILNR confident or trustful dependence [n -S] 

RELOADED ADDEELOR RELOAD, to load again [v] 

RELOCATE ACEELORT to establish in new place [v -D, -TING, -S] 

RELUCENT CEELNRTU reflecting light [adj] 

RELUMINE EEILMNRU to relume (to light again) [v -D, -NING, -S] 

REMAILER AEEILMRR Internet service that forwards email anonymously [n -S] 

REMANENT AEEMNNRT remaining [adj] 

REMASTER AEEMRRST to master again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REMITTAL AEILMRTT act of remitting (to send money in payment) [n -S] 

REMITTER EEIMRRTT one that remits (to send money in payment) [n -S] 

REMITTOR EIMORRTT remitter (one that remits (to send money in payment)) [n -S] 

REMNANTS AEMNNRST REMNANT, something remaining [n] 

REMORSES EEMORRSS REMORSE, deep anguish caused by sense of guilt [n] 

REMOTEST EEMORSTT REMOTE, situated far away [adj] 

REMOTION EIMNOORT act of removing (to take or move away) [n -S] 

REMOUNTS EMNORSTU REMOUNT, to mount again [v] 

RENDERED DDEEENRR RENDER, to cause to be or become [v] 

RENEGADE ADEEEGNR to become traitor [v -D, -DING, -S] 

RENEGADO ADEEGNOR traitor (one who betrays another) [n -ES, -S] 

RENEGING EEGGINNR RENEGE, to fail to carry out promise or commitment [v] 

RENEGUED DEEEGNRU RENEGUE, to renege (to fail to carry out promise or commitment) [v] 

RENOUNCE CEENNORU to disown (to deny ownership of) [v -D, -CING, -S] 

RENTABLE ABEELNRT RENT, REND, to tear apart forcibly [adj] 

REOBTAIN ABEINORT to obtain again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REORGING EGGINORR REORG, to reorganize (to organize again) [v] 

REPAINTS AEINPRST REPAINT, to paint again [v] 

REPAIRER AEEIPRRR one that repairs (to restore to good condition) [n -S] 

REPANELS AEELNPRS REPANEL, to panel again [v] 

REPARTEE AEEEPRRT quick, witty reply [n -S] 

REPASSES AEEPRSSS REPASS, to pass again [v] 

REPEALER AEEELPRR one that repeals (to revoke (to annul by taking back)) [n -S] 

REPEATER AEEEPRRT one that repeats (to say or do again) [n -S] 

REPELLER EEELLPRR one that repels (to drive back) [n -S] 

REPENTER EEENPRRT one that repents (to feel remorse or self-reproach for past action) [n -S] 

REPINERS EEINPRRS REPINER, one that repines (to express discontent) [n] 

REPLANTS AELNPRST REPLANT, to plant again [v] 

REPLATES AEELPRST REPLATE, to plate again [v] 

REPLETES EEELPRST REPLETE, worker ant that serves as living storehouse for liquid food [n] 

REPLIERS EEILPRRS REPLIER, one that replies (to answer (to say, write, or act in return)) [n] 

REPOINTS EINOPRST REPOINT, to point again [v] 

REPORTER EEOPRRRT one that reports (to give account of) [n -S] 

REPOSALS AELOPRSS REPOSAL, act of reposing (to lie at rest) [n] 

REPOSERS EEOPRRSS REPOSER, one that reposes (to lie at rest) [n] 

REPOSITS EIOPRSST REPOSIT, to put away [v] 
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REPOUSSE EEOPRSSU raised design hammered in metal [n -S] 

REPRINTS EINPRRST REPRINT, to print again [v] 

REPRISAL AEILPRRS act of retaliation [n -S] 

REPRISES EEIPRRSS REPRISE, to take back by force [v] 

REPTILES EEILPRST REPTILE, any of class of cold-blooded, air-breathing vertebrates [n] 

REPTILIA AEIILPRT buildings for housing reptiles [n REPTILIA] 

REPULSER EELPRRSU one that repulses (to drive back) [n -S] 

REPULSES EELPRSSU REPULSE, to drive back [v] 

REPURSUE EEPRRSUU to pursue again [v -D, -UING, -S] 

REREPEAT AEEEPRRT to repeat again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

RESADDLE ADDEELRS to saddle again [v -D, -LING, -S] 

RESCALES ACEELRSS RESCALE, to plan on new scale [v] 

RESCORES CEEORRSS RESCORE, to score again [v] 

RESCREEN CEEENRRS to screen again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

RESCUEES CEEERSSU RESCUEE, one that is rescued [n] 

RESCUERS CEERRSSU RESCUER, one that rescues (to free from danger) [n] 

RESECURE CEEERRSU to secure again [v -D, -RING, -S] 

RESEEDED DDEEEERS RESEED, to seed again [v] 

RESELECT CEEELRST to select again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

RESIDING DEGIINRS RESIDE, to dwell permanently or continuously [v] 

RESIGNED DEEGINRS RESIGN, to give up one's office or position [v] 

RESMELTS EELMRSST RESMELT, to smelt again [v] 

RESORCIN CEINORRS chemical compound [n -S] 

RESOURCE CEEORRSU to provide with supplies [v -D, -CING, -S] 

RESPELLS EELLPRSS RESPELL, to spell again [v] 

RESPIRES EEIPRRSS RESPIRE, to breathe (to inhale and exhale air) [v] 

RESPITES EEIPRSST RESPITE, to relieve temporarily [v] 

RESPLITS EILPRSST RESPLIT, to split again [v] 

RESPONSA AENOPRSS written rabbinic decisions [n RESPONSA] 

RESPONSE EENOPRSS reply or reaction [n -S] 

RESPOOLS ELOOPRSS RESPOOL, to spool again [v] 

RESPROUT EOPRRSTU to sprout again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

RESTABLE ABEELRST to stable again [v -D, -LING, -S] 

RESTAGED ADEEGRST RESTAGE, to stage again [v] 

RESTRICT CEIRRSTT to keep within certain boundaries [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

RESTROOM EMOORRST room furnished with toilets and sinks [n -S] 

RESUMERS EEMRRSSU RESUMER, one that resumes (to take up again after interruption) [n] 

RESUPINE EEINPRSU lying on back [adj] 

RESURGED DEEGRRSU RESURGE, to rise again [v] 

RETABLES ABEELRST RETABLE, raised shelf above altar [n] 

RETABLOS ABELORST RETABLO, retable (raised shelf above altar) [n] 

RETARDED ADDEERRT RETARD, to slow progress of [v] 

RETICENT CEEINRTT tending to be silent [adj] 

RETICLES CEEILRST RETICLE, network of lines in eyepiece of optical instrument [n] 

RETICULA ACEILRTU netlike structures [n RETICULA] 

RETICULE CEEILRTU woman's handbag [n -S] 
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RETRACER ACEERRRT one that retraces (to go back over) [n -S] 

RETRACES ACEERRST RETRACE, to go back over [v] 

RETRACTS ACERRSTT RETRACT, to take back [v] 

RETROACT ACEORRTT to act in return [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REUSABLE ABEELRSU something that can be reused [n -S] 

RIBULOSE BEILORSU type of sugar [n -S] 

RICOTTAS ACIORSTT RICOTTA, Italian cheese [n] 

RICTUSES CEIRSSTU RICTUS, expanse of open mouth [n] 

RIDDLERS DDEILRRS RIDDLER, one that riddles (to pierce with many holes) [n] 

RIDGIEST DEGIIRST RIDGY, having ridges [adj] 

RIGADOON ADGINOOR lively dance [n -S] 

RIGAUDON ADGINORU rigadoon (lively dance) [n -S] 

RIGIDEST DEGIIRST RIGID, not flexible; strict, harsh [adj] 

RIMESTER EEIMRRST rimer (one that rimes (to rhyme)) [n -S] 

RIMINESS EIIMNRSS condition of being rimy [n -ES] 

RINGGITS GGIINRST RINGGIT, monetary unit of Malaysia [n] 

RINGSIDE DEGIINRS area just outside boxing or wrestling ring (square enclosure) [n -S] 

RINSABLE ABEILNRS RINSE, to cleanse with clear water [adj] 

RINSIBLE BEIILNRS RINSE, to cleanse with clear water [adj] 

RIPARIAN AAIINPRR pertaining to bank of river [adj] 

RIPENERS EEINPRRS RIPENER, one that ripens (to become ripe) [n] 

RIPENESS EEINPRSS state of being ripe (fully developed) [n -ES] 

RIPIENOS EIINOPRS RIPIENO, tutti (musical passage performed by all performers) [n] 

RIPOSTES EIOPRSST RIPOSTE, to make return thrust in fencing [v] 

RISIBLES BEIILRSS sense of ridiculous [n RISIBLES] 

ROADSIDE ADDEIORS area along side of road [n -S] 

ROBINIAS ABIINORS ROBINIA, North American tree or shrub [n] 

ROBORANT ABNOORRT invigorating drug [n -S] 

ROBOTISE BEIOORST to robotize (to make automatic) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

ROBUSTAS ABORSSTU ROBUSTA, coffee grown in Africa [n] 

ROBUSTER BEORRSTU ROBUST, strong and healthy [adj] 

ROCAILLE ACEILLOR rococo (style of architecture and decoration) [n -S] 

RODEOING DEGINOOR RODEO, to perform cowboy skills in contest [v] 

ROGERING EGGINORR ROGER, to indicate that message has been received [v] 

ROGUEING EGGINORU ROGUE, to defraud (to swindle (to take money or property from by fraudulent means)) [v] 

ROLAMITE AEILMORT nearly frictionless mechanical device [n -S] 

ROLLABLE ABELLLOR ROLL, to move along by repeatedly turning over [adj] 

ROMAINES AEIMNORS ROMAINE, variety of lettuce [n] 

ROMANISE AEIMNORS to romanize (to write in Roman alphabet) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

ROMAUNTS AMNORSTU ROMAUNT, long, medieval tale [n] 

ROOMETTE EEMOORTT small room [n -S] 

ROOMIEST EIMOORST ROOMY, spacious (vast or ample in extent) [adj] 

ROOTBALL ABLLOORT mass of plant's roots and surrounding soil [n -S] 

ROPERIES EEIOPRRS ROPERY, place where ropes are made [n] 

ROPINESS EINOPRSS quality of being ropy (resembling rope or ropes) [n -ES] 

ROSACEAS AACEORSS ROSACEA, chronic inflammation of parts of face [n] 
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ROSARIUM AIMORRSU rose garden [n -IA, -S] 

ROSTRUMS MORRSSTU ROSTRUM, beaklike process or part [n] 

ROUNDING DGINNORU ROUND, to make round [v] 

ROUPIEST EIOPRSTU ROUPY, hoarse (low and rough in sound) [adj] 

ROUSABLE ABELORSU ROUSE, to bring out of state of sleep or inactivity [adj] 

ROUTEMAN AEMNORTU one who conducts business on customary course [n -MEN] 

ROUTEMEN EEMNORTU ROUTEMAN, one who conducts business on customary course [n] 

RUBASSES ABERSSSU RUBASSE, variety of quartz [n] 

RUBELLAS ABELLRSU RUBELLA, virus disease [n] 

RUBEOLAR ABELORRU RUBEOLA, virus disease [adj] 

RUBEOLAS ABELORSU RUBEOLA, virus disease [n] 

RUCTIONS CINORSTU RUCTION, ruckus (noisy disturbance) [n] 

RUCTIOUS CIORSTUU quarrelsome [adj] 

RUDDIEST DDEIRSTU RUDDY, having healthy, reddish color [adj] 

RUDISTID DDIIRSTU rudist (cone-shaped extinct mollusk) [n -S] 

RUINABLE ABEILNRU RUIN, to destroy (to damage beyond repair or renewal) [adj] 

RUMINANT AIMNNRTU hoofed, even-toed mammal [n -S] 

RUMINATE AEIMNRTU to chew again [v -D, -TING, -S] 

RUNABOUT ABNORTUU small, open auto [n -S] 

RUNNABLE ABELNNRU capable of being run [adj] 

RUPTURES EPRRSTUU RUPTURE, to burst (to break open suddenly or violently) [v] 

RURALISM AILMRRSU state of being rural (pertaining to country (territory of nation)) [n -S] 

RUSTABLE ABELRSTU RUST, to form rust (reddish coating that forms on iron) [adj] 

RUSTICAL ACILRSTU rustic (one who lives in country) [n -S] 

 

10-Point Face Value 
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SABATONS AABNOSST SABATON, piece of armor for foot [n] 

SABOTEUR ABEORSTU one who sabotages [n -S] 

SABULOSE ABELOSSU sabulous (sandy (containing or covered with sand)) [adj] 

SABULOUS ABLOSSUU sandy (containing or covered with sand) [adj] 

SACATONS AACNOSST SACATON, perennial grass [n] 

SACRARIA AAACIRRS SACRARIUM, basin used for washing communion vessels [n] / ancient Roman shrines [n SACRARIA] 

SACRISTS ACIRSSST SACRIST, person in charge of sacristy [n] 

SADDLERS ADDELRSS SADDLER, one that makes, repairs, or sells saddles [n] 

SAGGIEST AEGGISST SAGGY, characterized by sagging [adj] 

SAILABLE AABEILLS SAIL, to move across surface of water by action of wind [adj] 

SAILBOAT AABILOST boat that sails [n -S] 

SAILPAST AAILPSST sailing of ships past place [n -S] 

SALADANG AAADGLNS wild ox [n -S] 

SALEABLE AABEELLS salable (capable of being or fit to be sold) [adj] 

SALEROOM AELMOORS room in which goods are displayed for sale [n -S] 

SALESMAN AAELMNSS man who sells merchandise [n -MEN] 

SALESMEN AEELMNSS SALESMAN, man who sells merchandise [n] 

SALICINE ACEIILNS salicin (chemical compound) [n -S] 

SALICINS ACIILNSS SALICIN, chemical compound [n] 
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SALIENCE ACEEILNS projecting feature or detail [n -S] 

SALPIANS AAILNPSS SALPIAN, salpa (free-swimming tunicate) [n] 

SALTPANS AALNPSST SALTPAN, large pan for making salt by evaporation [n] 

SAMENESS AEEMNSSS lack of change or variety [n -ES] 

SAMISENS AEIMNSSS SAMISEN, Japanese stringed instrument [n] 

SAMSARAS AAAMRSSS SAMSARA, cycle of birth, death, and rebirth in Buddhism [n] 

SAMURAIS AAIMRSSU SAMURAI, Japanese warrior [n] 

SANCTION ACINNOST to authorize (to give permission for) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SANDALED AADDELNS SANDAL, to provide with sandals (light, open shoes) [v] 

SANDLING ADGILNNS marine fish [n -S] 

SANICLES ACEILNSS SANICLE, medicinal herb [n] 

SANTALIC AACILNST pertaining to sandalwood [adj] 

SAPIENTS AEINPSST SAPIENT, wise person [n] 

SAPONINE AEINNOPS saponin (soapy substance obtained from plants) [n -S] 

SAPONINS AINNOPSS SAPONIN, soapy substance obtained from plants [n] 

SAPONITE AEINOPST mineral found in veins and cavities of rocks [n -S] 

SAPOROUS AOOPRSSU SAPOR, flavor [adj] 

SARCENET ACEENRST silk fabric [n -S] 

SARCINAE AACEINRS SARCINA, spherical bacterium [n] 

SARCINAS AACINRSS SARCINA, spherical bacterium [n] 

SARDINED ADDEINRS SARDINE, to pack tightly [v] 

SARMENTA AAEMNRST sarments (type of plant stem) [n SARMENTA] 

SARMENTS AEMNRSST SARMENT, type of plant stem [n] 

SATANISM AAIMNSST worship of powers of evil [n -S] 

SATIABLE AABEILST capable of being satiated [adj]  

SATSUMAS AAMSSSTU SATSUMA, variety of orange [n] 

SAUCIERS ACEIRSSU SAUCIER, chef who specializes in sauces [n] 

SAUCIEST ACEISSTU SAUCY, impudent (offensively bold or disrespectful) [adj] 

SCALARES AACELRSS SCALARE, tropical fish [n] 

SCALENES ACEELNSS SCALENE, triangle having no two sides equal [n] 

SCALENUS ACELNSSU muscle of neck [n -NI] 

SCALIEST ACEILSST SCALY, peeling off in flakes [adj] 

SCALLION ACILLNOS onion-like plant [n -S] 

SCANNERS ACENNRSS SCANNER, one that scans (to examine closely) [n] 

SCANSION ACINNOSS analysis of verse into metrical feet and rhythm patterns [n -S] 

SCANTEST ACENSSTT SCANT, meager (deficient in quantity or quality) [adj] 

SCANTIER ACEINRST SCANTY, meager (deficient in quantity or quality) [adj] 

SCANTIES ACEINSST brief panties for women [n SCANTIES] 

SCARIEST ACEIRSST SCAREY, scary (frightening) [adj] / SCARY [adj] 

SCARIOSE ACEIORSS scarious (thin, dry, and membranous) [adj] 

SCARIOUS ACIORSSU thin, dry, and membranous [adj] 

SCARLESS ACELRSSS having no scars [adj] 

SCARLETS ACELRSST SCARLET, red color [n] 

SCARRIER ACEIRRRS SCARRY, marked with scars [adj] 

SCATTERS ACERSSTT SCATTER, to go or send in various directions [v] 

SCATTIER ACEIRSTT SCATTY, crazy (insane (mentally unsound)) [adj] 
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SCENARIO ACEINORS summary of plot of dramatic work [n -S] 

SCIOLIST CIILOSST one whose knowledge is superficial [n -S] 

SCISSILE CEIILSSS capable of being cut or split easily [adj] 

SCISSION CIINOSSS act of cutting or splitting [n -S] 

SCISSORS CIORSSSS SCISSOR, to cut with two-bladed cutting implement [v] 

SCISSURE CEIRSSSU lengthwise cut [n -S] 

SCIURINE CEIINRSU rodent of squirrel family [n -S] 

SCLERITE CEEILRST one of hard plates forming outer covering of arthropod [n -S] 

SCLEROSE CEELORSS to become hard, as tissue [v -D, -SING, -S] 

SCLEROUS CELORSSU hardened [adj] 

SCOOTERS CEOORSST SCOOTER, to ride two-wheeled vehicle [v] 

SCORNERS CENORRSS SCORNER, one that scorns (to treat or regard with contempt) [n] 

SCOTTIES CEIOSSTT SCOTTIE, short-legged terrier [n] 

SCOURERS CEORRSSU SCOURER, one that scours (to cleanse or polish by hard rubbing) [n] 

SCOUTERS CEORSSTU SCOUTER, one that scouts (to observe for purpose of obtaining information) [n] 

SCRANNEL ACELNNRS thin person [n -S] 

SCREENER CEEENRRS one that screens (to provide with screen (device designed to divide, conceal, or protect)) [n -S] 

SCROLLER CELLORRS computer game in which background scrolls past [n -S] 

SCULLERS CELLRSSU SCULLER, one that sculls (to propel with type of oar) [n] 

SCULLION CILLNOSU kitchen servant who does menial work [n -S] 

SCUNNERS CENNRSSU SCUNNER, to feel loathing or disgust [v] 

SCURRIES CEIRRSSU SCURRY, to move hurriedly [v] 

SCURRILE CEILRRSU expressed in coarse and abusive language [adj] 

SCUTELLA ACELLSTU small, scutate organs or parts [n SCUTELLA] 

SCUTTERS CERSSTTU SCUTTER, to scurry (to move hurriedly) [v] 

SCUTTLES CELSSTTU SCUTTLE, to scurry (to move hurriedly) [v] 

SEABOOTS ABEOOSST SEABOOT, waterproof boot [n] 

SEABORNE ABEENORS carried on or over sea [adj] 

SEACOAST AACEOSST land bordering on sea [n -S] 

SEAGOING AEGGINOS designed for use on sea [adj] 

SEALABLE AABEELLS SEAL, to close or make secure against access, leakage, or passage [adj] 

SEAMIEST AEEIMSST SEAMY, unpleasant (not pleasant (pleasing)) [adj] 

SEAMLESS AEELMSSS having no seam [adj] 

SEAMOUNT AEMNOSTU undersea mountain [n -S] 

SEAMSTER AEEMRSST person whose occupation is sewing [n -S] 

SEAPLANE AAEELNPS airplane designed to take off from or land on water [n -S] 

SEAPORTS AEOPRSST SEAPORT, harbor or town accessible to seagoing ships [n] 

SEAROBIN ABEINORS marine fish [n -S] 

SEASCOUT ACEOSSTU boy scout trained in water activities [n -S] 

SEATBELT ABEELSTT arrangement of straps to keep person steady in seat [n -S] 

SEATMATE AAEEMSTT one with whom one shares seat [n -S] 

SECALOSE ACEELOSS complex carbohydrate [n -S] 

SECATEUR ACEERSTU pruning tool [n -S] 

SECONALS ACELNOSS SECONAL, trademark [n] 

SECRETER CEEERRST SECRET, kept from knowledge or view [adj] 

SECRETES CEEERSST SECRETE, to generate and separate out from cells or bodily fluids [v] 
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SECRETIN CEEINRST hormone (secretion of endocrine organs) [n -S] 

SECRETOR CEEORRST one that secretes (to generate and separate out from cells or bodily fluids) [n -S] 

SECTIONS CEINOSST SECTION, to divide into sections (distinct parts) [v] 

SECTORAL ACELORST of or pertaining to sector [adj] 

SECULARS ACELRSSU SECULAR, layman (member of laity) [n] 

SECURERS CEERRSSU SECURER, one that secures something [n] 

SECUREST CEERSSTU SECURE, free from danger [adj] 

SEDATING ADEGINST SEDATE, to administer sedative to [v] 

SEDGIEST DEEGISST SEDGY, abounding in sedge [adj] 

SEEDLING DEEGILNS young plant [n -S] 

SEEMLIER EEEILMRS SEEMLY, of pleasing appearance [adj] 

SEEPIEST EEEIPSST SEEPY, soaked or oozing with water [adj] 

SEGUEING EEGGINSU SEGUE, to proceed without pause from one musical theme to another [v] 

SEICENTO CEEINOST seventeenth century [n -S] 

SEISABLE ABEEILSS SEISE, to seize (to take hold of suddenly and forcibly) [adj] 

SELADANG AADEGLNS saladang (wild ox) [n -S] 

SELECTEE CEEEELST one that is selected [n -S] 

SELECTOR CEELORST one that selects (to choose (to take by preference)) [n -S] 

SELENIUM EEILMNSU nonmetallic element [n -S] 

SELLABLE ABEELLLS SELL, to give up to another for money or other valuable consideration [adj] 

SEMESTER EEEMRSST period constituting half of academic year [n -S] 

SEMILLON EILLMNOS white grape grown in France [n -S] 

SEMINARS AEIMNRSS SEMINAR, advanced study group at college or university [n] 

SEMIOSES EEIMOSSS SEMIOSIS, process in which something functions as sign to organism [n] 

SEMIOSIS EIIMOSSS process in which something functions as sign to organism [n -SES] 

SEMITIST EIIMSSTT one who favors Jewish interests [n -S] 

SEMITONE EEIMNOST type of musical tone [n -S] 

SEMOLINA AEILMNOS granular product of wheat used for pasta [n -S] 

SENECIOS CEEINOSS SENECIO, flowering plant [n] 

SENESCES CEEENSSS SENESCE, to grow old [v] 

SENOPIAS AEINOPSS SENOPIA, improvement of near vision [n] 

SENSIBLE BEEILNSS having or showing good judgment [adj -R, -ST]  / something that can be sensed [n -S] 

SENTENCE CEEENNST to declare judicially extent of punishment to be imposed [v -D, -CING, -S] 

SENTIMOS EIMNOSST SENTIMO, monetary unit of Philippines [n] 

SEPALINE AEEILNPS SEPAL, one of individual leaves of calyx [adj] 

SEPALOUS AELOPSSU SEPAL, one of individual leaves of calyx [adj] 

SEPARATE AAEEPRST to set or keep apart [v -D, -TING, -S] 

SEPTARIA AAEIPRST limestone nodules [n SEPTARIA] 

SEPTETTE EEEPSTTT septet (group of seven) [n -S] 

SEPTORIA AEIOPRST type of fungus (any of major group of lower plants) [n -S] 

SERGINGS EGGINRSS SERGING, process of finishing raw edges of fabric [n] 

SERIATIM AEIIMRST serially (in manner or form of serial) [adv] 

SERICINS CEIINRSS SERICIN, kind of protein [n] 

SERIEMAS AEEIMRSS SERIEMA, Brazilian bird [n] 

SERPENTS EENPRSST SERPENT, snake [n] 

SESSPOOL ELOOPSSS cesspool (covered well or pit for sewage) [n -S] 
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SESTERCE CEEERSST coin of ancient Rome [n -S] 

SIAMESES AEEIMSSS SIAMESE, water pipe with connection for two hoses [n] 

SIBILANT ABIILNST speech sound produced by fricative passage of breath through narrow orifice [n -S] 

SIBILATE ABEIILST to hiss (to make sibilant sound) [v -D, -TING, -S] 

SIDELING DEGIILNS sloping [adj] 

SIDELONG DEGILNOS directed to one side [adj] 

SIDEROAD ADDEIORS rural road [n -S] 

SIGANIDS ADGIINSS SIGANID, any of family of fishes [n] 

SIGNAGES AEGGINSS SIGNAGE, system of signs in community [n] 

SIGNALED ADEGILNS SIGNAL, to notify by means of communication [v] 

SIGNETED DEEGINST SIGNET, to mark with official seal [v] 

SIGNINGS GGIINNSS SIGNING, act of writing one's signature on document or in book [n] 

SILASTIC ACIILSST trademark [n -S] 

SILENCER CEEILNRS one that silences (to make silent) [n -S] 

SILENCES CEEILNSS SILENCE, to make silent [v] 

SILICATE ACEIILST chemical salt [n -S] 

SILICLES CEIILLSS SILICLE, short, flat silique [n] 

SILICONE CEIILNOS silicon compound [n -S] 

SILICONS CIILNOSS SILICON, nonmetallic element [n] 

SILICULA ACIILLSU silicle (short, flat silique) [n -E] 

SIMITARS AIIMRSST SIMITAR, scimitar (curved sword used by Arabs and Turks) [n] 

SIMOLEON EILMNOOS dollar (monetary unit of United States) [n -S] 

SIMONIES EIIMNOSS SIMONY, buying or selling of church office [n] 

SIMONIST IIMNOSST simoniac (one who practices simony (buying or selling of church office)) [n -S] 

SIMULANT AILMNSTU one that simulates (to take on appearance of) [n -S] 

SIMULARS AILMRSSU SIMULAR, simulant (one that simulates (to take on appearance of)) [n] 

SIMULATE AEILMSTU to take on appearance of [v -D, -TING, -S] 

SINCERER CEEINRRS SINCERE, free from hypocrisy or falseness [adj] 

SINECURE CEEINRSU office or position requiring little or no work [n -S] 

SINGEING EGGIINNS SINGE, to burn slightly [v] 

SINGINGS GGIINNSS SINGING, act or sound of one that sings [n] 

SINGLING GGIILNNS SINGLE, to select from group [v] 

SINGSONG GGINNOSS monotonous cadence in speaking or reading [n -S] 

SINOPIAS AIINOPSS SINOPIA, red pigment [n] 

SIRUPIER EIIPRRSU SIRUPY, syrupy (resembling thick, sticky, sweet liquid) [adj] 

SISTRUMS IMRSSSTU SISTRUM, ancient Egyptian percussion instrument [n] 

SLAGGIER AEGGILRS SLAGGY, resembling slag [adj] 

SLALOMER AELLMORS one that slaloms (to ski in zigzag course) [n -S] 

SLANGING AGGILNNS SLANG, to use slang (extremely informal or vulgar language) [v] 

SLEDDERS DDEELRSS SLEDDER, one that sleds (to convey on sled (vehicle for carrying people or loads over snow or ice)) [n] 

SLEEPERS EEELPRSS SLEEPER, one that sleeps (to be in natural, periodic state of rest) [n] 

SLEEPIER EEEILPRS SLEEPY, ready or inclined to sleep [adj] 

SLIMIEST EIILMSST SLIMY, resembling slime [adj] 

SLIMLINE EIILLMNS slender in design or build [adj] 

SLIMNESS EILMNSSS state of being slim (slender (thin (having relatively little density or thickness))) [n -ES] 

SLIMSIER EIILMRSS SLIMSY, flimsy (lacking solidity or strength) [adj] 
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SLINGING GGIILNNS SLING, to throw with sudden motion [v] 

SLIPLESS EILLPSSS free from errors [adj] 

SLIPOUTS ILOPSSTU SLIPOUT, insert in newspaper [n] 

SLIPSOLE EILLOPSS thin insole [n -S] 

SLOGANED ADEGLNOS SLOGAN, motto adopted by group [adj] 

SLOGGERS EGGLORSS SLOGGER, one that slogs (to plod (to walk heavily)) [n] 

SLUDGIER DEGILRSU SLUDGY, covered with sludge [adj] 

SLUGGERS EGGLRSSU SLUGGER, one that slugs (to strike heavily) [n] 

SLURPIER EILPRRSU SLURPY, characterized by sucking sound made when slurping [adj] 

SMALLEST AELLMSST SMALL, of limited size or quantity [adj] 

SMALTINE AEILMNST smaltite (mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties)) [n -S] 

SMALTITE AEILMSTT mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties) [n -S] 

SMARTASS AAMRSSST smarty (obnoxiously conceited person) [n -ES] 

SMARTENS AEMNRSST SMARTEN, to improve in appearance [v] 

SMARTEST AEMRSSTT SMART, characterized by mental acuity [adj] 

SMARTIES AEIMRSST SMARTIE, smarty (obnoxiously conceited person) [n] / SMARTY [n] 

SMATTERS AEMRSSTT SMATTER, to speak with little knowledge [v] 

SMEARERS AEEMRRSS SMEARER, one that smears (to spread with sticky, greasy, or dirty substance) [n] 

SMEARIER AEEIMRRS SMEARY, smeared [adj] 

SMELLERS EELLMRSS SMELLER, one that smells (to perceive by means of olfactory nerves) [n] 

SMELLIER EEILLMRS SMELLY, having unpleasant odor [adj] 

SMELTERS EELMRSST SMELTER, one that smelts (to perceive by means of olfactory nerves) [n] 

SMILIEST EIILMSST SMILEY, displaying smile [adj] 

SMUTTIER EIMRSTTU SMUTTY, obscene (indecent (not decent (conforming to recognized standards of propriety))) [adj] 

SNAGGERS AEGGNRSS SNAGGER, person who uses illegal fishing methods [n] 

SNAGGIER AEGGINRS SNAGGY, full of snags [adj] 

SNAGGLES AEGGLNSS SNAGGLE, tangled or knotted mass [n] 

SNAPLESS AELNPSSS lacking snap (type of fastening device) [adj] 

SNIGGERS EGGINRSS SNIGGER, to snicker (to utter partly stifled laugh) [v] 

SNIGGLER EGGILNRS one that sniggles (to fish for eels) [n -S] 

SNIGGLES EGGILNSS SNIGGLE, to fish for eels [v] 

SNOGGERS EGGNORSS SNOGGER, one that snogs (to kiss (to touch with lips as sign of affection)) [n] 

SNOODING DGINNOOS SNOOD, to secure with snood (net or fabric cap for hair) [v] 

SNOOPERS ENOOPRSS SNOOPER, one that snoops (to pry about) [n] 

SNOOPIER EINOOPRS SNOOPY, given to snooping [adj] 

SNUBNESS BENNSSSU bluntness (quality of being blunt (not sharp or pointed)) [n -ES] 

SNUGGEST EGGNSSTU SNUG, warmly comfortable [adj] 

SNUGGIES EGGINSSU women's long underwear [n SNUGGIES] 

SNUGGLES EGGLNSSU SNUGGLE, to lie or press closely [v] 

SOAPIEST AEIOPSST SOAPY, containing or resembling soap [adj] 

SOAPLESS AELOPSSS having no soap [adj] 

SOBEREST BEEORSST SOBER, having control of one's faculties [adj] 

SOCIETAL ACEILOST SOCIETY, organized group of persons [adj] 

SOGGIEST EGGIOSST SOGGY, heavy with moisture [adj] 

SOLACERS ACELORSS SOLACER, one that solaces (to console (to comfort)) [n] 

SOLANUMS ALMNOSSU SOLANUM, any of genus of herbs and shrubs [n] 
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SOLARISM AILMORSS interpretation of folk tales as concepts of nature of sun [n -S] 

SOLARIUM AILMORSU room exposed to sun [n -IA, -S] 

SOLATIUM AILMOSTU compensation given for damage to feelings [n -IA] 

SOLDERED DDEELORS SOLDER, to join closely together [v] 

SOLECISE CEEILOSS to solecize (to use solecisms) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

SOLECIST CEILOSST one who solecizes [n -S] 

SOLEMNER EELMNORS SOLEMN, serious (thoughtful or subdued in appearance or manner) [adj] 

SOLICITS CIILOSST SOLICIT, to ask for earnestly [v] 

SOLIDAGO ADGILOOS flowering plant [n -S] 

SOLSTICE CEILOSST time of year when sun is at its greatest distance from celestial equator [n -S] 

SOLUBLES BELLOSSU SOLUBLE, something that is soluble (capable of being dissolved) [n] 

SOMEONES EEMNOOSS SOMEONE, somebody (important person) [n] 

SOMERSET EEMORSST to roll body in complete circle, head over heels [v -ED, -TTED, -ING, -TTING, -S] 

SONANCES ACENNOSS SONANCE, sound [n] 

SONANTIC ACINNOST SONANT, sound uttered with vibration of vocal cords [adj] 

SONARMAN AAMNNORS person who operates sonar equipment [n -MEN] 

SONARMEN AEMNNORS SONARMAN, person who operates sonar equipment [n] 

SONICATE ACEINOST to disrupt with sound waves [v -E=D, -TING, -S] 

SOPRANOS ANOOPRSS SOPRANO, highest singing voice [n] 

SORBATES ABEORSST SORBATE, sorbed substance [n] 

SORBENTS BENORSST SORBENT, substance that sorbs [n] 

SORBITAN ABINORST chemical compound [n -S] 

SORBITOL BILOORST chemical compound [n -S] 

SORBOSES BEOORSSS SORBOSE, type of sugar [n] 

SORCERER CEEORRRS one who practices sorcery (alleged use of supernatural powers) [n -S] 

SORICINE CEIINORS belonging to shrew family of mammals [adj] 

SORPTION INOOPRST act or process of sorbing [n -S] 

SORTABLE ABELORST SORT, to arrange according to kind, class, or size [adj] 

SOUBISES BEIOSSSU SOUBISE, sauce of onions and butter [n] 

SOULMATE AELMOSTU person with whom one is perfectly suited [n -S] 

SOUNDING DGINNOSU sampling of opinions [n -S] / SOUND, to make sound (something that stimulates auditory receptors) [v] 

SOUPIEST EIOPSSTU SOUPY, foggy (filled with fog) [adj] 

SOUPLESS ELOPSSSU having no soup (liquid food often having solid ingredients) [adj] 

SOURBALL ABLLORSU sour candy [n -S] 

SOURPUSS OPRSSSUU grouchy person [n -ES] 

SOURSOPS OOPRSSSU SOURSOP, tropical tree [n] 

SPALLERS AELLPRSS SPALLER, one that spalls (to break up into fragments) [n] 

SPANIELS AEILNPSS SPANIEL, dog with silky hair [n] 

SPANLESS AELNPSSS having no extent [adj] 

SPANNERS AENNPRSS SPANNER, one that spans (to extend over or across) [n] 

SPANSULE AELNPSSU trademark [n -S] 

SPARRIER AEIPRRRS SPARRY, resembling spar (lustrous mineral) [adj] 

SPARSEST AEPRSSST SPARSE, thinly distributed [adj] 

SPARTINA AAINPRST salt-marsh grass of coastal regions [n -S] 

SPATTERS AEPRSSTT SPATTER, to scatter in drops [v] 

SPATULAR AALPRSTU SPATULA, mixing implement [adj] 
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SPATULAS AALPSSTU SPATULA, mixing implement [n] 

SPEARERS AEEPRRSS SPEARER, one that spears (to pierce with spear (long, pointed weapon)) [n] 

SPEISSES EEIPSSSS SPEISS, metallic mixture obtained in smelting certain ores [n] 

SPELAEAN AAEELNPS spelean (living in caves) [adj] 

SPELLERS EELLPRSS SPELLER, one that spells words [n] 

SPELTERS EELPRSST SPELTER, zinc in form of ingots [n] 

SPIELERS EEILPRSS SPIELER, one that spiels (to talk at length) [n] 

SPILITES EIILPSST SPILITE, form of basalt [n] 

SPILLERS EILLPRSS SPILLER, one that spills (to cause to run out of container) [n] 

SPINELLE EEILLNPS spinel (mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties)) [n -S] 

SPINIEST EIINPSST SPINY, bearing or covered with thorns [adj] 

SPINLESS EILNPSSS having no rotation [adj] 

SPINNERS EINNPRSS SPINNER, one that spins (to draw out and twist into threads) [n] 

SPINNIER EIINNPRS SPINNY, crazy, foolish [adj] 

SPINNIES EIINNPSS SPINNY, spinney (thicket (dense growth of shrubs or small trees)) [n] 

SPINOUTS INOPSSTU SPINOUT, rotational skid by automobile [n] 

SPINSTER EINPRSST unmarried woman who is past usual age for marrying [n -S] 

SPINULAE AEILNPSU SPINULA, spinule (small thorn) [n] 

SPINULES EILNPSSU SPINULE, small thorn [n] 

SPIRAEAS AAEIPRSS SPIRAEA, spirea (flowering shrub) [n] 

SPIRANTS AINPRSST SPIRANT, speech sound produced by forcing of breath through narrow passage [n] 

SPIRIEST EIIPRSST SPIRY, tall, slender, and tapering [adj] 

SPIRILLA AIILLPRS spirally twisted, aerobic bacteria [n SPIRILLA] 

SPIRITUS IIPRSSTU spirit [n SPIRITUS] 

SPIRULAE AEILPRSU SPIRULA, spiral-shelled mollusk [n] 

SPIRULAS AILPRSSU SPIRULA, spiral-shelled mollusk [n] 

SPITTERS EIPRSSTT SPITTER, spitball [n] 

SPITTIER EIIPRSTT SPITTY, marked with saliva [adj] 

SPITTLES EILPSSTT SPITTLE, saliva (fluid secreted by glands of mouth) [n] 

SPITTOON INOOPSTT receptacle for saliva [n -S] 

SPLATTER AELPRSTT to spatter (to scatter in drops) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SPLENIAL AEILLNPS pertaining to splenius (muscle of neck) [adj] 

SPLENIUS EILNPSSU muscle of neck [n -II] 

SPLINTER EILNPRST to split into sharp, slender pieces [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SPLITTER EILPRSTT one that splits (to separate lengthwise) [n -S] 

SPLUTTER ELPRSTTU to speak rapidly and confusedly [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SPOILERS EILOPRSS SPOILER, one that spoils (to impair value or quality of) [n] 

SPOLIATE AEILOPST to plunder (to rob of goods by force) [v -D, -TING, -S] 

SPONSION INNOOPSS act of sponsoring (to make oneself responsible for) [n -S] 

SPONSONS NNOOPSSS SPONSON, projection from side of ship [n] 

SPONSORS NOOPRSSS SPONSOR, to make oneself responsible for [v] 

SPONTOON NNOOOPST spear-like weapon [n -S] 

SPOOLERS ELOOPRSS SPOOLER, one that spools (to wind on small cylinder) [n] 

SPOONERS ENOOPRSS SPOONER, one that behaves in amorous way [n] 

SPOONIER EINOOPRS SPOONEY, spoony (overly sentimental) [adj] / SPOONY [adj] 

SPOONIES EINOOPSS SPOONY, spoony person [n] 
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SPOORERS EOOPRRSS SPOORER, one that spoors (to track animal) [n] 

SPORRANS ANOPRRSS SPORRAN, large purse worn by Scottish Highlanders [n] 

SPORTERS EOPRRSST SPORTER, one that sports (to frolic (to play and run about merrily)) [n] 

SPORTIER EIOPRRST SPORTY, showy (making great or brilliant display) [adj] 

SPORULAR ALOPRRSU SPORULE, small spore [adj] 

SPORULES ELOPRSSU SPORULE, small spore [n] 

SPOTLESS ELOPSSST perfectly clean [adj] 

SPOTTERS EOPRSSTT SPOTTER, one that spots (to mark with spots (small, roundish discolorations)) [n] 

SPOTTIER EIOPRSTT SPOTTY, marked with spots [adj] 

SPOUSALS ALOPSSSU SPOUSAL, marriage (legal union of two persons of opposite or same sex) [n] 

SPOUTERS EOPRSSTU SPOUTER, one that spouts (to eject in rapid stream) [n] 

SPRATTLE AELPRSTT to struggle (to make strenuous efforts against opposition) [v -D, -LING, -S] 

SPRINTER EINPRRST one that sprints (to run at top speed) [n -S] 

SPURIOUS IOPRSSUU not genuine (authentic (conforming to fact and therefore worthy of belief)) [adj] 

SPURLESS ELPRSSSU lacking spur [adj] 

SPURNERS ENPRRSSU SPURNER, one that spurns (to reject with contempt) [n] 

SPURRERS EPRRRSSU SPURRER, one that spurs (to urge on with spur (horseman's goad)) [n] 

SPURRIER EIPRRRSU one that makes spurs [n -S] 

SPURRIES EIPRRSSU SPURRY, European weed [n] 

SPURTERS EPRRSSTU SPURTER, one that spurts (to gush forth) [n] 

SPURTLES ELPRSSTU SPURTLE, stick for stirring porridge [n] 

SPUTTERS EPRSSTTU SPUTTER, to eject particles in short bursts [v] 

STABILES ABEILSST STABILE, stationary abstract sculpture [n] 

STABLERS ABELRSST STABLER, one that keeps stable [n] 

STABLEST ABELSSTT STABLE, resistant to sudden change or position or condition [adj] 

STADDLES ADDELSST STADDLE, platform on which hay is stacked [n] 

STAGGART AAGGRSTT staggard (full-grown male red deer) [n -S] 

STAGGERS AEGGRSST STAGGER, to walk or stand unsteadily [v] 

STAGGIER AEGGIRST STAGGY, having appearance of mature male [adj] 

STAGGIES AEGGISST STAGGIE, colt (young male horse) [n] 

STAGINGS AGGINSST STAGING, temporary platform [n] 

STAMINAL AAILMNST STAMINA, endurance [adj] 

STAMINAS AAIMNSST STAMINA, endurance [n] 

STANDARD AADDNRST established measure of comparison [n -S] 

STANDING ADGINNST position or condition in society [n -S] / STAND, to assume or maintain upright position [v] 

STANGING AGGINNST STANG, to sting (to prick painfully) [v] 

STANNUMS AMNNSSTU STANNUM, tin [n] 

STAPELIA AAEILPST African plant [n -S] 

STAPLERS AELPRSST STAPLER, stapling device [n] 

STARTUPS APRSSTTU STARTUP, act of starting something [n] 

STASIMON AIMNOSST choral ode in ancient Greek drama [n -MA] 

STATABLE AABELSTT capable of being stated [adj] 

STATICAL AACILSTT STATIC, random noise produced in radio or television receiver [adj] 

STATICES ACEISSTT STATICE, flowering plant [n] 

STATISMS AIMSSSTT STATISM, theory of government [n] 

STAUMREL AELMRSTU dolt (stupid person) [n -S] 
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STEADIED ADDEEIST STEADY, to make steady [v] 

STEADING ADEGINST small farm [n -S] / STEAD, to be of advantage to [v] 

STEAMERS AEEMRSST STEAMER, to travel by steamship [v] 

STEAMIER AEEIMRST STEAMY, marked by steam [adj] 

STEAMIES AEEIMSST STEAMIE, steamed hot dog [n] 

STEAPSIN AEINPSST enzyme (complex protein) [n -S] 

STEEPENS EEENPSST STEEPEN, to make steep [v] 

STEEPERS EEEPRSST STEEPER, one that steeps (to soak in liquid) [n] 

STEEPEST EEEPSSTT STEEP, inclined sharply [adj] 

STEEPLES EEELPSST STEEPLE, to place fingers or hands in form of steeple [v] 

STEGODON DEGNOOST extinct elephant-like mammal [n -S] 

STEMLESS EELMSSST having no stem [adj] 

STEMSONS EMNOSSST STEMSON, supporting timber of ship [n] 

STENCILS CEILNSST STENCIL, to mark by means of perforated sheet of material [v] 

STENOTIC CEINOSTT STENOSIS, narrowing of bodily passage [adj] 

STEPLESS EELPSSST lacking steps (structures for passing from one level to next) [adj] 

STEPSONS ENOPSSST STEPSON, son of one's spouse by former marriage [n] 

STERICAL ACEILRST steric (pertaining to spatial relationships of atoms in molecule) [adj] 

STERNUMS EMNRSSTU STERNUM, long, flat supporting bone of most vertebrates [n] 

STIBINES BEIINSST STIBINE, poisonous gas [n] 

STIBNITE BEIINSTT ore of antimony [n -S] 

STICTION CIINOSTT force required to begin to move body that is in contact with another body [n -S] 

STILBENE BEEILNST chemical compound [n -S] 

STILBITE BEIILSTT mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties) [n -S] 

STILLMAN AILLMNST one who operates distillery [n -MEN] 

STILLMEN EILLMNST STILLMAN, one who operates distillery [n] 

STIMULUS ILMSSTUU something that causes response [n -LI] 

STINGING GGIINNST STING, to prick painfully [v] 

STIPITES EIIPSSTT STIPES, STIPE, slender supporting part of plant [n] 

STIPULAR AILPRSTU STIPULE, appendage at base of leaf in certain plants [adj] 

STIPULES EILPSSTU STIPULE, appendage at base of leaf in certain plants [n] 

STIRRUPS IPRRSSTU STIRRUP, support for foot of horseman [n] 

STODGIER DEGIORST STODGY, boring [adj] 

STOLONIC CILNOOST STOLON, type of plant stem [adj] 

STOLPORT LOOPRSTT airport for aircraft needing comparatively short runways [n -S] 

STOMATAL AALMOSTT pertaining to stoma (minute opening in epidermis of plant organ) [adj] 

STOMATES AEMOSSTT STOMATE, stoma (minute opening in epidermis of plant organ) [n] 

STONABLE ABELNOST STONE, to pelt with stones (pieces of concreted earthy or mineral matter) [adj] 

STONECUT CENOSTTU print made from image engraved on stone [n -S] 

STOOGING GGINOOST STOOGE, to act as comedian's straight man [v] 

STOOPERS EOOPRSST STOOPER, one that stoops (to bend body forward and down) [n] 

STORABLE ABELORST something that can be stored [n -S] 

STOREMAN AEMNORST man who looks after stored goods [n -MEN] 

STOREMEN EEMNORST STOREMAN, man who looks after stored goods [n] 

STORMIER EIMORRST STORMY, storming [adj] 

STOUNDED DDENOSTU STOUND, to ache (to suffer dull, continuous pain) [v] 
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STRADDLE ADDELRST to sit, stand, or walk with legs wide apart [v -D, -LING, -S] 

STRAGGLE AEGGLRST to stray (to wander from proper area or course) [v -D, -LING, -S] 

STRANDED ADDENRST STRAND, to leave in unfavorable situation [v] 

STRATUMS AMRSSTTU STRATUM, layer of material [n] 

STREAMER AEEMRRST long, narrow flag [n -S] 

STRIATUM AIMRSTTU mass of nervous tissue within brain [n -TA] 

STRICTER CEIRRSTT STRICT, kept within narrow and specific limits [adj] 

STRIDDEN DDEINRST STRIDE, to walk with long steps [v] 

STRIDING DGIINRST STRIDE, to walk with long steps [v] 

STRINGED DEGINRST STRING, to provide with strings (slender cords) [v] 

STRIPERS EIPRRSST STRIPER, food and game fish [n] 

STRIPIER EIIPRRST STRIPEY, stripy (marked with stripes) [adj] / STRIPY [adj] 

STROBILA ABILORST entire body of tapeworm [n -E] 

STROBILE BEILORST conical, multiple fruit of certain trees [n -S] 

STROBILI BIILORST strobiles (conical, multiple fruit of certain trees) [n STROBILI] 

STROBILS BILORSST STROBIL, strobile (conical, multiple fruit of certain trees) [n] 

STROMATA AAMORSTT STROMA, substance that forms framework of organ or cell [n] 

STRONTIC CINORSTT STRONTIA, chemical compound [adj] 

STRUGGLE EGGLRSTU to make strenuous efforts against opposition [v -D, -LING, -S] 

STRUMOSE EMORSSTU having struma (scrofula (disease of lymph glands)) [adj] 

STRUMOUS MORSSTUU having or pertaining to struma [adj] 

STUDDIES DDEISSTU STUDDIE, anvil [n] 

STUNTMAN AMNNSTTU person who substitutes for actor in scenes involving dangerous activities [n -MEN] 

STUNTMEN EMNNSTTU STUNTMAN, person who substitutes for actor in scenes involving dangerous activities [n] 

STURDIED DDEIRSTU STURDY, disease of sheep [adj] 

SUBAREAS AABERSSU SUBAREA, subdivision of area [n] 

SUBAURAL AABLRSUU scarcely hearable [adj] 

SUBERINS BEINRSSU SUBERIN, substance found in cork cells [n] 

SUBERISE BEEIRSSU to suberize (to convert into cork tissue) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

SUBEROSE BEEORSSU corky (corklike (resembling cork (porous tree bark))) [adj] 

SUBEROUS BEORSSUU suberose (corky (corklike (resembling cork (porous tree bark)))) [adj] 

SUBLATES ABELSSTU SUBLATE, to cancel (to annul (to make or declare void or invalid)) [v] 

SUBLEASE ABEELSSU to sublet (to rent leased property to another) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

SUBLINES BEILNSSU SUBLINE, inbred line within strain [n] 

SUBLUNAR ABLNRSUU pertaining to earth [adj] 

SUBNASAL AABLNSSU situated under nose [adj] 

SUBORNER BENORRSU one that suborns (to induce to commit perjury) [n -S] 

SUBRENTS BENRSSTU SUBRENT, rent from subtenant [n] 

SUBRULES BELRSSUU SUBRULE, subordinate rule [n] 

SUBSALES ABELSSSU SUBSALE, resale of purchased goods [n] 

SUBSENSE BEENSSSU subdivision of sense [n -S] 

SUBSERES BEERSSSU SUBSERE, type of ecological succession [n] 

SUBSISTS BISSSSTU SUBSIST, to continue to exist [v] 

SUBSITES BEISSSTU SUBSITE, subdivision of site [n] 

SUBSOILS BILOSSSU SUBSOIL, to plow so as to turn up subsoil (layer of earth beneath surface soil) [v] 

SUBSOLAR ABLORSSU situated directly beneath sun [adj] 
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SUBSTATE ABESSTTU subdivision of state [n -S] 

SUBTEENS BEENSSTU SUBTEEN, person approaching teenage years [n] 

SUBTESTS BESSSTTU SUBTEST, subdivision of test [n] 

SUBTILER BEILRSTU SUBTILE, subtle (so slight as to be difficult to detect) [adj] 

SUBTILIN BIILNSTU antibiotic [n -S] 

SUBTITLE BEILSTTU to give secondary title to [v -D, -LING, -S] 

SUBTLEST BELSSTTU SUBTLE, so slight as to be difficult to detect [adj] 

SUBTONES BENOSSTU SUBTONE, low or subdued tone [n] 

SUBTOTAL ABLOSTTU to total portion of [v -ED, -LLED, -ING, -LLING, -S] 

SUBULATE ABELSTUU slender and tapering to point [adj] 

SUBUNITS BINSSTUU SUBUNIT, unit that is part of larger unit [n] 

SUCRASES ACERSSSU SUCRASE, enzyme (complex protein) [n] 

SUCROSES CEORSSSU SUCROSE, type of sugar [n] 

SUCTIONS CINOSSTU SUCTION, to remove by process of sucking [v] 

SUGARING AGGINRSU process of boiling down maple sap into syrup [n -S] / SUGAR, to cover with sugar (sweet carbohydrate) [v] 

SUGGESTS EGGSSSTU SUGGEST, to bring or put forward for consideration [v] 

SUITABLE ABEILSTU appropriate [adj]  

SUITCASE ACEISSTU flat, rectangular piece of luggage [n -S] 

SULTANIC ACILNSTU SULTAN, ruler of Muslim country [adj] 

SUMOISTS IMOSSSTU SUMOIST, sumo wrestler [n] 

SUNBELTS BELNSSTU SUNBELT, southern and southwestern states of U.S. [n] 

SUNBURNS BNNRSSUU SUNBURN, to burn or discolor from exposure to sun [v] 

SUNBURNT BNNRSTUU SUNBURN, to burn or discolor from exposure to sun [v] 

SUNBURST BNRSSTUU burst of sunlight [n -S] 

SUNCARES ACENRSSU SUNCARE, protection of skin from damage by sun [n] 

SUNDERED DDEENRSU SUNDER, to break apart [v] 

SUNROOMS MNOORSSU SUNROOM, room built to admit great amount of sunlight [n] 

SUNSPOTS NOPSSSTU SUNSPOT, dark spot on surface of sun [n] 

SUNTRAPS ANPRSSTU SUNTRAP, pleasantly sunny sheltered place [n] 

SUPERIOR EIOPRRSU one of higher rank, quality, or authority than another [n -S] 

SUPERLIE EEILPRSU to lie above [v -LAIN, -LAY, -ING, -S] 

SUPERNAL AELNPRSU pertaining to sky [adj] 

SUPINATE AEINPSTU to turn so that palm is facing upward [v -D, -TING, -S] 

SURBASES ABERSSSU SURBASE, molding or border above base of structure [n] 

SURCEASE ACEERSSU to cease (to stop (to discontinue progress or motion of)) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

SURCOATS ACORSSTU SURCOAT, outer coat or cloak [n] 

SURICATE ACEIRSTU burrowing mammal [n -S] 

SURMISER EIMRRSSU one that surmises (to infer with little evidence) [n -S] 

SURMISES EIMRSSSU SURMISE, to infer with little evidence [v] 

SURMOUNT MNORSTUU to get over or across [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SURNAMER AEMNRRSU one that surnames (to give family name to) [n -S] 

SURNAMES AEMNRSSU SURNAME, to give family name to [v] 

SURPRINT INPRRSTU to print over something already printed [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SURPRISE EIPRRSSU to come upon unexpectedly [v -D, -SING, -S] 

SUSPENSE EENPSSSU state of mental uncertainty or excitement [n -S] 

SUSPIRES EIPRSSSU SUSPIRE, to sigh (to let out sigh (deep, audible breath)) [v] 
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TABARETS AABERSTT TABARET, silk fabric [n] 

TABLEAUS AABELSTU TABLEAU, picture [n] 

TABORERS ABEORRST TABORER, one that tabors (to beat on small drum) [n] 

TABORETS ABEORSTT TABORET, small drum [n] 

TABORINE ABEINORT taboret (small drum) [n -S] 

TABORINS ABINORST TABORIN, taborine (taboret (small drum)) [n] 

TABOULIS ABILOSTU TABOULI, Lebanese salad containing bulgur wheat, tomatoes, parsley, onions, and mint [n] 

TABOURER ABEORRTU taborer (one that tabors (to beat on small drum)) [n -S] 

TABOURET ABEORTTU taboret (small drum) [n -S] 

TABULATE AABELTTU to arrange in list [v -D, -TING, -S] 

TACITURN ACINRTTU habitually silent [adj] 

TACONITE ACEINOTT low-grade iron ore [n -S] 

TACRINES ACEINRST TACRINE, drug for treating Alzheimer's disease [n] 

TACTIONS ACINOSTT TACTION, act of touching (to be in or come into contact with) [n] 

TACTLESS ACELSSTT lacking tact (skill in dealing with delicate situations) [adj] 

TAGALONG AAGGLNOT one that follows another [n -S] 

TAGGANTS AAGGNSTT TAGGANT, substance added to product to indicate its source of manufacture [n] 

TAILBONE ABEILNOT coccyx (bone of spine) [n -S] 

TAILCOAT AACILOTT man's coat [n -S] 

TAILRACE AACEILRT part of millrace [n -S] 

TAILSPIN AIILNPST to spin headlong down toward earth [v -NNED, -PUN, -NNING, -S] 

TAILSPUN AILNPSTU TAILSPIN, to spin headlong down toward earth [v] 

TALAPOIN AAILNOPT small African monkey [n -S] 

TALCIEST ACEILSTT TALCY, TALC, to treat with talc (soft mineral with soapy texture) [adj] 

TALEGGIO AEGGILOT soft creamy cheese [n -S] 

TALESMAN AAELMNST person summoned to fill vacancy on jury [n -MEN] 

TALESMEN AEELMNST TALESMAN, person summoned to fill vacancy on jury [n] 

TALIPOTS AILOPSTT TALIPOT, tall palm tree [n] 

TALISMAN AAILMNST object believed to possess magical powers [n -S] 

TALLAGED AADEGLLT TALLAGE, to tax (to place tax (charge imposed by authority for public purposes) on) [v] 

TALLISIM AIILLMST TALLIS, tallith (Jewish prayer shawl) [n] 

TALLITIM AIILLMTT TALLIT, tallith (Jewish prayer shawl) [n] 

TAMARAOS AAAMORST TAMARAO, tamarau (small buffalo of Philippines) [n] 

TAMARAUS AAAMRSTU TAMARAU, small buffalo of Philippines [n] 

TAMARINS AAIMNRST TAMARIN, South American monkey [n] 

TAMELESS AEELMSST not capable of being tamed [adj] 

TAMENESS AEEMNSST state of being tame (gentle or docile) [n -ES] 

TANGLING AGGILNNT TANGLE, to bring together in intricate confusion [v] 

TANGOING AGGINNOT TANGO, to perform Latin American dance [v] 

TANNABLE AABELNNT capable of being tanned [adj] 

TANTALIC AACILNTT TANTALUM, metallic element [adj] 

TANTALUM AALMNTTU metallic element [n -S] 

TANTRISM AIMNRSTT school of Buddhism incorporating Hindu and pagan elements [n -S] 
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TANTRUMS AMNRSTTU TANTRUM, fit of rage [n] 

TAPELESS AEELPSST being without tape [adj] 

TAPELINE AEEILNPT tape for measuring distances [n -S] 

TAPERERS AEEPRRST TAPERER, one that carries candle in religious procession [n] 

TAPROOTS AOOPRSTT TAPROOT, main root of plant [n] 

TAPSTERS AEPRSSTT TAPSTER, one that dispenses liquor in barroom [n] 

TARGETED ADEEGRTT TARGET, to make goal of [v] 

TARTARIC AACIRRTT TARTAR, crust on teeth [adj] 

TASTABLE AABELSTT TASTE, to perceive flavor of by taking into mouth [adj] 

TAUTOMER AEMORTTU type of chemical compound [n -S] 

TEACARTS AACERSTT TEACART, wheeled table used in serving tea [n] 

TEAMSTER AEEMRSTT truck driver [n -S] 

TEARABLE AABEELRT TEAR, to emit tears (drops of saline liquid secreted by gland of eye) [adj] 

TEAROOMS AEMOORST TEAROOM, restaurant serving tea [n] 

TEASABLE AABEELST TEASE, to make fun of [adj] 

TEASPOON AENOOPST small spoon [n -S] 

TEATIMES AEEIMSTT TEATIME, customary time for tea [n] 

TECTITES CEEISTTT TECTITE, tektite (glassy body believed to be of meteoritic origin) [n] 

TEENAGED ADEEEGNT teenage (pertaining to teenagers (person between ages of thirteen and nineteen)) [adj] 

TEETOTUM EEMOTTTU spinning toy [n -S] 

TELECAST ACEELSTT to broadcast by television [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

TELECINE CEEEILNT broadcasting of movie on television [n -S] 

TELEPORT EELOPRTT to transport by process that involves no physical means [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

TELESTIC CEEILSTT type of acrostic (poem in which certain letters taken in order form word or phrase) [n -S] 

TELLABLE ABEELLLT TELL, to give detailed account of [adj] 

TELLURIC CEILLRTU pertaining to earth [adj] 

TELOMERE EEELMORT natural end of chromosome [n -S] 

TELSONIC CEILNOST TELSON, terminal segment of arthropod [adj] 

TENACULA AACELNTU hooked surgical instruments [n TENACULA] 

TENDERED DDEEENRT TENDER, to present for acceptance [v] 

TENEBRAE ABEEENRT religious service [n TENEBRAE] 

TENEMENT EEEMNNTT apartment house [n -S] 

TENESMUS EEMNSSTU urgent but ineffectual effort to defecate or urinate [n -ES] 

TENORMAN AEMNNORT person who plays tenor saxophone [n -MEN] 

TENORMEN EEMNNORT TENORMAN, person who plays tenor saxophone [n] 

TENSIBLE BEEILNST capable of being stretched [adj]  

TENTACLE ACEELNTT elongated, flexible appendage of some animals [n -S] 

TENTPOLE EELNOPTT big-budget movie whose high earnings are intended to offset cost of less profitable ones [n -S] 

TEOCALLI ACEILLOT Aztec temple [n -S] 

TERATISM AEIMRSTT malformed fetus [n -S]  

TERATOMA AAEMORTT tumor made of more than one type of tissue [n =S, -TA] 

TERCELET CEEELRTT tercel (male falcon) [n -S] 

TEREBENE BEEEENRT mixture of terpenes [n -S] 

TERMINAL AEILMNRT end or extremity [n -S] 

TERMINER EEIMNRRT type of court in some states [n -S] 

TERMINUS EIMNRSTU terminal (end or extremity) [n -NI, -ES] 
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TERMITES EEIMRSTT TERMITE, insect resembling ant [n] 

TERMLESS EELMRSST having no limits [adj] 

TERPENES EEENPRST TERPENE, chemical compound [n] 

TERPINOL EILNOPRT fragrant liquid [n -S] 

TERRACES ACEERRST TERRACE, to provide with terrace (raised embankment) [v] 

TERRAPIN AEINPRRT North American tortoise [n -S] 

TERRIBLE BEEILRRT very bad [adj] 

TESTABLE ABEELSTT TEST, to evaluate by examination [adj] 

TESTICLE CEEILSTT testis (male reproductive gland) [n -S] 

TETANICS ACEINSTT TETANIC, drug capable of causing convulsions [n] 

TETOTUMS EMOSTTTU TETOTUM, teetotum (spinning toy) [n] 

TETRAMER AEEMRRTT type of polymer (complex chemical compound) [n -S] 

TIBIALES ABEIILST TIBIALIS, muscle in calf of leg [n] 

TIBIALIS ABIIILST muscle in calf of leg [n -LES] 

TIDDLERS DDEILRST TIDDLER, small fish [n] 

TIDDLIER DDEIILRT TIDDLY, slightly drunk [adj] 

TIDELAND ADDEILNT land alternately covered and uncovered by tide [n -S] 

TIERCELS CEEILRST TIERCEL, tercel (male falcon) [n] 

TILAPIAS AAIILPST TILAPIA, African fish [n] 

TILLABLE ABEILLLT TILL, to prepare land for crops by plowing [adj] 

TILTABLE ABEILLTT TILT, to cause to slant [adj] 

TIMARAUS AAIMRSTU TIMARAU, tamarau (small buffalo of Philippines) [n] 

TIMELESS EEILMSST having no beginning or end [adj] 

TIMELIER EEIILMRT TIMELY, occurring at right moment [adj] 

TIMELINE EEIILMNT schedule of events [n -S] 

TIMEOUTS EIMOSTTU TIMEOUT, brief suspension of activity [n] 

TIMOLOLS ILLMOOST TIMOLOL, drug used to treat glaucoma [n] 

TIMOROUS IMOORSTU fearful (afraid (filled with apprehension)) [adj] 

TINAMOUS AIMNOSTU TINAMOU, South American game bird [n] 

TINCTURE CEINRTTU to tinge (to apply trace of color to) [v -D, -RING, -S] 

TINGEING EGGIINNT TINGE, to apply trace of color to [v] 

TINGLING GGIILNNT TINGLE, to cause prickly, stinging sensation [v] 

TINPLATE AEILNPTT to coat object with tin [v -D, -TING, -S] 

TINSNIPS IINNPSST tool for cutting sheet metal [n -S] 

TIPSIEST EIIPSSTT TIPSY, slightly drunk [adj] 

TIPSTERS EIPRSSTT TIPSTER, one that sells information to gamblers [n] 

TIRAMISU AIIMRSTU dessert made with ladyfingers, mascarpone, chocolate, and espresso [n -S] 

TIRESOME EEIMORST tedious (causing weariness (quality of being weary (tired))) [adj] 

TITANISM AIIMNSTT revolt against social conventions [n -S] 

TITANIUM AIIMNTTU metallic element [n -S] 

TITMOUSE EIMOSTTU small bird [n -MICE] 

TITRABLE ABEILRTT capable of being titrated [adj] 

TITUBANT ABINTTTU marked by wavering [adj] 

TODDLERS DDELORST TODDLER, one that toddles (to walk unsteadily) [n] 

TOEPLATE AEELOPTT metal tab attached to tip of shoe [n -S] 

TOGGLERS EGGLORST TOGGLER, one that toggles (to fasten with type of pin or short rod) [n] 
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TOILSOME EILMOOST demanding much exertion [adj] 

TOLLBARS ABLLORST TOLLBAR, tollgate [n] 

TOMATOES AEMOOSTT TOMATO, fleshy, edible fruit of perennial plant [n] 

TONEARMS AEMNORST TONEARM, pivoted part of record player that holds needle [n] 

TONETICS CEINOSTT phonetic study of tone in language [n TONETICS] 

TONGUING GGINNOTU use of tongue in articulating notes on wind instrument [n -S] / TONGUE, to touch with tongue (organ of mouth) [v] 

TOODLING DGILNOOT TOODLE, to tootle (to toot softly or repeatedly) [v] 

TOOLBARS ABLOORST TOOLBAR, row of icons on computer screen that activate functions [n] 

TOOLROOM LMOOOORT room where tools are stored [n -S] 

TOPLINES EILNOPST TOPLINE, outline of top of animal's body [n] 

TOPSAILS AILOPSST TOPSAIL, sail of ship [n] 

TOPSOILS ILOOPSST TOPSOIL, to remove surface layer of soil from [v] 

TOPSTONE ENOOPSTT stone at top of structure [n -S] 

TOREUTIC CEIORTTU pertaining to type of metalwork [adj] 

TORMENTS EMNORSTT TORMENT, to inflict with great bodily or mental suffering [v] 

TOSSPOTS OOPSSSTT TOSSPOT, drunkard (one who is habitually drunk) [n] 

TOTALISM AILMOSTT centralized control by autocratic authority [n -S] 

TOTEABLE ABEELOTT TOTE, to carry by hand [adj] 

TOTEMIST EIMOSTTT specialist in totemism [n -S] 

TOTEMITE EEIMOTTT totemist (specialist in totemism) [n -S] 

TOURACOS ACOORSTU TOURACO, African bird [n] 

TOURISMS IMORSSTU TOURISM, practice of touring for pleasure [n] 

TRABEATE AABEERTT constructed with horizontal beams [adj] 

TRACTATE AACERTTT treatise (formal and systematic written account of subject) [n -S] 

TRACTILE ACEILRTT capable of being drawn out in length [adj] 

TRACTION ACINORTT act of pulling or drawing over surface [n -S] 

TRACTORS ACORRSTT TRACTOR, motor vehicle used in farming [n] 

TRADINGS ADGINRST TRADING, action of exchanging commodities [n] 

TRAINMAN AAIMNNRT railroad employee [n -MEN] 

TRAINMEN AEIMNNRT TRAINMAN, railroad employee [n] 

TRAIPSES AEIPRSST TRAIPSE, to walk about in idle or aimless manner [v] 

TRAMELLS AELLMRST TRAMELL, to trammel (to hinder (to impede (to obstruct progress of))) [v] 

TRAMLESS AELMRSST having no tramcar [adj] 

TRAMLINE AEILMNRT streetcar line [n -S] 

TRANSACT AACNRSTT to carry out [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

TRANSECT ACENRSTT to cut across [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

TRANSEPT AENPRSTT major transverse part of body of church [n -S] 

TRANSMIT AIMNRSTT to send from one place or person to another [v -TTED, -TTING, -S] 

TRANSOMS AMNORSST TRANSOM, small window above door or another window [n] 

TRAPESES AEEPRSST TRAPES, to traipse (to walk about in idle or aimless manner) [v] 

TRAPLINE AEILNPRT series of traps [n -S] 

TRAPNEST AENPRSTT to determine productivity of hens with type of nest [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

TRAPUNTO ANOPRTTU decorative quilted design [n -S] 

TRAUMATA AAAMRTTU TRAUMA, severe emotional shock [n] 

TREACLES ACEELRST TREACLE, molasses (thick syrup) [n] 

TREADING ADEGINRT TREAD, to walk on, over, or along [v] 
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TREADLED ADDEELRT TREADLE, to work foot lever [v] 

TRECENTO CEENORTT fourteenth century [n -S] 

TREDDLES DDEELRST TREDDLE, to treadle (to work foot lever) [v] 

TREETOPS EEOPRSTT TREETOP, top of tree [n] 

TREMOLOS ELMOORST TREMOLO, vibrating musical effect [n] 

TRENDING DEGINNRT TREND, to take particular course [v] 

TRENDOID DDEINORT trendy person [n -S] 

TRESPASS AEPRSSST to enter upon land of another unlawfully [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

TRIACTOR ACIORRTT trifecta (system of betting) [n -S] 

TRIAGING AGGIINRT TRIAGE, to practice system of treating disaster victims [v] 

TRIASSIC ACIIRSST of or pertaining to certain geologic time period [adj] 

TRIBUNAL ABILNRTU court of justice [n -S] 

TRIBUNES BEINRSTU TRIBUNE, defender of rights of people [n] 

TRIBUTES BEIRSTTU TRIBUTE, something given to show respect, gratitude, or admiration [n] 

TRICOLOR CILOORRT flag having three colors [n -S] 

TRICORNE CEINORRT tricorn (hat with brim turned up on three sides) [n -S] 

TRICORNS CINORRST TRICORN, hat with brim turned up on three sides [n] 

TRIGGERS EGGIRRST TRIGGER, to actuate (to set into action or motion) [v] 

TRIGGEST EGGIRSTT TRIG, neat (being in state of cleanliness and order) [adj] 

TRILBIES BEIILRST TRILBY, soft felt hat [n] 

TRILLIUM IILLMRTU flowering plant [n -S] 

TRILOBAL ABILLORT trilobed (having three lobes) [adj] 

TRIMARAN AAIMNRRT sailing vessel [n -S] 

TRIMETER EEIMRRTT verse of three metrical feet [n -S] 

TRIMNESS EIMNRSST state of being trim (neat and orderly) [n -ES] 

TRIMOTOR IMOORRTT airplane powered by three engines [n -S] 

TRINDLED DDEILNRT TRINDLE, to trundle (to propel by causing to rotate) [v] 

TRIPLANE AEILNPRT type of airplane (winged aircraft propelled by jet engines or propellers) [n -S] 

TRIPLETS EILPRSTT TRIPLET, group of three of one kind [n] 

TRIPLITE EIILPRTT mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties) [n -S] 

TRIPOLIS IILOPRST TRIPOLI, soft, friable rock [n] 

TRIPOSES EIOPRSST TRIPOS, tripod (stand having three legs) [n] 

TRIPTANE AEINPRTT chemical compound [n -S] 

TRIPTANS AINPRSTT TRIPTAN, drug for treating migraine attacks [n] 

TRIREMES EEIMRRST TRIREME, ancient Greek or Roman warship [n] 

TRISCELE CEEILRST triskele (figure consisting of three branches radiating from center) [n -S] 

TRISECTS CEIRSSTT TRISECT, to divide into three equal parts [v] 

TRISEMES EEIMRSST TRISEME, type of metrical foot [n] 

TRISOMES EIMORSST TRISOME, organism having one chromosome in addition to usual diploid number [n] 

TRITIUMS IIMRSTTU TRITIUM, isotope of hydrogen [n] 

TRITOMAS AIMORSTT TRITOMA, African herb [n] 

TROILISM IILMORST sexual relations involving three persons [n -S] 

TROLLOPS LLOOPRST TROLLOP, prostitute [n] 

TROOPERS EOOPRRST TROOPER, cavalryman [n] 

TROOPIAL AILOOPRT troupial (tropical bird) [n -S] 

TROPINES EINOPRST TROPINE, poisonous alkaloid [n] 
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TROPONIN INNOOPRT protein of muscle [n -S] 

TROUBLER BELORRTU one that troubles (to distress (to cause anxiety or suffering to)) [n -S] 

TROUBLES BELORSTU TROUBLE, to distress (to cause anxiety or suffering to) [v] 

TROUNCER CENORRTU one that trounces (to beat severely) [n -S] 

TROUNCES CENORSTU TROUNCE, to beat severely [v] 

TROUPERS EOPRRSTU TROUPER, member of theatrical company [n] 

TROUPIAL AILOPRTU tropical bird [n -S] 

TRUDGENS DEGNRSTU TRUDGEN, swimming stroke [n] 

TRUDGEON DEGNORTU trudgen (swimming stroke) [n -S] 

TRUDGERS DEGRRSTU TRUDGER, one that trudges (to walk tiredly) [n] 

TRUEBLUE BEELRTUU person of unwavering loyalty [n -S] 

TRUEBORN BENORRTU genuinely such by birth [adj] 

TRUISTIC CIIRSTTU TRUISM, obvious truth [adj] 

TRUNCATE ACENRTTU to shorten by cutting off part [v -D, -TING, -S] 

TRUNDLED DDELNRTU TRUNDLE, to propel by causing to rotate [v] 

TSARISMS AIMRSSST TSARISM, czarism (autocratic government) [n] 

TSUNAMIS AIMNSSTU TSUNAMI, very large ocean wave [n] 

TUBAISTS ABISSTTU TUBAIST, tuba player [n] 

TUBELESS BEELSSTU having no tube [adj] 

TUBENOSE BEENOSTU bird having tubular nostrils [n -S] 

TUBEROSE BEEORSTU Mexican herb [n -S] 

TUBEROUS BEORSTUU pertaining to tuber (thick underground stem) [adj] 

TUBULARS ABLRSTUU TUBULAR, completely enclosed bicycle tire [n] 

TUBULATE ABELTTUU to form into tube [v -D, -TING, -S] 

TUBULINS BILNSTUU TUBULIN, protein that polymerizes to form tiny tubules [n] 

TUBULOSE BELOSTUU tubulous (having form of tube) [adj] 

TUBULOUS BLOSTUUU having form of tube [adj] 

TUBULURE BELRTUUU short cylindrical opening [n -S] 

TULLIBEE BEEILLTU freshwater fish [n -S] 

TUMOROUS MOORSTUU TUMOR, abnormal swelling [adj] 

TUMULOSE ELMOSTUU full of mounds [adj] 

TUMULOUS LMOSTUUU tumulose (full of mounds) [adj] 

TUNEABLE ABEELNTU tunable (capable of being tuned) [adj] 

TUNICATE ACEINTTU small marine animal [n -S] 

TUNICLES CEILNSTU TUNICLE, type of vestment (one of ceremonial garments of clergy) [n] 

TURACOUS ACORSTUU TURACOU, touraco (African bird) [n] 

TURBINAL ABILNRTU bone of nasal passage [n -S] 

TURBINES BEINRSTU TURBINE, type of engine [n] 

TURMOILS ILMORSTU TURMOIL, to throw into uproar [v] 

TURNABLE ABELNRTU TURN, to move around central point [adj] 

TURNCOAT ACNORTTU traitor (one who betrays another) [n -S] 

TURNSPIT INPRSTTU one that turns roasting spit [n -S] 

TURRICAL ACILRRTU resembling turret (small tower) [adj] 
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UBIETIES BEEIISTU UBIETY, state of having definite location [n] 

ULCERATE ACEELRTU to ulcer (to affect with ulcer (type of lesion)) [v -D, -TING, -S] 

ULCEROUS CELORSUU being or affected with ulcer [adj] 

ULTIMATA AAILMTTU final proposals [n ULTIMATA] 

ULTIMATE AEILMTTU to come to end [v -D, -TING, -S] 

ULTRAISM AILMRSTU advocacy of extreme measures [n -S] 

UNAGEING AEGGINNU not ageing (to grow old) [adj] 

UNAGREED ADEEGNRU not agreed (to have same opinion) [adj] 

UNARGUED ADEGNRUU not argued (to present reasons for or against) [adj] 

UNBEATEN ABEENNTU not beaten (to strike repeatedly) [adj] 

UNBITTEN BEINNTTU not bitten (to seize with teeth) [adj] 

UNBITTER BEINRTTU not bitter (having disagreeable taste) [adj] 

UNBONNET BENNNOTU to uncover head [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

UNBOTTLE BELNOTTU to release from or as if from bottle [v -D, -LING, -S] 

UNBURIES BEINRSUU UNBURY, to remove from ground after burial [v] 

UNBUTTON BNNOTTUU to unfasten buttons of [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

UNCINATE ACEINNTU bent at end like hook [adj] 

UNCLOSES CELNOSSU UNCLOSE, to open (to cause to become open) [v] 

UNCRATES ACENRSTU UNCRATE, to remove from crate [v] 

UNCREATE ACEENRTU to deprive of existence [v -D, -TING, -S] 

UNCTIONS CINNOSTU UNCTION, act of anointing (to apply oil to as sacred rite) [n] 

UNCTUOUS CNOSTUUU greasy (containing or resembling grease) [adj] 

UNDARING ADGINNRU not daring (to have necessary courage) [adj] 

UNDENIED DDEEINNU not denied (to declare to be untrue) [adj] 

UNDENTED DDEENNTU not dented (to make depression in) [adj] 

UNDERAGE ADEEGNRU shortage (insufficient supply or amount) [n -S] 

UNDOINGS DGINNOSU UNDOING, cause of ruin [n] 

UNDOTTED DDENOTTU not dotted (to cover with dots (tiny round marks)) [adj] 

UNDULLED DDELLNUU not dulled (to make less sharp) [adj] 

UNEDITED DDEEINTU not edited (to correct and prepare for publication) [adj] 

UNENDING DEGINNNU not ending (to terminate) [adj] 

UNEROTIC CEINORTU not erotic [adj] 

UNGALLED ADEGLLNU not galled (to vex or irritate) [adj] 

UNGLUING GGILNNUU UNGLUE, to disjoin (to separate (to set or keep apart)) [v] 

UNGROUND DGNNORUU not ground (to wear, smooth, or sharpen by friction) [adj] 

UNGUARDS ADGNRSUU UNGUARD, to leave unprotected [v] 

UNICOLOR CILNOORU of one color [adj] 

UNICORNS CINNORSU UNICORN, mythical horselike creature [n] 

UNIDEAED ADDEEINU lacking ideas (conception existing in mind) [adj] 

UNIONISM IIMNNOSU principle of forming union [n -S] 

UNIPOLAR AILNOPRU showing only one kind of polarity [adj] 

UNIRONIC CIINNORU not ironic (pertaining to irony (use of words to express opposite of what is literally said)) [adj] 

UNLADING ADGILNNU UNLADE, to unload (to remove load or cargo from) [v] 

UNLEADED ADDEELNU product containing no lead [n -S] / UNLEAD, to remove lead from [v] 

UNLOADED ADDELNOU UNLOAD, to remove load or cargo from [v] 

UNMITERS EIMNRSTU UNMITER, to depose from rank of bishop [v] 
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UNMITRES EIMNRSTU UNMITRE, to unmiter (to depose from rank of bishop) [v] 

UNMOLTEN ELMNNOTU not molten (made liquid by heat) [adj] 

UNNEEDED DDEEENNU not needed (to have urgent or essential use for) [adj] 

UNPERSON ENNOPRSU one who is removed completely from recognition [n -S] 

UNPLAITS AILNPSTU UNPLAIT, to undo plaits of [v] 

UNPLIANT AILNNPTU not pliant (easily bent) [adj] 

UNPOLITE EILNOPTU not polite (showing consideration for others) [adj] 

UNREPAIR AEINPRRU lack of repair [n -S] 

UNRIDDEN DDEINNRU not ridden (to sit on, control, and be conveyed by animal or machine) [adj] 

UNRIDDLE DDEILNRU to solve (to find answer or explanation for) [v -D, -LING, -S] 

UNRIPEST EINPRSTU UNRIPE, not ripe (fully developed) [adj] 

UNSADDLE ADDELNSU to remove saddle from [v -D, -LING, -S] 

UNSEEDED DDEEENSU not seeded (to plant seeds (propagative plant structures) in) [adj] 

UNSIGNED DEGINNSU not signed (to write one's name on) [adj] 

UNSOCIAL ACILNOSU not social [adj] 

UNSPOILT ILNOPSTU not spoilt (to impair value or quality of) [adj] 

UNSPOOLS LNOOPSSU UNSPOOL, to unwind from small cylinder [v] 

UNSTABLE ABELNSTU not stable (resistant to sudden change or position or condition) [adj -R, -ST] 

UNSTRAPS ANPRSSTU UNSTRAP, to remove strap from [v] 

UNSUBTLE BELNSTUU not subtle (so slight as to be difficult to detect) [adj -R, -ST] 

UNTENDED DDEENNTU not tended (to be disposed or inclined) [adj] 

UNTIDIED DDEIINTU UNTIDY, to make untidy [v] 

UNTINGED DEGINNTU not tinged (to emit high-pitched metallic sound) [adj] 

UNUSABLE ABELNSUU not usable (capable of being used) [adj] 

UPRAISER AEIPRRSU one that upraises (to raise up) [n -S] 

UPRAISES AEIPRSSU UPRAISE, to raise up [v] 

UPRISERS EIPRRSSU UPRISER, one that uprises (to rise up) [n] 

UPROOTAL ALOOPRTU act of uprooting (to pull up by roots) [n -S] 

UPROOTER EOOPRRTU one that uproots (to pull up by roots) [n -S] 

UPROUSES EOPRSSUU UPROUSE, to rouse up [v] 

UPSETTER EEPRSTTU one that upsets (to overturn (to turn over)) [n -S] 

UPSILONS ILNOPSSU UPSILON, Greek letter [n] 

UPSTAIRS AIPRSSTU up stairs [adv] 

UPSTARES AEPRSSTU UPSTARE, to stare upward [v] 

UPSTARTS APRSSTTU UPSTART, to spring up suddenly [v] 

UPSTATER AEPRSTTU inhabitant of upstate region [n -S] 

UPSTATES AEPSSTTU UPSTATE, northern region of state [n] 

UPTOSSES EOPSSSTU UPTOSS, to toss upward [v] 

URAEMIAS AAEIMRSU URAEMIA, uremia (abnormal condition of blood) [n] 

URALITIC ACIILRTU URALITE, mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties) [adj] 

URANISMS AIMNRSSU URANISM, homosexuality [n] 

URANITIC ACIINRTU URANITE, mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties) [adj] 

URANIUMS AIMNRSUU URANIUM, radioactive element [n] 

URBANEST ABENRSTU URBANE, refined and elegant [adj] 

URBANISE ABEINRSU to urbanize (to cause to take on urban characteristics) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

URBANIST ABINRSTU specialist in city planning [n -S] 
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URBANITE ABEINRTU one who lives in city [n -S] 

URETERIC CEEIRRTU URETER, duct that conveys urine from kidney to bladder [adj] 

URINEMIA AEIIMNRU uremia (abnormal condition of blood) [n -S] 

UROBOROS BOOORRSU circular symbol of snake or dragon swallowing its own tail [n -ES] 

URTICANT ACINRTTU urticating substance [n -S] 

URTICATE ACEIRTTU to cause itching or stinging [v -D, -TING, -S] 

USAUNCES ACENSSUU USAUNCE, usance (usage (firmly established and generally accepted practice or procedure)) [n] 

USERNAME AEEMNRSU identifying sequence of characters used for logging on to computer system [n -S] 

USURPERS EPRRSSUU USURPER, one that usurps (to seize and hold without legal authority) [n] 

UTOPIANS AINOPSTU UTOPIAN, one who believes in perfectibility of human society [n] 

UTOPISTS IOPSSTTU UTOPIST, utopian (one who believes in perfectibility of human society) [n] 

UTRICLES CEILRSTU UTRICLE, saclike cavity in inner ear [n] 

UTRICULI CIILRTUU utricles (saclike cavity in inner ear) [n UTRICULI] 
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